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It is crucial to own our own identity, to live the label we choose and not the one that others may hand to us, writes Lady Edwina Grosvenor



Are they really serious about stopping offending?



To what extent does the life sentence meet its purpose



Former prisoner Terry Lock, on his struggle for rehabilitation



2014 Perrie Lecture Essay Competition winner Tony Joyce
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NPR SURVEY - TIME TO TALK



8 PAGE INSIDE POETRY SUPPLEMENT



PRISONS ‘BEYOND CRISIS’ miss what is under their noses on the wings, which is sometimes, I think, people being held in deplorable conditions who are suicidal, who don’t have anything to do and don’t have anyone to talk to. We need to concentrate on what’s obvious in front of our noses and sort that.”



cm
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“This is beyond a crisis - this is the prisons now in meltdown. I really worry about staff and prisoners over the summer and I worry about the consequences for the public because people will come out of prison so bitter, so angry, so violent that they will inflict that misery on the rest of us.”



l “It would be really useful to have the politics taken out of prisons.”



“I think they (suicides) are an indication of wider problems in the Prison Service and indications of a system that is under growing pressure. It is not acceptable to have this rate of suicides in prison.



“I would like no crowding in prisons but we have had it as long as I have been in the Prison Service for 30 years. The crowding we’ve got today is lower than for the last ten years. Of course, I would like to be in a position where we didn’t have anyone in crowded cells. To get rid of overcrowding would cost £900 million which we do not have.”



If you look at it since the beginning of this year we are seeing a lot more prisons that aren’t now meeting an acceptable standard across the range of things we look at. And I go to most of these inspections and I see with my own eyes a deterioration. There is a danger, I think, that the Prison Service and the politicians in charge in a sense over-analyse the figures and actually



An extract of a BBC Newsnight broadcast on 9th July 2014. ‘I must be dreaming’ mailbag page 4



Prison Law



Crime, Appeals The country’s leading experts in serious, complex and high profile cases. We have represented clients on some of the most complex and high profile crime and appeals cases in recent years including: -



Extradition



Fixed Fees (from £150.00)



Services Offered Under Legal Aid



HDC and Appeals



Oral Hearings



Re-cat Reviews



R v Levi Bellfield (Milly Dowler case)



IPP and Lifer Post Tariff Reviews



Pre-tariff Lifer & IPP Reviews



We are experts in all areas of crime including.



Independent Adjudication



Sentence Plan



Sentence Calculation



Access to Offending Behavioural Work



R v Barry George (Jill Dando case),



Rape, Robbery, Murder, Fraud, Proceeds of Crime, Drug Matters, Burglary, Assault Specialising in cases before the Court of Appeal and the CCRC.



Re-call



POCA Years of experience in Proceeds of Crime Applications



ROTL



Legal advice and assistance at any stage European Arrest Warrant (EAW) experience International extradition proceedings



Other Services Medical Negligence Personal Injury Family



Challenging Licence Conditions



Dedicated prison law hotline:



0161 833 9253



Manchester Office:



13 St John Street, Manchester, M3 4DQ



Website:



www.cmsolicitors.co.uk



All other enquiries:



0800 1 444 111



London Office:



15 Old Bailey, London, EC4M 7EF



Video link:



Nationwide service



Wills



where



lients
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What is going on behind the UK’s prison walls? In an exclusive interview, the Chief Inspector of Prisons has told BBC Newsnight of his fears of a deep and worrying malaise. Understaffed and overpopulated. Campaigners say our prisons are fast spiralling out of control. Some even say that recent cuts have cost prisoners’ lives. Prison suicides hit a high of 96 in 2004 but started to fall again over the rest of the decade. Now they, as well as incidents of self-harm are on the rise again. In 2012, there were 60 suicides; in 2013 there were 74. Exclusive figures seen by Newsnight, compiled by the Howard League for Penal Reform, show they are on the rise again this year too. They show there were 42 suicides in the first six months of this year. That compares to 30 in the same period last year.
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Furthermore, your correspondent has taken some of his information out of context. HMYOI Stoke Heath base portion sizes according to the guidelines set out in PSI 44/2010. Section 3.5 states: Portion control is necessary to maintain consistency in quantity without prejudice to any individual, to maintain budgetary control and to provide the minimum provision. As such, Catering Managers should implement and display a portion control system which should be decided locally, based on the following minimum and advisory guidelines:



insidetime



a voice for prisoners since 1990 the national newspaper for prisoners published by Inside Time Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of The New Bridge Foundation, founded in 1956 to create links between the offender and the community. Inside Time is wholly responsible for its editorial content. Comments or complaints should be directed to the Managing Editor and not to New Bridge.
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‘50% reduction in food’



..................................................... JON WALDRON - HMP STOKE HEATH Below is an extract from a mailbag featured in our July issue which has now received a response from NOMS: Here at HMP Stoke Heath inmates have been complaining about the poor quality and quantity of food for months but we keep getting told by the acting kitchens manager that his budget has been cut by 11p per prisoner per day. Now the kitchens have sunk to a new low. According to the rules the correct portion measure per man of stews, curries, etc is one 10 ounce ladle per prisoner, but the servers have been told to give 3 spoonfuls instead of the official measure. 3 spoons equates to 5 ounces per prisoner. Can NOMS comment on this, please, and not just with their standard quoting of the rules - we know the rules.



Milk - Semi Skimmed 200ml Minced Beef - Medium Portion (cooked) 140g Sausage - Grilled 60g Beef Burger - Grilled 50g Fish Finger - Grilled (x3) 75g Egg - Size 3 57g Margarine - Portion 7-10g Potatoes - Boiled 175g Mashed (1 scoop) 60g Chips - Medium Portion 165g Peas - Medium Portion 70g Rice - Medium Portion (boiled) 180g Pasta - Medium Portion (boiled) 180g HMYOI Stoke Heath’s Portion Control (extract) Chips - 1 x chip scoop Vegetables - 1 x serving spoon Salad - 1 ½ serving spoons Boiled rice - 1 ½ serving spoons Pasta - 1 ½ serving spoons Mashed potato - 2 scoops Curry/stew etc - 1 large ladle (10oz) If Halal equipment 2 spoons. Sausages - 2 each Fish Fingers - 4 each



Your correspondent refers to a 10oz ladle which is used for ‘wet dishes’ such as curries, stews and chilli’s etc. I would point out that = 250g, which is in excess the amount Blavo Nov 2012_Blavo Dec 2008 red border10oz SHADOW.qxd 13/11/2012 09:42ofPage 1 contained in the guidance in the PSI. The catering team have carried out tests to ensure On reviewing the numbers of complaints from that the tins used for specific dishes hold the prisoners at HMYOI Stoke Heath since the correct amounts, using prison orderlies as start of the year, one prisoner has been independent witnesses. As a result, and in responsible for over 50% of the total number consultation with prisoners, HMYOI Stoke of complaints about the food in the past six Heath have changed the size or shape of the months. Each complaint has been answered tins used for some food items. HMYOI Stoke fully and any concerns have been addressed. Heath did have an older spoon on one wing The daily allowance for food at HMYOI Stoke which was being used for Halal items, and Heath has been £1.90 per prisoner since 2011 this did have a shallower bowl, but this has when the prison ceased to hold young been replaced recently. people. This was the time when the reduction



Writes



in budget took place. HMYOI Stoke Heath did not reduce portion sizes, instead adapted processes to ensure the prison delivered the same quality of service and prisoners were not disadvantaged.



HMYOI Stoke Heath have at no time reduced the amount of food issued to prisoners to save money. As a minimum HMYOI Stoke Heath meet the recommended guidelines.



ON YOUR SIDE Being on your side is one thing. Fighting your corner is another. We do both. • Miscarriage of Justice experts • Defending false allegations • Crown Court advocacy • CCRC applications • Prison law specialists • Parole applications • IPP and Lifer reviews • Adjudications • Recalls • Sentence progression We offer Legal Aid and Fixed Fees along with a nationwide service. For more information contact us using the details below.



The worst kind of tyranny



..................................................... JOHN PALMER - HMP CHANNINGS WOOD Edmund Burke (1729-97) said - ‘Bad laws are the worst kind of tyranny’. There are two laws that together have caused the greatest series of miscarriages of justice in British legal history. 1) The amendment to the Statute of Limitations Act, removing the time limit for the commencement of legal procedures for alleged rape and indecent assault cases. Thousands of people are now accused of historic crimes - one from 61 years ago! 2) The redefining in 1991, by the House of Lords, of the Common Law on the admissibility of Similar Fact Allegations in a single trial. For almost one hundred years the Lords held that it was wrong in law to allow gangs of people to get together and make the same allegation against a single defendant because he/she was certain to be convicted. Since 1991 the Lords have given the ‘green light’ to this activity and, with government promises of many thousands of pounds in ‘compensation’ suddenly thousands of people have suddenly and miraculously remembered that they were the victims of a crime many years ago. The lawyers are very happy to pocket billions of pounds in legal aid, and therefore have a vested interest in not challenging these laws. The National Office for Statistics admit that 17.8% of prisoners have been wrongly convicted, but the government is to take no action regarding the 15,000 innocent citizens now in our prisons or those already released and stigmatised by society, and certainly no action in respect of those men driven to suicide.



Should Scotland be an independent country?



Your views will be welcome for the next issue.



19 John Street LONDON WC1N 2DL



0207 025 2020 Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



(24hrs)



Prison Law experts in: • Adjudications • IPP • Parole • Recall • Lifer Reviews • HDC • Categorisation We also have specialists in:



Changing the way you see lawyers.



01302 365374



www.qualitysolicitors.com/jordans



4 Priory Place, Doncaster, DN1 1BP Led by Mark Newby Solicitor Advocate with a relentless record of quashing convictions.



• Crime • Serious Fraud • Extradition • Immigration • Judicial Review • Housing • Family • Mental Health Law • Employment • Welfare Benefits ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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Risk or Hazard?



..................................................... In the June issue of Inside Time we published an article on Page 21 - ‘The misapplication of risk’ by serving prisoner Mike Taylor. Recently NOMS have sent a reply to this article shown below.



Writes This article gives an interesting distinction between ‘risk’ and ‘hazard’, and asks which of the two is being referred to when an Offender Manager assesses and then assigns a risk level to an offender. The risk assessment sits within the OASys tool and is designed to aid the assessor in their professional judgement of the likelihood that an offender will commit a further offence that causes serious harm to the victim. To arrive at this judgement, consideration is given to statistical evidence and the presence of dynamic factors that may increase or reduce the likelihood of reoffending, and the extent of serious harm to others which is likely to occur if the offender does reoffend. NOMS has researched this matter intensively, and continues to improve and update actuarial predictors of reoffending which inform the Offender Manager’s clinical judgement. (An actuarial predictor is an evidence-based set of rules that produces a risk estimate, taking into account the offender’s status on a range of risk factors.) In making this judgement, the Offender Manager considers the actuarial risk estimates alongside dynamic factors that will be individual to the offender’s particular circumstances, such as attitude towards offending and motivation to change. The assessment of dynamic factors can incorporate concrete evidence of change, such as the completion of an Offending Behaviour Programme. All of the above influence the Offender Manager’s professional judgement of the offender’s level of risk.



Star Letter of the Month Congratulations and a £25 cash prize for this month’s Star Letter.



Pass the factor 50!



................................................... CARL JACQUES - HMP/YOI MOORLAND A story in an edition of The Sun caught my eye recently and it tells us that the public still believe that prisoners don’t get enough prison and while we are here we get it ‘too easy’. Yes, you’ve guessed it, the story I’m talking about is the ‘sun-screen scandal’. Apparently, staff at HMP Dartmoor said they offered sun-screen to two prisoners on a rooftop protest because they had a duty of care. If you believe that this is that tired old Tory/Sun/Mail cliché of ‘political correctness gone mad’ then you are missing the point, just as they are. The main issue is The Sun is selling people a non-story with no real information apart from the ludicrous. The so-called ‘reporter’ makes no attempt to find out if there was any valid reason for the rooftop protest. In a 200 word article all we get regarding any sort of investigation into what actually happened is these mealy-mouthed 10 words - ‘It is unclear what the reason was for this protest’. The Prison Officers Association’s (POA) spokesman John Hancock then helpfully gave The Sun his expert verdict. His words



were indicative of the absolute contempt the POA hold prisoners in, and also their willingness to collaborate with a tabloid’s demonising of prisoners, instead of informing the public about some very real issues, such as overcrowding, staff and budget cuts, prison closures, etc. These are the words of John Hancock, speaking for the POA whose members dared to show a duty of care to prisoners, and this is a direct quote - ‘Why we are mollycoddling them is beyond me. I have been in the service 28 years and in my day we would have gone on the roof and used hoses on them’. The good old days, eh, John, when you could simply blast those pesky prisoners off the roof to their deaths? Newsflash to John, it is still your day, stop living in the past and try to come up with solutions instead of advocating violence. Might you and your colleagues be better off trying to tackle things like the massive reoffending rates which prove that your system doesn’t work? After nearly 3 decades in the job you might think that John would have learnt something by now, instead he has revealed his mindset by his own words. No wonder so many prisoners learn nothing from imprisonment in this country when people like POA John think nothing of going public in a tabloid about his desire to seriously hurt people under his charge. What a disgrace.



The term ‘Risk’ is the generic term used as it has become common parlance for an understanding of the factors mentioned above. NOMS regards the important factor in this matter to be the Offender Manager’s understanding of the risk concept and the issues that affect the behaviour of offenders and therefore ultimately affect the potential victim(s). Given the length of time the current terminology has been applied to the assessments in question, and the large number of decisions that have been made when using this terminology, we believe that this understanding has been thoroughly achieved.
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The emailaprisoner service enables family, friends, solicitors and other organisations to send messages to prisoners from any computer. It’s faster than 1st class post and costs less than a 2nd class stamp!



> LOOKING AHEAD • September Inside Education



• Available in 98% of UK prisons.



• October Inside Art



• Smartphone App coming Soon!



• November Scottish Focus



If you would like to know more call:



03333 70 65 50 for further details or visit:



www.emailaprisoner.com



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



Views expressed in Inside Time are those of the authors and not necessarily representative of those held by Inside Time or the New Bridge Foundation.
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Perhaps now they will know how it feels



‘I must be dreaming’



Strangeways Riots 1st of April 1990



..................................................... R LEWIS - HMP GARTREE



..................................................... JENNY RICHARDS (pseudonym of the wife of a prisoner maintaining innocence) It is with a feeling of elation that I greet the news of an investigative enquiry into alleged child abuse by Members of Parliament and others, reportedly having occurred several decades ago. Could it possibly transpire that politicians, who throughout their political careers have declared that the justice system cannot be wrong, will now get the opportunity to experience the truth of this ideological myth for themselves? Could it possibly transpire that politicians who from 1994 onwards approved the removal of the legal safeguards protecting those accused of historical sexual abuse, will now come to fully understand the dire consequences of their actions? Could it possibly transpire that politicians indicted on offences alleged to have happened in the distant past and based on entirely uncorroborated evidence, will now accept the stark reality that there is no adequate defence for the accused in such circumstances? Could it possibly transpire that politicians who claim to be innocent, protesting they did not commit any of the offences described in the allegations, will still subscribe to the misguided belief of an infallible justice system and fair trials in these cases? Could it possibly transpire that politicians will one day come to face a judicial process where there is no presumption of innocence for the accused, where proof is neither provided nor required, where judges instruct juries to reach a verdict based solely on who they think is telling the truth, and where the accused must prove their innocence or go to prison? Could it possibly transpire that politicians who are sent to prison whilst still maintaining their innocence will very quickly become aware that their nightmare has only just begun? Waiting for them is the army that is NOMS, who show no mercy to Prisoners Maintaining Innocence. To NOMS, there are only prisoners ‘in denial’ who must confess - or else! Note: This letter has also been sent to the Home Affairs Select Committee, the Justice Select Committee and my MP, Andrew Robathan. News from the House pages 42-43



trapped? trapp



Strangeways Riots - gone but not forgotten



........................................................................................................ KENNY CARTER - HMP PRESTON I was having a conversation the other day regarding the state of today’s prison system when I asked other prisoners who it was that had given us all the stuff that Grayling has now ripped away. Some people said ‘prison staff’ and one idiot even said ‘the Prime Minister’! That’s the general mentality of most cons in this day and age. Unfortunately nothing that prisoners have came free of charge; people (mainly prisoners) paid the price for it, sometimes in blood. Everything cons now take for granted comes from years of struggle, misery, pain and even death. Throughout the 70s and 80s prisoners up and down this country fought the system to gain better conditions, privileges and rights to secure a better future and a more humane system. From the shoes on your feet to the shirt on your back it all comes from the misery and pain of prisoners who were prepared to stand up and fight for what they believed in. Prisoners in this country suffered decades of abuse and brutality and some died at the hands of a brutal and uncaring system. However, the struggle went on, solidarity intensified and by the grace of god, and with the help of a few brave lads, the roof came off of HMP Strangeways, one of the most brutal prisons in the UK, during the uprisings that started on the 1st of April 1990. But the lessons learned by those uprisings seem to have been forgotten and discarded. The reality is that few can survive in this system today without financial help from beyond the prison walls. If you do not have anyone to send you in cash and you are unemployed then you will receive £2.50 per week (minus the £1 for your TV) and with this you cannot even buy the basics or maintain ties with your family. Imagine having to get by on £1.50 a week, not having the funds to phone your kids and say goodnight to them, having to go hungry on the meagre rations given by the prison or do without tobacco and toiletries. When I arrived here at HMP Preston I was shocked to see prisoners arguing and racing to get on the yard first in order to pick up soggy dog-ends, and some even risked IEP warnings for rummaging through the bins for them. Where’s the dignity and equality we fought for? The food here is disgusting and, since budget cuts, miniscule portions, I’ve seen dogs get fed better. We get prison issue clothing that isn’t clean or fit to wear, bedding that has never been washed, cells with toilets that stink like an open sewer, dinner trollies used for transporting bins and rubbish then an hour later are used to transport food. There is no work for at least 3 quarters of us, and applications and complaint forms are hardly ever processed or replied to. In short, this prison, like many others around the UK, is a cess-pit of official abuse. But who is to blame for all this? Many people, staff included, point the finger at Grayling, but I blame the cons of today. An old prison saying goes - ‘The government can build a prison, but it is the cons who make it’, so if you are sick of what is being forced upon you, I sympathise, I really do, but moaning and whingeing is not going to get improvements, no one gives a shit about any of us prisoners. So when you switch that TV off tonight give a thought to all those who fought, suffered and died for everything we had and which is now being clawed back by a government who thinks we are scum.



We can offer you



• An ‘in house’ advocacy team for all prison law Hearings-Adjudication and Parole • Links to specialist barristers and QCs for Appeals Against Sentence, Wrongful Conviction & Judicial Review



Need Help? Contact Michael Robinson



• An excellent track record in relation to POCA/Forfeiture matters



52 John Street, Sunderland, SR1 1QN Freephone 0800 193 0146 or 0191 567 6667 emmersons-solicitors.co.uk



• A well respected criminal department, solicitor with Crown Court Rights of Audience and a team of police station representatives.



emmersonssolicitors



• Parole Hearings • Adjudications • Recalls • Criminal Appeals • SOPO Variations Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers
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After recently watching Newsnight on BBC2 and seeing Nick Hardwick, Chief Inspector of Prisons admitting he was worried that budget cuts and restrictive regimes were leading to an increase in overcrowding, self harm, suicide and rising assaults on staff, I can say he is right to worry. But to then see Michael Spurr, head of NOMS, dispute these claims and state that staff were coping and that there are no plans to increase overcrowding or cell sharing, which is a blatant lie, makes me despair. I’ve spent 23 years in prison on this sentence and have heard these mealymouthed lies before. So as someone who lives day to day in prison as a lifer, let me enlighten the poorly-informed Mr Spurr. Here at HMP Gartree we’ve had an increase in prisoner/ staff assaults and self-harm, we’ve also had a man on the healthcare roof in protest against the regimes we are forced to live in. Staff from HMP Bure, HMP Warren Hill, HMP Norwich, HMP The Verne and HMP Dartmoor all here on detached duty due to staff shortages, all claiming petrol/sustenance and accommodation costs daily, which all comes out of the budget. Cells are being doubled up and the induction wing is all double cells now, so how can Mr Spurr say that overcrowding/cell-sharing is not being increased? This prison is just one example but if Michael Spurr is to be believed, there are no such problems in our prisons and the restrictions and cuts are not affecting the daily running of our prisons. I must be dreaming then.



All fake it for HMCIP



..................................................... NAME WITHHELD - HMP PETERBOROUGH We recently had the prison inspectors here at HMP Peterborough. The whole prison was issued with new duvets, pillows and covers. I saw more senior members of staff wandering around in the week they were here than I had ever seen in this place. Many prisoners got assigned to courses such as ‘domestic cookery’ that they had not even applied for. I can only suspect that this was to increase, on paper, the amount of prisoners engaged in purposeful activity. The weekend after the inspectors left, the gym and library were closed ‘due to staff shortages’. Did the prison deliberately overstaff when the inspectors were here leading to staff having to take more time off at the weekend? It all seems a bit sneaky.



We are local to: HMYOI AYLESBURY & HMPs BULLINGDON, GRENDON, WOODHILL, READING and SPRINGHILL but Pickup & Scott Solicitors also cover many other prisons.



We cover all aspects of Prison Law



• Life Sentences • IPPs • Cat A + Re-Cat • Parole Hearings • Recalls/Licences • Adjudications • VPs • Immigration issues



Please contact:



Contact: Anna De La Mare, Harleena Johal-Basi, Alexander Brown at: Maria Villarico or P I C KPICKUP U P & &SSCOTT C O T TSOLICITORS S O L I C I TO R S 6 Bourbon Street Bucks ~ HP20 6 Bourbon Street~~Aylesbury Aylesbury ~~Bucks ~ HP20 2RR2RR



01296 794 01296 397 397 794



Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers
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‘Banging my head against a brick wall’



....................................................................................................... MR KENNEDY - HMP BULLINGDON



Access to guitars in prisons



.....................................................



Inside Time has had many queries from prisoners, and people outside of prison, about access to guitars with metal strings. We sent the queries to NOMS and received the following reply



Writes POLICY, REGULATION AND OPG TEAM - EQUALITY, RIGHTS AND DECENCY GROUP The current standardised facilities list sets out the musical instruments which prisoners are permitted to purchase at the discretion of Governors. In terms of guitars, prisoners on the Standard and Enhanced levels of the framework can be allowed to have an acoustic guitar with nylon strings. For bass notes, this can include nylon strings with metal coiled around the outside. Guitar strings can be issued on a one-for-one basis subject to risk assessments. Guitars donated to prisons, such as those given by Jail Guitar Doors, are mostly kept in educational or chaplaincy departments for prisoners to use in a supervised environment. The changes we have made to the IEP policy framework should not impact on these arrangements. Guitar strings are back, thanks to Billy Bragg! page 11



Can anyone tell me what’s happening with IPPs? If they are banned from being given out any more then why are so many of us still stuck in the system? I received a 2 year IPP in 2009 and I have done everything asked of me and I’m told I still have not lowered my risk. Even though, at every post-course interview I get glowing reports. I admitted to my crime when I was arrested and the court gave me bail for 9 months, so how can I be such a high risk? I’m almost 3 years over tariff and now in a prison many miles away from my family and friends and I struggle to get visits. I’ve been Enhanced since April 2010; I worked for 3 years in the kitchens at HMP Northumberland and gained NVQ Levels 1 & 2 in catering. I have one negative remark on my PNOMIS file, for noise nuisance in 2010. I now work for DHL, a trusted job, so I’m trusted and low risk in jail but not in public. Sometimes I feel like I’m banging my head against a brick wall. I’ve had the same offender manager since sentence and only ever had one video link with him in which he told me that he will not recommend release or open conditions until I do yet more courses. I only ever get told I need to do courses whenever I’m due a parole hearing. What can I do to get out?



When a man has nothing, he has nothing to lose



Our endeavour against cancer



..................................................... PAUL DONLIN - HMP PRESTON It took me over 7 months of good behaviour to get my Enhanced status here at HMP Preston and yet I now find myself on Basic regime after receiving NO IEP WARNINGS. Nor have I been found guilty at any adjudication, I am simply a victim of the new IEP system introduced by Chris Grayling, and there is nothing I can do about it. I have no IEP warnings so I cannot appeal. Like many others who have been victimised by this new and spiteful system I am angry. I’m sick of working so hard to gain something that is then taken away in the blink of an eye for no good reason. I now have nothing, therefore nothing to lose.



..................................................... FLOYD BAILEY - HMP FULL SUTTON In December 2013, 12 of us participated in various activities over a 2 hour period in the gymnasium in order to raise awareness and funds for Cancer Research UK. We were in 3 teams of 4, participating in challenges such as bench-press, burpees and power-cleans. Over 5000 repetitions of bench-press using 50kg. Over 2100 repetitions of power-cleans using 40kg, and over 4500 burpees were completed. This was a tremendous accomplishment by the participants. I would like to give thanks to the powers-that-be who assisted with this, especially the Governor and the gymnasium staff. And thank you to all prisoners and staff and the many who sponsored us. We have raised over £850 for the cause.



HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! Dave England ... Here’s wishing you a happy birthday, keep smiling! Best wishes Wendy



Gurney Harden



PROBLEMS WITH THE PRISON? YOU NEED



Criminal Solicitors



JP



Specialists in



The Johnson Partnership Prison Law Service



Specialist Prison Law and Criminal Defence Solicitors



• Criminal Defence



Licence Recall



Adjudications



• Appeals



Lifer Panels



Parole Applications



• Prison Law



Adjudications, Recalls and Parole



Nationwide Service For a prompt response & professional service, please contact us at: 108 High Street, Ashford, Kent TN24 8SD



01233 624488



Emergencies: 07712 815169



Immediate advice and assistance from one of the largest criminal law firms in the country, available 24/7.



‘Beckham the gloater’



..................................................... PAUL RHODES - HMP FRANKLAND I am writing to complain about Inside Time featuring a picture of this character David Beckham in the July issue. I keep seeing him everywhere, TV adverts, in newspapers, at events like Wimbledon and now in Inside Time. I expect to see these kind of characters (apparently he used to kick a ball about, or something) in the trashy tabloids but not in a serious newspaper like Inside Time. Do we have to be subjected to the detail of what this man gets up to on a daily basis? I think not. Sometimes he even brings his family with him, who seem pleasant enough but always look absolutely miserable as they hoover up the freebies; they also look very bored, probably by seeing themselves in every newspaper. I don’t want to see his gloating face everywhere I look. It is about time his spotlight burned out or got handed to some other vacuous celebrity. No more of this please. Editorial note: This item was about what David Beckham had originally said concerning FIFA’s decision to award the World Cup to Qatar in 2022 and what he doesn’t say now because the Qataris have held talks with him about backing of the football franchise he hopes to launch in Miami. We do agree, however, that the photo of David Beckham used in our July issue was rubbish so we hope Mr Rhodes prefers these two.



Criminal Defence Solicitors The Con�iscation Law Specialists



Facing Conﬁscation Proceedings? Con�iscation Proceedings can often be more lengthy and complex than the criminal case that came before. Having yo side to �ight your a specialist team of lawyers on your case can make all the difference. e.



At Criminal Defence Solicitors we specialise in providing expert representation and advice at every stage of the con�iscation process, even where we did not act for you in your original Crown Court case.



We have extensive experience in revising prosecution bene�it calculations, challenging criminal lifestyle assumptions and working with forensic technology specialists and accountants to prepare, analyse and present complex �inancial evidence to the advantage of our clients. If your case requires expert representation, contact us today.



Contact our Prison Law Department on: (0115)941 9141 at any time or write to us at FREEPOST NEA15948,NOTTINGHAM NG1 1BR Regulated by the Solicitors’ Regulation Authority Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers Criminal Defence Service



CRIMINAL DEFENCE SOLICITORS FREEPOST: RSJS- SHTS- HHGB 227/228 STRAND, LONDON, WC2R 1BE Tel: 0800 051 1069
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Give us work!



..................................................... PAUL BEARDSLEY - HMP NOTTINGHAM I would like to refer to the cutbacks here in HMP Nottingham. There are no jobs for at least half the prisoners in this prison, due to staff shortages, and we are locked in cells for 23½ hours a day doing nothing. Me and my cell-mate have been applying for a job every day now for over a month with no success. I’ve even had my industrial cleaning certificates sent in from outside in the hope they might get me a job as a wing cleaner, but to no avail. To add to the lack of work we are only getting a shower once or twice per week, which is disgusting in this weather. You could cut the atmosphere in this prison with a knife, people are not happy and it is almost like the governors and staff want the place to kick off so they can turn to Grayling with an ‘I told you so’. HMP Nottingham has lost a lot of staff. Complaints go unanswered, applications are ‘lost’ and any time you ask for something the reply is - ‘Sorry, can’t help you as we are short of staff’. Medication issues are being missed and people on meds to help their mental health are being left for days without them. The mail is constantly delayed because of the lack of staff. I spoke to two officers who tell me they have been drafted in from another prison 80 miles away and are being put up in expensive hotels and receiving extra payments for the inconvenience, all because this prison was forced to lay off so many staff! It’s like the system is being run by a lunatic clown! Hopefully I will not be here when this ticking time bomb explodes as I am only doing a short sentence.



Insidetime August 2014 www.insidetime.org



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (including your name, number and prison) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



No equality from the Ombudsman



...................................................................................................... ROBERT BUCHANAN - HMP FULL SUTTON I felt compelled to write after an extract from your latest issue raised an audible snort of derision. Nigel Newcomen claims that - ‘Since being appointed Ombudsman (he has) prioritised equality and diversity issues’. This would be laudable if it was true! I wrote to his office in December of 2012 asking that he investigate the blatant homophobia intrinsic to the RM2000 assessment tool (specifically in question 5). After initial acknowledgement it took until April 2013 for me to get feedback, and after further letters and phone calls this consisted of a letter making excuses about a ‘backlog of cases’. Upon calling in April 2014 (after several unanswered letters) I was told that the case had been assigned. No further information has been recorded or forwarded with regard to an issue that could have a major impact on a significant minority group. On previous occasions I have found the Ombudsman’s office to be similarly useless in reference to disability issues. I have come to understand - post conviction - that I have no memory of my offence because I was under the influence of a complex partial epileptic seizure at the time of its commission. Despite presenting expert evidence and supporting information the ‘psycho-babes’ have labelled this as ‘a mechanism of denial’. The impact of their bias in completely ignoring evidence was that they would not assess me for Offending Behaviour Programmes (OBPs), so I took my case to the Ombudsman. His office ‘investigated’ my complaint and settled, without any further consultation with me, on allowing psychology to promise three one-to-one sessions for full assessment. When I later complained again because this had not happened they accepted psychology’s excuse that I was on a waiting list (a continuation of years of procrastination). After initiating a Judicial Review (back when that was still possible) the situation eventually changed to allow me to participate in the required OBP. This has failed to produce any rewards in my case, despite glowing ‘progress logs’ and reports throughout, the final analysis was that I had not reduced my risk at all due to my ‘failure’ to give a full account of my offence. No mention is made of my epileptic condition or of my resulting amnesia. I now find myself recommended for another OBP that I am deemed ‘unready’ for until I can give a full account of my offence. But I have no confidence in bringing this issue before the Ombudsman who has no appetite for larger or more complex issues than facilitating ablutions (and how apt an example). What is equally concerning (if not more) is that, as a lifer I went on an oral hearing in front of a judge who dismissed the whole issue of my epilepsy as irrelevant before the hearing even began. The situation is dire indeed, but do not expect equality if you are gay or have a disability.



>> IMPORTANT NOTICE Please include the following information on EVERYTHING you send to Inside Time: Name, Number and Prison. If you do not do this your correspondence can’t be considered for submission. We will also not be able to acknowledge receipt of your communication, nor will we know where to send any prize money!



What is the definition of ‘highly likely’?



..................................................... A GOLDIE - HMP LEWES I was reading the article ‘Winds of change’ in the July issue and something triggered in my head. Where it says - ‘A prisoner recalled to prison will not be considered suitable for automatic release after 28 days if the Secretary of State considers that person “highly likely” to breach license conditions.’ But what the test for ‘highly likely’ will be remains to be seen. I was thinking back and wondering if ‘highly likely’ is in the same camp as a case in the ECHR back in 2000, Hashman & Harrup - v - UK, where they challenged license condition 5(vi) ‘To be well behaved’. Under Article 10 of the Human Rights Act 1998 in which the above case is stated says - ‘Well behaved’ breaches Article 10 in that it had not been defined with precision, it was not clear to the applicants what they had to refrain from in the future’. I’m sure we could argue that ‘highly likely’ can be seen in the same way, as nobody knows for certain whether a person is going to breach a license condition or reoffend. ‘Highly likely’ is not defined or made clear as to what conditions will be breached. Also, in their MAPPA Guidance Version 4 11.6 on Risk Assessment, it quotes the following - ‘No risk assessment tool can be 100% predictive’. Maybe there is an argument to be had on this ‘highly likely’, as it can swing both ways ‘highly likely will’ or ‘highly likely won’t’. I would be interested to know what other people think and whether this would be worth a legal challenge. After all, not even Grayling has a crystal ball so he cannot be 100% certain a person will breach their license conditions or whether they’ll be highly likely to.



INJURED IN PRISON? You could win ££££s ã•Injuries ã Scalding in the kitchen Injuriesininthe thegym gym • Scalding in the kitchen ã•Falling bunk ã Slip oor floor Fallingfrom from a bunk • on Slipwet onﬂwet ã• Stabbed on broken tile tile Stabbedby byinmate inmateã Trip • Trip on broken ã• Injury on exercise Injuryin inworkshop workshopã Injury • Injury on excercise ã• Assaulted other inmates Assaultedby bystaﬀ stafforor other inmates



IN ! W EE O F N O N



Prison Injury Lawyers



You could win 100% compensation You could win compensation for:for: could help you win compensation for:



Call now on 0161 925 4155 Or write to: Prison Injury Lawyers Prison Injury Lawyers or email info@jeﬀ eries-solicitors.com Ashley House, Ashley Road, Ashley House, Ashley Road,



AltrinchamWA14 WA14 2DW Altrincham 2DW You can also write to Prison Injury Lawyers, Ashley House, Or e mail: [email protected] Ashley Road, Altrincham WA14 2DW Prison Injury Lawyers is a trading name of Jeﬀeries Solicitors Limited – authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. Registered number 07451340.
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I challenge the litany of false claims made by ‘a concerned relative’



....................................................................................................... JOHN MCLAUGHLIN - DIRECTOR, HMP OAKWOOD I do not recognise the prison described in a letter in your June 2014 edition (sic) entitled ‘HMP Oakwood on the Verge of Disaster’. I am the Director of HMP Oakwood and I challenge the litany of false claims made by a ‘concerned relative’. Let me take staff first. The claim that none of the staff have any ‘HMP experience’ is inaccurate; many senior officers have extensive experience in the public prison sector. That is not true of me, I have not worked in public sector establishments, but I have spent more than 9 years as Director of HMP Altcourse in Liverpool which was rated one of the finest prisons in the country. Staff at Oakwood are well trained, they do not give in to the demands of prisoners and morale is good. It is completely false to claim that there have been mass resignations. I walk around the prison most days talking to prisoners and staff and I get no sense that I am in charge of a ‘ticking time bomb’. Quite the contrary, staff/prisoner relationships are good and my view is supported by the fact that prisoner’s complaints and applications to the Independent Monitoring Board are 50% fewer than they were in the early days. It is also false to claim that ‘there is no regime’. Prisoner association, exercise, industrial work, training, education, gym sessions and visit sessions have never been cancelled during



my time here. A recent NOMS led catering audit rated food delivery, preparation and quality as good, and I know of no examples of prisoners not receiving meals. Contrary to the allegations of your correspondent, the prison gymnasium is very well equipped and attendance is good. It is also simply untrue to suggest that drugs are being smoked in full view of staff. Mandatory Drug Testing programmes are in place and the failure rate is lower than the target agreed with NOMS. Requests by prisoners for transfer are part and parcel of prison life and given that less than 50% of our population originates from the Midlands area many prisoners are understandably attempting to get closer to home. I am not trying to suggest that conditions at HMP Oakwood cannot be improved. It is a new, large and complex prison and it is experiencing the difficulties that all new prisons face. But I and my staff are dedicated to improving all aspects of the prison and I am pleased to report that improvements are taking place. Editorial note: The National Offender Management Service has identified 29 prisons in England and Wales, whose overall performance is of ‘concern’ or ‘serious concern’. HMP OAKWOOD is one of the 29.
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‘Nobody seems to care’ An inspector calls, ..................................................... STEVEN GRIFFITHS - HMP OAKWOOD but doesn’t listen I am currently on recall at HMP Oakwood. My concern is regarding Healthcare here. I have got a colostomy bag due to having bowel cancer 8 years ago. Since being at this establishment I’ve put in 2 applications for colostomy bags and on both occasions they have not ordered them or ordered the wrong bags. Today I informed prison staff and healthcare that I have no fresh colostomy bags and the ones that have been supplied are not the right ones, they do not fit. I was told that healthcare have said these are the only ones they’ve got. I now have to wait days to change my bag and when I complained about this I was told by staff ‘what do you want me to do, it’s the weekend’. If my bag comes off there will be faeces everywhere but nobody here seems to care.



SUE HALE - COLOSTOMY ASSOCIATION WRITES I’m very sorry to hear about Steven’s situation and can confirm that our organisation will take this matter up with the Prison Board and the Prison Service Medical Officer. Our Charity provides a range of free services including a 24 hour helpline, a variety of literature, an informative website and a quarterly magazine. Our team of volunteers can also offer one to one support through phone calls or visits to chat through any specific topics of concern. Please get in touch if you (or your family members) need any help. Colostomy Association, Enterprise House, 95 London Street, Reading RG1 4QA Tel: 0800 3284257 (24 hour helpline) www.colostomyassociation.org.uk



..................................................... NAME WITHHELD - HMP SWALESIDE I would like to comment on a recent visit and report by HM Inspectorate on this prison. Apparently the Inspectors have placed the healthcare service here as ‘top of the tree’ and the best department in the prison. When several prisoners asked to speak to the Inspectors they were refused. If the visiting Inspectors had bothered to speak to us, then they may have investigated a bit more thoroughly and not come up with the ludicrous claim that healthcare are top of the tree. They would have got to hear that healthcare is actually the root of much distress and discomfort. They may have learned of the prisoners who have been left for months on end before being diagnosed or treated for various levels of gangrene. Or the prisoner who has been left without his diabetic medication and his pain relief on at least ten occasions. Or the prisoner who was left undiagnosed with massive kidney stones for an unhealthy and painful period of time. Or the prisoners who have had operations cancelled due to ‘communications mix-ups’, or the prisoner who was diagnosed with dementia at his previous prison but has been refused treatment here because they say they have ‘no knowledge of it’. Or the senior nurse who admitted she had received 20-30 complaints about the service over a two day period. Or the prisoner who was told by the triage nurse that there was nothing wrong with his foot and the pain was just ‘down to the cold weather’, yet a few hours later the prisoner was in hospital for an immediate operation on his foot. So, if healthcare here is top of the tree how rotten must the roots of this tree be? Why do the prisoners have no access to the Inspectors (apart from those hand-picked) and will they listen to those of us who have concerns. Otherwise, what is the point?



RODMAN PEARCE SOLICITORS



FIGHTING FOR YOU !!!



Lifetime ban for rubber band not contraband



....................................................................................................... A PRISONER’S PARTNER During my last social visit to HMP Oakwood I and the children went to visit my partner. During that visit our 11 year old was showing him her new rubber loom band bracelets. She placed one on his wrist and said she had made it for him. Rather than hurt her feelings we agreed he would give it back to me at the end. But he forgot. Security officers and prison staff were aware and nothing was said to any of us. On going back my partner was strip searched and gave the bracelet to the officers and apologised he had forgotten to give it me back. He received a warning for accepting an authorised article and this was considered an as appropriate punishment as the bracelet was not contraband. I left the visitors room and premises as normal. Two days later I received a letter stating I was banned indefinitely from visiting my partner at that prison. I appealed against this as I did not personally pass any item and I explained that my 11 year old daughter is not fully aware of every rule and regulation in the G4S handbook and apologised. I then had another letter stating after consideration my ban was to be cut from ‘lifetime’ to 3 months... I have appealed again explaining for the second time that I did not personally pass any item and the whole situation hasn’t been dealt with correctly. G4S state on their website that they are committed to rehabilitation and maintaining relationships for offenders! Well what kind of effect do they think that this banning of my partner’s only visitors, his partner and children will have on his rehabilitation?



Specialising in all areas of criminal law, from minor offences to serious crimes - Murder, Fraud, Conspiracy to Defraud, Confiscation Proceedings Appeals, Variation and Discharge of Restraint Order and Money Laundering



• Immigration and Nationality Law Comprehensive solutions to immigration and British nationality issues.



• Family Law Divorce - sound advice about your rights and the options available



Experienced representation in Criminal Defence, Prison Law and Immigration Matters 4 All Criminal Courts Proceedings & Appeals 4 Parole Hearings 4 Contested Recall 4 Judicial Reviews 4 Sentence Calculation 4 Lifer Panel and Adjudication Representation 4 Appeals Against Deportation 4Inadequate Medication for your Illness 4Inadequate Mobility Equipment for a Disability 4 Unlawful Detention/Bail Applications 4



• Criminal Defence and Appeals
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We cover the London area and all of the UK on serious matters.



Please contact Anthony Mordi or Michael Okogwu



Prison Injury, Medical & Dental Negligence Experts



If you are injured in prison you can win thousands of pounds. Prison injuries could be caused in the gym, scalding in the kitchen, falling from a bunk, slip on wet floor, stabbed by inmates, trip on broken tile, injury in workshop, injury on excercise, assaulted by staff or other inmates.



-Nationwide Service-



Mordi & Co Solicitors First Floor 402 Holloway Road London, N7 6PZ Tel: (020) 7619 96 66 24 Hour Emergency: 07904 953 427



Barry Akilo or Christine Ayanbadejo



01582 424234 or write to:



Rodman Pearce Solicitors Ltd 54 Wellington Street Luton Bedfordshire LU1 2QH
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Irish to rot in British gaols



..................................................... JAMES BRENNAN - HMP ASHFIELD As an Irishman and post tariff IPP prisoner I’m always hopeful that one day the Irish Government will decide to assist those of us Irish nationals who want to return to the land of our birth. On hearing a rumour that Ireland would, by the end of this year finally sign up to the exchange of prisoner scheme, I decided to seek clarification from the Irish Minister for Justice and Equality. I wrote explaining my circumstances and giving details of my sentence, my address in Eire and the fact that I have a large supportive family in Ireland that I miss and who want me home. After a few weeks I did get a letter that does confirm Ireland’s intent to be seen to bring nationals home. I’m sure the many Irish prisoners stuck in the UK’s gaols will be disgusted as I was by its content. The fact that they choose to deal only with prisoners convicted after 5th December 2011 is a total copout and will leave hundreds of Irish nationals to rot in British prisons. As for those of us who are serving IPP sentences, once again, Ireland’s government has totally washed its hands of us. The government’s letter to me is very matter of fact and shows no great support, certainly it gave me no comfort. I could hardly believe that the rulers of the country I love can treat its citizens in this way. I’d be interested to hear the opinions of Irish prisoners on the letter opposite.



I can inform you that legislation is currently underway to implement Framework Decision 2008/909/JHA on the application of the principle of mutual recognition to judgments in criminal matters imposing custodial sentences or measures involving deprivation of liberty for the purpose of their enforcement in the European Union. It is hoped that this will be enacted by 2015. The Framework Decision seeks to extend the circumstances in which a person may serve a custodial sentence, imposed in another EU state, in their home state. However, a declaration has been made by Ireland under Article 28.2 restricting the operation of the instrument to persons sentenced after the implementation date of the Framework Decision. In the context of your possible repatriation to this jurisdiction, I should explain that a legal difficulty arises in cases where a person is serving an Indeterminate Sentence for Public Protection (ISPP) in that no comparable sentence currently exists in this jurisdiction. It is not therefore possible for Ireland to adapt such sentences at this time nor to process the transfer of any person serving an ISPP. Further legal advice is being sought to clarify the position and we will let you know in due course whether there is any change in this regard. I appreciate this may be disappointing but I hope nonetheless that this helps to clarify the situation for you. Private Secretary to the Minister for Justice and Equality



Criminal Appeals Criminal Appeals



ledgisters



Ledgisters Solicitors Offices in London and Manchester
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An exclusively criminal practice offering a An exclusively criminal practice offering a nationwide service to those wishing to have nationwide serviceor tosentence those wishing to have their conviction reviewed. their conviction or sentence reviewed.



IfIfyou a miscarriage miscarriage of of you feel feel there there has has been been a justice, /or justice ,are areconsidering consideringan anappeal appealand and/or require require a a second second opinion opinion on on your your appeal appeal prospects, call Roy Ledgister now on:on: prospects, call our Appeals Department



01618746 920 1122 9727 020 35 Warple Way London W3 0RX



4, The Lanchesters, 162-164 Fulham Palace Hammersmith, London W6M1 9ER 40Road, Princess Street, Manchester 6DE



“Together, “Together, we shall pursue justice” justice” Regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority Contracted with the Legal Aid Agency



Answers please



..................................................... A PRISONER’S RELATIVE Recently my son has been told that if he wants to purchase books or CDs whilst in HMP Moorland then he must do so via Amazon. I was quite astounded by this, given the fact that Amazon do not pay any tax in this country and there has been plenty of publicity surrounding this, so it can’t be that NOMS/Prison System are not aware of this. It seems strange that, given the massive budget cuts, partly caused by large companies failing to make tax contributions, a government body would be recommending them and by promoting them above other companies they are forcing prisoners who can afford books and CDs to buy from them! My questions are 1) Are Amazon now official suppliers approved by NOMS? 2) Or are the suppliers of goods and services to prisoners decided by the governor of each individual prison? 3) How can NOMS justify giving all this captive business to a firm with such a dubious reputation for ripping off both the government and people of this country? Editorial note: NOMS have advised Inside Time that they do not dictate which suppliers



prisons can use. The Governors/Directors of each establishment use their own discretion on these matters. Several establishments do use Amazon, which is surprising considering the well publicised reports stating that they pay only a fraction of the tax they should on UK business. In 2013 they paid just 0.1% in tax on their £4 billion UK turnover. It is the failure of businesses to pay the standard rates of tax that has in part brought about the need for some massive budget cuts for prisons and other Government departments. The suggestion that Government departments are wrong to trade with these companies is therefore perfectly valid. The fact that in a recent BBC 1 Panorama programme the appalling conditions endured by warehouse workers in Amazon’s Swansea depot was highlighted adds weight to the argument. They reported on a worker who had to walk 11 miles in a ten and a half hour nightshift, picking an order every 33 seconds to avoid disciplinary action and earn a pittance. Conditions were likened to slavery. With several calls to boycott Amazon it is perhaps time for the Government departments and those directly or indirectly affected by the budget cuts to set an example.



ANTHONY STOKOE SOLICITOR Independent Prison Law Expert since 1994



JOEL BINNS SOLICITOR ‘Putting People Before Profit’



Continuing the Fight and Challenge Despite Legal Aid Cuts No Gimmicks just straight advice/representation for Male and Female Prisoners • Adjudications • Lifer/IPP Specialist • Recall • Parole • Judicial Reviews • Human Rights - European and International • Mental Health Law Expert Fixed Fee advice £150 for • Categorisation • Cat A Reviews • Pre tariff Sift/Hearings Do not Delay Call/Write Now



Suite 8 Vine House 143 London Road Kingston KT2 6NH



020 8549 4282 NATIONWIDE SERVICE
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The truth about ‘lie detectors’



security or the integrity of the criminal justice system.



..................................................... DOUG WILLIAMS - POLYGRAPH EXPERT I am the only licensed polygraph expert who has ever told the truth about the polygraph, and the truth is, the polygraph is not a “lie detector”. I have been telling the truth about the scam called lie detection for almost forty years now in hopes of destroying the dangerous myth of “lie detection”. Carl Sagan said, “If it can be destroyed by the truth, it deserves to be destroyed by the truth.” I was instrumental in destroying a large part of the polygraph industry by getting most polygraph testing outlawed in the private sector. In 1988, with the passage of the Employee Polygraph Protection Act (US), administering polygraph tests actually became a federal crime! Even the U.S. Supreme Court refused to admit polygraph results into evidence, and ironically it was the U.S. Justice Department who argued that the polygraph results were not reliable and should not be admitted into evidence! I was a member of the Office of Technology Assessment, (an investigative arm of the U.S. Congress), studying the validity and reliability of the polygraph - our report basically said it was worthless as a “lie detector”. I also testified in the U.S. Congress in support of the EPPA. I have proved the polygraph is not a “lie detector” - the Congress, the Justice Department, the OTA, and all those with any scientific credibility agree with me - so there is no justification for the government to continue to use it on the pretext that it protects our national



“ARC LAW”
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It is FOOLISH and DANGEROUS to use the polygraph as “lie detector” - the theory of “lie detection” is nothing but junk science. It is based on a faulty scientific premise. The polygraph operators have the audacity to say that there is such a thing as a “reaction indicative of deception”, when I can prove that “lying reaction” is simply a nervous reaction commonly referred to as the fight or flight syndrome. In fact, the polygraph is nothing but a psychological billy club that is used to coerce a person into making admissions or confessions. It is FOOLISH and DANGEROUS for government agencies to rely on the polygraph to “test” applicants, or to conduct any type of investigations relating to national security. It is FOOLISH and DANGEROUS for the criminal justice system to rely on an instrument that has been thoroughly discredited to determine whether or not a person is truthful or deceptive, or to use it to guide their investigations in any way - especially when the results cannot even be used as evidence in a court of law! And it is FOOLISH and DANGEROUS for anyone to believe they will pass their polygraph “test” if they just tell the truth! When you factor in all the damage done to people who are falsely branded as liars by these con men and their unconscionable conduct, this fraud of “lie detection” perpetrated by the polygraph industry should be a federal crime! The protection provided to some people by the EPPA should be extended to protect everyone from this insidious Orwellian instrument of torture! Shame on anyone who administers these “tests” - and shame on the government for continuing to allow this state sponsored sadism!



ASSET RECOVERY, RESTRAINT & CONFISCATION LAWYERS



As the asset recovery and confiscation arm of Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, a leading nationwide niche practice, ARC offers expertise, proactive and forceful representation together with a track record of success.



CONFISCATION



As an example, we sucessfully challanged one of the UK’s largest ever confiscation orders following years of fighting; reducing the relevant amounts by over £10 million. In recent years, our unique approach has helped our clients retain assets worth tens of millions of pounds. Responding tactically to a Prosecutor’s ‘Statement of Information’ is the way to strike back in the assets battle. In our experience, these documents are vital in setting the scene and letting the other side know that that a battle can be expected Hidden assets, tainted gifts, rights of spouses, third parties, business interests, reciever’s costs; these are among the multitude of issues that can arise in modern confiscation litigation. In fact, each one of these areas requires specialist expertise, skil and knowledge. In our experience, the Crown will often assert that their demands are harsh but will then say that it is because POCA is ‘draconian’. Too often this is accepted. The truth is that these issues can be fought, either with good case law, solid factual argument, good negotiation skills or a combination of all three. That approach though requires work, dedication expertise and belief. Whther it is under POCA 2002, the CJA 1988 or the DTA 1994, and whether it involves restraint or confiscation orders, applications to vary or certificates of inadequacy, our POCA Department can assist.



ARC Law, Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, Roma House, 59 Pellon Lane, Halifax HX1 5BE Telephone: 01422 346666
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Compensation from the public purse



..................................................... D E FERGUSON - HMP WAKEFIELD Yet again the media have been consumed with reports of a prisoner receiving a compensation pay-out. In this instance due to his property being ‘lost’ during transfer to another prison. Of course, most of the headlines regarding this issue are spiteful and designed to generate public contempt for prisoners. However, in doing this the real story is overlooked. This compensation pay-out occurred because the prison system failed, as it so often does. Sometimes these failures are genuine errors, more often they are the wilful actions of those in positions of responsibility. In the case of one prisoner who was cleared of charges of serious assault on 3 prison officers, whose property mysteriously went missing whilst he was being transferred out of the prison where the 3 officers worked, it is questionable whether the property loss was a genuine error. How many prisoners labelled as ‘trouble-makers’ have found their property missing or damaged upon transfer to a new prison? More than could be classed as errors of coincidence. How many claims against the prison system have there been for repetitive and continued breaches of prisoner’s legally privileged mail? There are at least 3 ongoing claims here at HMP Wakefield where over 58% of its prisoners reported this unlawful breach in the 2012 Chief Inspector of Prisons report. It is irrelevant what any prisoner is convicted of if they are making a genuine claim against the prison system for wrongdoing. What is relevant is that the claim is only possible because the prison system has broken the law in some form. For so many cases to not only be possible, but successful, is a demonstration of the levels of unprofessionalism, often of a vindictive design that is rife within the ranks of prison personnel. This is the important story behind the prisoners successful compensation claim. It is also the important fact that every outraged member of the media and public should be really concerned with. If any questions should be asked it is why, despite successful claim after successful claim, the prison system refuses to abide by its own rules and regulations leading to considerable expense to the public purse.



Review into selfinflicted deaths By Lord Toby Harris



I



n February this year the Prisons Minister, Jeremy Wright MP, asked me to lead an independent review into self-inflicted deaths in custody of 18-24 year-olds. The number of incidents of such deaths among young people in prisons and YOIs has been a source of concern for many people from both inside and outside the criminal justice system, including bereaved families. As the chairman of the Independent Advisory Panel (IAP) on Deaths in Custody since December 2008, I have learned about the vulnerabilities of adults, young people and children when they are held in custody. As soon as I was asked to take on this hugely important role, I knew that this was a once in a generation opportunity to do something about it. Together with the other members of the Panel that are conducting the Review, I want to explore the changes that might be made so that more is done to prevent self-inflicted deaths in the future. We are keen to hear the views of all of those who either live or work in prisons and YOIs, and would like to share your knowledge and experience of the issues faced by young adults who might be at risk of trying to take their own lives. Further details of how you might engage with the Review, including responding to our recent Call for Submissions, can be found on the website at: http://iapdeathsincustody.independent.gov. uk/harris-review Alternatively, we welcome views or thoughts that are posted to our address at: The Harris Review Secretariat, 8.25, 102 Petty France, London, SW1H 9AJ. To give us the best chance of considering them, submissions should be received by midnight on 18th August 2014.



Parole Board Hearing? IPP, Lifer, Standard, Licence Recalls. Independent Adjudication? Sentence Wrongly Calculated? Exceptional Case - Human Rights breached? Appeal against Sentence or Conviction? Second Appeal through the CCRC? The above issues are still covered under Legal Aid! So if you need help get it from dedicated London based Prison Lawyers, helping prisoners fight for their rights throughout England and Wales.



Write to Manoj Sharda, Office 226, 4 Spring Road, Ealing, London W5 2AA



Please contact us for a no obligation assesment. Offices in Halifax & London with nationwide coverage



www.rahmanravelli.co.uk



Tel: 020 8123 3404 or Mob: 07508 136 797



Email: [email protected] www.prisonlawsolicitors.org.uk Prison Law Consultant at Duncan Lewis Solicitors



Pro Bono work taken on for ECHR Applications
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Insidetime August 2014 www.insidetime.org segregation ‘were poor’; most segregated prisoners were ‘seeking sanctuary or an exit from the prison’. There were many incidents of prisoners climbing netting, trees and the roof in an effort to be moved from the prison because they felt unsafe. Incidence of self-harm were increasing and there had been two self-inflicted deaths in the previous year.



THE INSPECTOR CALLS ... Nick Hardwick - HM Chief Inspector of Prisons Inside Time highlights areas of good and bad practice, along with a summary of prisoner survey responses at HMPs Birmingham and Ranby. These extracts are taken from the most recent reports published by HM Inspectorate of Prisons. Inspectors say; ‘The prison is overcrowded and manages a significant throughput of prisoners, with over 100 passing through reception each day.’ There had been four self-inflicted deaths since the last inspection. The prison is described as ‘calm and ordered’ with people convicted of sexual offences now safely accommodated.



HMP Birmingham



Male Cat B/C and remand prisoners Managed by G4S CNA: 1,093 Population: 1,443 Unannounced Full Inspection: 24 Feb - 7 Mar 2014 Last inspection: 9-13 Jan 2012 Published: 9 Jul 2014



‘Improved, but more to do’



3% Aged over 60 11% Number of foreign nationals 4% Number on recall 11% Lost property on arrival 63% Treated well in Reception 48% Had legal letters opened 52% Food is bad or very bad 53% Don’t know who IMB are 80% Treated with respect by staff 37% Number who have felt unsafe 27% Victimised by staff 67% Difficult to see dentist 36% Easy to get drugs 37% Not engaged in any purposeful activities 42% Less than 4 hours out of cell



Although most of the prison was clean some prisoners lived in doubled up cells with unscreened toilets. Prisoner/staff relationships had improved although Inspectors said that complaints were ‘poorly managed’ and prisoners had little faith in the complaints system. Education and work places had expanded but there were still too few places and ‘too much wing work was mundane’. Access to library and PE were good. Summing up, Chief Inspector Nick Hardwick said; ‘Overall and in the context of the risks and challenges faced by this prison, this is an encouraging report. Birmingham is well led and we found a much improved staff culture. Improvement is broadly based and a commitment to meaningful consultation with prisoners seems to be a new-found strength of the prison. There is much more to do and Birmingham will always have pressures and risks to face. But the Director and his staff deserve credit for their achievements so far’.



Need Inside Advice? David Phillips and Partners can help out. We offer legal advice and representation on:· • Independent Adjudications • Recall - written representations and oral hearings • Parole - written representations and oral hearings



0151 236 3331 "I would like to thank DPP and most of all Rachel Barrow. I feel no other legal firm could do a better job! Even the Prison Governor commented on David Phillips and Partners by saying he had never known in his time any solicitor to put so much hard work into a case. Thank you once again." Wesley Lafferty Escape the technicalities and let us fight your case - call us now and ask for our Specialist Prison Law team.



HMP Ranby



Male Cat C training prison Managed by HMPS CNA: 893 Population: 1,098 Unannounced Full Inspection: 10-21 Mar 2014 Last inspection: 5-9 Mar 2012 Published: 24 Jul 2014



Nationwide Service



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



Nick Hardwick, Chief Inspector of Prisons, said; ‘This report is troubling and we identified many problems within the prison. However, we were encouraged that the governor, who had been appointed relatively recently, recognised the extent of the challenge faced at Ranby. There was candour and honesty among managers about their situation and staff seemed to want to do a better job, but there was no doubt Ranby felt like a prison in crisis.’



‘An unsafe prison’



1% Aged over 60 14% Number of foreign nationals 8% Number on recall 16% Lost property on arrival 73% Treated well in Reception 53% Had legal letters opened 56% Food is bad or very bad 26% Don’t know who IMB are 73% Treated with respect by staff 49% Number who have felt unsafe 34% Victimised by staff 71% Difficult to see dentist 52% Easy to get drugs 26% Not engaged in any purposeful activities 27% Less than 4 hours out of cell Inspectors said that their latest report showed a ‘significant deterioration’ across most of their Healthy Prison tests. Many indicators, they say, showed that the prison was unsafe. With high levels of violence, intimidation and victimisation a third of prisoners said they felt unsafe at the time of the inspection. The first night centre was ‘dirty and unprepared’ and contained ‘established prisoners seeking sanctuary from the rest of the prison’. Use of segregation was high and conditions in



Recently published HMCIP reports Bedford - June 2014, Birmingham - July 2014, Brinsford - April 2014, Dover IRC - July 2014, Durham - May 2014, Erlestoke March 2014, Featherstone - March 2014 Gartree - July 2014, Haslar IRC - July 2014 Haverigg - May 2014, Kirkham - March 2014, Leicester - April 2014, Lincoln - April 2014, Liverpool - March 2014, Ranby - July 2014, Send - June 2014, Sudbury - March 2014, Werrington - March 2014, Wetherby - March 2014, Whitemoor - May 2014, Winchester - June 2014, Woodhill - May 2014 Copies of the most recent report for your prison are available in the library. New address for HMCIP Victory House, 6th floor, 30-34 Kingsway London WC2B 6EX



Subject to Confiscation Proceedings? Need advice concerning the Variation or Enforcement of a Confiscation Order?



We are specialists in Serious Fraud work, enjoying close links with the country’s top financial experts. “Sources respect IK&P for its high profile caseload covering serious fraud...” Chambers & Partners 2013 Leading Firm



Contact James O’Hara or Balvinder Gill on 0207 404 3004 or freephone 0800 012 4498 We specialise in all prison law matters including: Parole Hearings, (IA) Adjudications, Recalls & Appeals.



If your matter no longer falls under legal aid, we can still assist you for a small fixed fee. If you feel that you have been treated unfairly within the prison system or have been the subject of an irrational decision made against you, call us now to discuss your possible claim in judicial review.



Established 1982 - Top ten provider of Criminal Defence services 2009, 2010, 2011 & 2012.



David Phillips and Partners Solicitors and Higher Court Advocates 1st Floor, Oriel Chambers, 14 Castle Street, Liverpool L2 8TD



Inspectors described cells as being overcrowded, dirty and lacking furniture and facilities. Although prisoner/staff relationships ‘appeared respectful’ prisoners questioned the quality of ‘respect, engagement and communication’. Although it is a training prison Inspectors found 200 prisoners not working. On the positive side the Library and PE were good; Education and vocational training was ‘mostly good’.



47 Theobalds Road London WC1X 8SP www.ikandp.co.uk



Contact Niall Brooks or Kirsty Neill



Almy & Thomas Solicitors 71 Abbey Road Torquay TQ2 5NL



01803 299 131 or Freephone 0808 178 9060
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The things people say…



HMP Ranby: Disturbance at ‘crisis’ prison Dozens of prisoners have taken part in a disturbance lasting several hours at a Nottinghamshire prison which was heavily criticised in a recent report. Glyn Travis, Assistant Secretary of the Prison Officers’ Association (POA), said it had been a “serious incident” that “actively involved” 60 prisoners.  He said 120 prisoners had refused to return to their cells and some had “taken control of a unit”. During the disturbance, inmates had started a fire that was quickly brought under control, he added. Following the disturbance, an MoJ statement said: “The disturbance at HMP Ranby has ended safely. With no staff or prisoners injured. Prison staff are working with Nottinghamshire Police to identify the ringleaders. A report by HM Inspectorate of Prisons (summarised on the previous page) said the prison,



near Worksop, was “in crisis”. Four inmates had killed themselves there in less than a year, it said. Levels of violence were “higher than expected” and getting worse and procedures to deal with self-harm were “poor”, it said. Prisoners previously had climbed netting in a bid to be moved to another jail, inspectors found. But the report said it had faith in a new governor who had taken “decisive action” over the concerns. MP John Mann, whose Bassetlaw constituency includes Ranby prison, said he had repeatedly warned ministers and prison officials that staff shortages and “dysfunctional” management would lead to “disaster”. “It is a prison where, for quite a time, it’s been clear prisoners have been running the prison,” he said. There had been too many changes at the top and the “only solution” was to recruit more staff.



One in eight of those serving prison sentences in England and Wales is foreign The number of foreign national prisoners representing about 150 nationalities - at the end of June was 10,834 and remains high despite the Prime Minister promising to “personally intervene” in efforts to remove foreign prisoners. Poland tops the list of foreign nationals in prison with 867, followed by the Irish Republic on 798 and Jamaica on 718. Chris Grayling, the justice secretary, said “As with any significant period of change – coupled with prison population increases higher than expected – it has been a



Flawed forensics may overturn dozens of US death sentences Dozens of death sentences in America face scrutiny after the discovery that the FBI systemically used flawed forensic evidence as part of its testimony. An official review into 2,600 convictions and 45 death-row cases started in 2012 after claims that FBI technicians may have exaggerated the reliability of evidence involving hair matches. The convictions date from the 1980s and 1990s, when DNA testing was not widespread and evidence matching hair or fibres to crime scene samples played a far greater role. Investigators re-examined evidence from some 160 convictions and were alarmed to find flaws in almost every case. The focus of the scandal is the FBI’s crime lab unit, whose staff performed hair examinations and testified in criminal cases across the US. The findings could lead to a flurry of legal challenges against historic convictions.



Justice Secretary Chris Grayling, addressing Parliament recently. The phrase ‘total usable operational capacity’ means the absolute maximum that prisons can hold if prisoners are held, in sardines in a tin conditions, that the government itself accepts are not a ‘decent’ standard. The fact is that almost two thirds of prisons in England and Wales are overcrowded by the Prison Service’s own definition. The latest Chief Inspector of Prisons Annual Report said: ‘There is a pretty clear choice for politicians and policy makers - reduce the prison population or increase the prison budgets.’



Guitar strings are back, thanks to Billy Bragg!



challenge. We are responding to and managing the additional pressures but prisons are still running safe and decent regimes”. Sadiq Khan, the shadow justice secretary, said: “The true scale of the growing crisis in the country’s prisons is revealed by the Government’s own data. Violence is up, deaths in custody are up and the number of prisoners going on the run is up. This is all evidence of the incompetence of David Cameron’s Government.The evidence is piling up that the Government has caused a prison crisis.”



“We do not have a prison overcrowding crisis. Today’s prison population is 85,359. This is against a ‘total of usable operational capacity’ of 86,421, which means we have more than 1000 places across the prison estate.”



Billy Bragg



In November 2013 the Ministry of Justice banned steel guitar strings from all prisons as part of the changes to the IEP system. Prisoners who had saved, sometimes for



months, in order to buy acoustic guitars with steel strings suddenly found out that their instruments were to be confiscated. Some prisoners wrote to singer-songwriter Billy Bragg, who had set up the Jail Guitar Doors initiative in 2007 in order to help rehabilitation through learning to play the instruments, and he spearheaded a campaign, backed by many other musicians, to reverse the ban. The Ministry of Justice confirmed that the ban on steel guitar strings has now been lifted. They say the change has been made following ‘feedback from prison governors’ but added ‘individual risk assessments’ will still be carried out. If only Billy Bragg would now turn his attention to the book ban.



Sortez de prison avec un emploi Vous êtes motivé et désiré un «nouveau départ» en liberté?



Spécialiste du commerce de détail en ligne, Summit collabore avec quelques-unes des plus importantes marques européennes afin de les aider à augmenter leurs ventes en ligne. Nous comptons plus de 150 employés répartis au sein de quatre bureaux offrant des services de marketing en ligne, de commerce électronique et de conseils de vente.



Aucune expérience préalable en affaire ou avec Internet n’est requise. Nous vous offrirons toute formation nécessaire. Alors qu’attendez-vous ? Adoptez le changement et postulez dès aujourd’hui !



En travaillant avec nous, vous gagnerez des compétences dans un environnement en constante évolution, le marketing en ligne, tout en développant un sens des affaires qui



pourrait vous conduire vers des opportunités de carrière bien rémunérés suite à votre libération. A partir de notre centre média HMP Wolds, vous travaillerez directement avec les clients et en collaboration avec nos équipes basées à Hull, Londres et Paris afin de mener des campagnes de marketing en ligne.



Critère pour postuler : Cat C (Wolds), au moins 18 mois à purger avant Cat D, bonne capacité de lecture et d’écriture, compétence de base en information, MDT clean, dévouement total.



Demandez un dossier de candidature auprès de



Charlotte Broughton-May,



Summit Ltd, HMP Humber (Wolds site),



Everthorpe, East Yorkshire, HU15 2JZ



Image courtesy of The Times



www.summit.co.uk
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Cash-strapped CCRC predicts ‘lengthening queues’ and ‘miscarriages left unaddressed’



The things people say…



welcomed ‘the modest increase’ of £450,000 for the last two years to assist with the dramatic surge - ‘the first such increases we have had for the best part of the decade’. Victims of miscarriages of justice faced the prospect of longer times behind bars as the Criminal Cases Review Commission struggles to cope with applications running at 50% higher for the second year in a row. Two years ago the Commission simplified its application form after trying it out in Inside Time in an effort to assist prisoners with literacy problems and, as a result, the CCRC which usually receives less than a thousand applications every year, received 1,470 applications last year and 1,625 the previous year. In its Annual Report presented to Parliament, the embattled Commission confirmed what it called a ‘permanent upward shift’ in the volume of applications. The CCRC has repeatedly called for more funding and in 2008 the retiring Chairman Graham Zellick went so far as to call staff ‘angry and dispirited’ as a result of the pressures on the organisation. As reported by the JusticeGap earlier in the year, the present £5.1m budget is 25% less in real terms than it was when Zellick issued his warning predicting ‘melancholic challenges’ for his successor. Although the Chairman Richard Foster



Correction



‘But the blunt fact is that with applications to the Commission running at 50% higher than a decade ago, a much more significant increase is needed if we are not to face lengthening queues, unsatisfied applicants and miscarriages of justice left unaddressed.’ Meanwhile the Commission has responded to criticisms on JusticeGap following the Supreme Court ruling in the Kevin Nunn case in relation to post conviction disclosure. Inside Justice director Louise Shorter said that the judgment placed ‘an important new duty‘ on the Commission ‘not to refuse arbitrarily to investigate cases’. Shorter cited the case of Victor Nealon. Justin Hawkins, the CCRC’s Head of Communication, insisted that this was ‘not a new duty, but a continuation of the position as it has always been at the CCRC’. ‘Contrary to what has recently been suggested on JusticeGap, our inquiries are not now and never have been limited to cases where it has already been demonstrated there is a reasonable prospect that a conviction will be quashed - a limit of that kind would be ridiculous and totally contrary to the point and the ethos of the CCRC.’



In the July issue, Inside Time challenged the claim by Stella Creasy MP



that there were more people over the age of 65 than under the age of 16 in Britain and therefore, she argued, ‘middle class women will have to breed for Britain if we curb migration’. We quoted figures from the Office for National Statistics for 2016. Unfortunately the figures we published were inadvertently presented the wrong way round. They should have been: people under the age of sixteen: 11,974,000 and people 65 and over: 11,855,000. Our apologies for this error.



sia Airlines was disclosed by Ukrainian Security Service. Telephone intercepts revealed the missile launcher that shot down the passenger jet was smuggled into Eastern Ukraine on the morning of the attack and hastily returned over the border hours after the tragedy. The Ukrainian Security Service (SBU) released edited transcripts of calls made after the plane was downed



“Washington has got caught up in a ‘geopolitical frenzy’ and is deeply misguided in its perception of events in Ukraine” Sergei Ryabbov, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister accused Washington of jumping to conclusions following the shooting down of the Malaysian Airplane MH17, killing 298 passengers including 80 children. President Vladimir Putin immediately said that Ukraine was responsible for what happens on its territory, a line that the Kremlin controlled media in Russian followed. US and British intelligence officials are satisfied that the Malaysian passengers plane was downed by a surface-toair missiles brought from Russia and fired with Russian help. Compelling new evidence pointing to Russia’s involvement in the downing of Malay-



First call Thursday 4.33pm Ukrainian time “The guys shot down a plane. It fell apart in the air”. “We’ve found the first 200 [code for dead body]…a civilian.” Second call 5.32pm “What do you have there?” “…it was definitely a civilian aircraft.” “I see. Were there many people?” “Holy [Expletive], the debris fell right into the yards…” “…I see. Any weapons there?” “Absolutely nothing…” Third call 5.42pm “Regarding the plane shot down...It was a civilian plane...There’s a sea of corpses there. Women and children…” “They say on television it’s an AN-26, a Ukrainian transport… but it has Malaysia Airlines written on it…” “What was it doing in Ukraine?” “That means they were carrying spies. [Expletive] them…They shouldn’t be flying here, there’s a [Expletive] war going on”.



LATE NEWS: Pro Russian Separatists shot down two Ukrainian air force jets close to the crash site of the downed Malaysia Airlines flight MH17; with the Ukrainian Government claiming the attacks were launched from inside Russian territory.



Our Team of over 25 specialist advisors have a wealth of experience to offer you including:



National means near YOU! We can help you in ANY PRISON in England and Wales, at ANY TIME. You can also write to us FREEPOST at:



FREEPOST RTAB-BATB-HGAU Carringtons Solicitors Nottingham NG2 2JR



986 3472 0983 Tel: 0115 958



• Parole Board Hearings • IPP Sentence Issues • Mandatory Lifers • Discretionary Lifers • Automatic Lifers • Sentence Planning Boards • Re-categorisation • Category A Reviews • DSPD Assessments • Accessing Courses • Parole • Recall • Independent Adjudications • Governor Adjudications • Challenge of MDT’s • HDC “Tagging” • Transfer • Judicial Review • Tariff Representations • IPP Sentence Appeals • Police Interviews



The British Women’s Group in Bangkok celebrate the National Award of MBE presented to Gale Baley (cardboard cut-out) presented by HM The Queen at Buckingham Palace for Gale’s dedicated voluntary work as a prison visitor. Winfred (left) and Patricia (right) are also prison visitors to jails in Bangkok. They were joined by Inside Time’s Eric McGraw who had visited BangKwang Prison (known as the Bangkok Hilton) during a brief stop-over on route to Australia. Report from Australia page 28
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NEWS IN BRIEF



July 14



Some Muslim Prison Chaplains may be “part of the problem”



At the Ministry of Justice they have absolutely no idea why the elephant is in the room.



Imams working in prisons have links with extremist Muslim preachers and Islamist groups and may be helping to radicalise prisoners, according to The Times. Among the groups is one which believe that adulterers should be killed, while a preacher connected to Muslim chaplains condones beating women to “bring them to goodness”. The Prison Officers’ Association said some imams with radical views had “slipped through the net”, adding that there was a “real problem” with inmates being radicalised. Experts claimed that the prison chaplaincy programme was a “total shambles” and called for an immediate overhaul of the way imams serving in jail were vetted. With about 12,000 Muslim inmates in the prison population, the government has sought to use imams as a possible counter to jail radicalisation. Critics of the scheme have suggested, however, that some Muslim chaplains may be “part of the problem”.



Police must avoid ‘heavy handed’ criminalisation of young people for sexting In response to news that young people are being threatened with prosecution under child sex laws, Barnardo’s is urging Britain’s police forces to avoid a heavy-handed approach to young people sexting images. This follows a Nottinghamshire schoolgirl who has been given a police caution for texting an explicit photograph of herself to her boyfriend, it has emerged. Barnardo’s CEO Javed Khan says: “The police have got it wrong in this case. Criminalising young people for ‘sexting’ can harm their education, job prospects and life chances.



News from the IMF that Britain’s economic recovery outstrips the rest of the world is not the word on the street.



“Barnardo’s is seeing more sexting among the people we work with. Young people need to realise the danger of indecent ‘selfies’, which can’t be withdrawn once they are sent and can be used by peers to bully or coerce a child into sexual behaviour. Barnardo’s is calling for sexually risky behaviour to be prevented and tackled with better support and tailored sex education measures such as our Wud-U app.”



Following the news that the Queen’s Royal Ascot winner has failed a drugs test and now faces a hefty fine…... she suddenly has an idea.



HOWARD AND BYRNE Professor Anthony Glees, Head of The Centre for Security and Intelligence Studies at the University of Buckingham attacked the prison service’s “totally inadequate” screening of prison imams. “Our prisons have turned into a state funded breeding ground for extremism. It is completely unacceptable that imams with extremist views are allowed to preach in prisons” Ghaffar Hussain, Managing Director of the counter extremism think tank Quilliam, said “We are aware of several individuals employed by the prison service who have links to extremist groups. Prisons are incubators of extremism. Young men are going in petty criminals and coming out extremists”. Michael Spurr Chief Executive, National Offender Management Service (NOMS) told The Times ‘Where there are concerns they are investigated, but such concerns are rare’.



SOLICITORS



PRISON LAW EXPERTS LEGAL 500 RECOMMENDATION



Nationwide Coverage



‘in-house’ video link facilities available



Specialist advice on: 4 parole reviews 4 recalls 4 adjudications 4 judicial review 4 human rights 4 criminal appeals 4 criminal defence experts 4 confiscation & proceeds of crime Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



Contact our prison law department



01904 431421



[email protected] or write to:



Howard and Byrne



Chestnut Court 148 Lawrence Street York YO10 3EB ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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Insidetime August 2014 www.insidetime.org “Absent from the statistics about old-age prisoners is any mention of what to do with them when eventually released from prison. Unfortunately, among them are many whose lengthy sentences have resulted in loss of all contact with family and friends. This makes them prime candidates for a future of friendless isolation, especially those released on extended parole, sometimes for life. The nature/ cause of their criminal convictions is varied: homicide, metal health, recidivism, alcohol/ drug addiction or simply an inability to cope sufficiently to stay on the right side of the law.



© prisonimage.org



Rise of old-age offenders puts pressure on prisons The number of senior offenders has risen by almost 10 per cent in the past five years. About 3,500 over-60’s were convicted in courts in England and Wales last year, including a thousand in their eighties. Big rises have occurred in those being convicted of shoplifting and of sex offences, reflecting the rise in reporting to police of historical sex crimes. Overall, 727 offenders aged over 60 were convicted of sexual offences, an increase from 656 in 2009. Already the effects are being felt by the Prison Service, which is having to cope with an older population, including providing special health care provision to deal with age related disabilities and ending life care.



Prison population aged 60 and over, by age group, England and Wales, March 2014 Age 60-65 66-70 71-75 76-80 Over age 80 Total aged 60+ 



Number 1,791 967 489 228 102 3,577



Dr Stuart Ware, Chief Executive, Restore Support Network, responds to statistical breakdown of prisoners’ age groups:



The Independent Criminal & Prison Law Specialist • Appeals of Conviction/Sentence • Judicial Review • Parole Board Representation • Re-Categorisation • Adjudications • Licence Recall • Lifer Panels • HDC/ROTL



ARORA LODHI H E AT H



“Despite there being an obvious need for more to be done to ensure ex-prisoners remain just that, presently there is a woeful shortage of effective support for most of them. Without doubt the most crucial part of their return to the community is when they first step the other side of the prison gate. It is at this point they need to be befriended by a supporter who can also act as a mentor. The absence of this initial support means many ex-prisoners face a future of social isolation which can quickly trigger mental depression and its knock-on effects, resulting in physical deterioration. “The easiest part when tackling criminal behaviour is to lock-up offenders. Yet it’s much harder to keep ex-prisoners from returning to a life of crime without adequately-funded support networks. Until proper recognition is given to this need then the role of our prisons will increasingly become nothing other than old-folks’ homes for elderly offenders.”



Difficulties facing elderly ex-offenders Former prisoner Ben Gunn (pictured right) was guest speaker at the first annual general meeting of the Restore Support Network. With him is Jim MacKinnon, Chairman of RSN which befriends and mentors older ex-offenders to lead fulfilling lives. Jim is best remembered by many prisoners as Chief Executive of the Hardman Trust which assists with educational and vocational funding needs. Restore Support Network is a registered charity which presently operates in the south and west of England. Plans are well in place to expand nationally subject to funding availability. Ben said that since being paroled he has acquired a better understanding of the difficulties facing former prisoners, particularly elderly former long-term prisoners, when adjusting to their new-found freedom. Apart from practical difficulties caused when struggling to survive on little money, a parallel difficulty is social isolation. For some ex-offenders their only human contact is with shopkeepers and probation staff. For this reason the befriending element of the work of Restore Support Network meets a real need which at the same time helps reduce the risk of re-offending which can sometimes be triggered by social isolation.



CONTACT US ON



0208 993 9995 9 MARKET PLACE, ACTON, LONDON W3 6QS



solicitors **Don’t let the Justice System Overwhelm You** For honest professional advice and assistance and a proven track record contact our dedicated, highly experienced, team including solicitors and in-house Counsel.



Recalled back to Prison and don’t know what to do? Parole Process started? Just been told you face an Adjudication? Refused Recategorisation?



MEDOMSLEY DETENTION CENTRE - COMPENSATION?



We are instructed to act for people detained at Medomsley Detention Centre in the 1960’s, 1970’s and 1980’s.



We’re on your side and here to help.



NATIONWIDE SERVICE AVAILABLE



CRIMINAL DEFENCE SOLICITORS FREEPOST: RSJS - SHTS - HHGB 227/228 STRAND, LONDON, WC2R 1BE



0800 051 1069 0207 353 7000



Criminal Defence



Prison Law



Appeal - conviction Appeal - sentence CCRC Proceeds of Crime Act Proceedings Family Matters Immigration Matters



Adjudications Parole Hearings Re-Categorisation Recalls Sentence Progression/Calculations



NATIONWIDE ADVICE & ASSISTANCE



Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers T



If you were detained at Medomsley during this time, please contact:



Ben Hoare Bell LLP 47 John Street Sunderland SR1 1QU



0191 5653112



[email protected]
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Spike in ‘lifestyle’ cancers Drinking, obesity and holidays in the sun have been blamed for a sharp rise in the rates of some cancers, reports The Daily Mail. According to new figures, cases of liver cancer rose 66% from 2003-2012; cancers of the mouth went up 48%; womb cancer 31% and kidney cancer 46%. The figures also show significant regional differences with people in the North 10% more likely to get the disease than those in the South. At least some of the rise is due to increased longevity, but health experts say poor lifestyle is also a factor, nothing that the health improvements wrought by people giving up smoking are being offset by rising obesity rates. According to Nicola Smith of Cancer Research UK, older Britons may also now be experiencing the effects of the explosion of affordable package holidays in the 1960s, as melanoma can take decades to develop.



Freida Pinto meets school children in Ethiopia



Every ten seconds a girl is cut: no religion or culture can justify this At the Girl Summit in London, hosted jointly by the UK Government and UNICEF, 30 countries signed a pledge to end female genital mutilation (FGM) and child marriage within a generation. Closing the Conference actress Freida Pinto said she had heard many graphic accounts of FGM and Child Marriage. ‘Every ten seconds, one girl has been cut. No religion or culture can be used to help justify these acts. They need to go’ she said. ‘I often think of the fear a girl faces when she is taken to the forest, pinned down and cut. I think of the fear a girl feels when she is told the man she is to marry is a little older than her father.’



Wrongly convicted of a crime?



Lost your appeal?



What next?
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The things people say…



‘I don’t want parents and teachers to be uncertain about the delivery of free school meals to infants. It will happen and it will happen on time in September.’ Nick Clegg, Deputy Prime Minister, speaking about his flagship policy to give all infants free meals by September.



The babies harmed by alcohol The number of diagnosed cases of foetal alcohol syndrome has tripled since records began 16 years ago. In 2012-13, there were 252 cases of the condition, which is caused by mothers drinking during pregnancy, up from 89 in 1997-98. Better diagnostic skills may partly explain the rise. However, experts believe the official figures are just the tip of the iceberg, and that many more cases are still going undiagnosed. Babies with the condition often have obvious mental and physical impairments, but very often the symptoms - such as learning difficulties, and difficulties forming emotional bonds - are harder to pinpoint. Studies suggest that in Italy and the US, between 2% and 5% of the population is on the spectrum. Given the British reputation for binge drinking, chances are that we are close to 5%, said Susan Fleisher of the National Organisation for Foetal Alcohol Syndrome.



Research by The Key, a head teachers’ website, reporting at the end of June, shows that two thirds of state primary schools are not fully prepared for the introduction of free school meals by September. Figures show that more than one-in-eight were struggling badly. Head teachers warned that kitchens would not be ready in time for the increased demands because funding for new equipment had yet to be received. Others raised concerns over a lack of space to enable all pupils to eat in school canteens and problems recruiting extra cooks and dinner ladies. Some head teachers reported that they had been forced to pay for new kitchen facilities - diverting money away from frontline teaching and money given to the school to teach needy pupils. Mr Clegg’s admirable free meals plan is, say observers, suffering from inadequate thought and planning - not exactly an unknown feature of the government!



Four sham weddings every day tripled in a single year as the institution of marriage is routinely ‘hijacked’ by foreign nationals intent on illegally entering Britain. The Committee’s report said it was not convinced that the Home Office had a true understanding of the scale of sham marriages, as it put the estimate at between 4,000 and 10,000 a year.



The CCRC can look again If you think your conviction or sentence is wrong apply to the CCRC



• • •



It won’t cost anything Your sentence can’t be increased if you apply You don't need a lawyer to apply, but a good one can help You can get some more information and a copy of the CCRC's Easy Read application form by writing to us at 5 St Philip’s Place, Birmingham, B3 2PW. or calling 0121 233 1473



Portuguese national Nuno Moriera at his sham wedding to Zambian Leya Htonga.



Sham marriage is ‘spiralling out of control’ in Britain according to the Home Affairs Select Committee. The Committee said that arrests over fake weddings have more than



Officials have found a growing number of Eastern European women are being paid to visit Britain for a few days and supposedly marry a man, then return alone to their home country. Their fake husbands are mainly from Nigeria, Ghana, Brazil and Pakistan. They are then at liberty to invite family members to take up residence in the UK.
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Newsround



OBESITY WATCH ›››› UK Scientific Advisory Committee on



Nutrition (SACN) publishes new draft guidance on carbohydrates and health The new recommendations state that population intake of ‘free sugars’ should constitute no more than 5% of dietary energy, half of the current sugar intake in the UK. The recommendations, once finalised, will replace previous SACN recommendations from 1991.



›››› UK: Campaign group published 7 point



action plan for tackling child obesity UK based campaign group Action On Sugar has published a 7-point childhood obesity action plan, at the request of health minister Jeremy Hunt. The action plan includes calls for a reduction in the sugar and fat content of processed foods by 40% and 15% respectively by 2020, a ban on all forms of food marketing to children and junk food sponsorship of sport, a sugar duty to incentivise healthy eating and discourage soft drink consumption, and a reduction in the availability and portion size of processed foods. They also want responsibility for nutrition policy to be moved from the Department of Health and given to an independent agency. Food companies however have criticised the action plan for failing to include reference to consumer education and physical activity.



›››› Australian government reinstates junk



food star-rating website The Australian government has agreed to reinstate a food rating website, following pressure from health ministers and health groups. The website is designed to rate the health value of different foods and drinks, compared to similar products available in Australian supermarkets.
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included in the draft text of a public health law to be presented to the French Council of Ministers by the Health Minister.



›››› Public Health England launches draft



plan to respond to the SACN sugar recommendations The government agency’s proposals include



social marketing campaigns to help reduce sugar intake, reviewing the inclusion of juice in 5-a-day claims, reconsidering dietary advice given to consumers, strengthening marketing restrictions and evaluating fiscal measures



NEWS IN BRIEF



Source: World Obesity Foundation



Five myths about losing weight



1



You must eat breakfast. We’re told that if you skip breakfast, you’ll end up eating more overall. It may be true of some people, but others find that eating breakfast makes them hungrier, says Dr Michael Mosley, author of the Fast Diet, in the Times, For a recent randomised control trial, 300 overweight people were put on a diet. Those who tended to skip breakfast were asked to eat it, and those who usually eat it to skip it. After 16 weeks, both groups had lost about the same amount.



Claims that David Cameron’s Cabinet reshuffle was to replace bald headed men in grey suits proved to be wrong.



2



Crash diets don’t work. Very low-calorie diets have been used for decades to induce rapid weight loss. They do work in the short term, but the fear is that people will just pile the weight back on again when they resume normal eating. Research suggests there is some truth in this, but that it’s equally true of people who go on standard diets.



I’ll down this first



3



If I fast, my metabolism will slow down. This idea of the body going into “starvation mode” is commonly held, but it is based on a postwar study of men who starved themselves for months on end. In the short term, fasting can cause the metabolism to speed up.



4



Drink a lot of water. Drinking water won’t help you lose weight by making you feel full, because it passes through the stomach too quickly. However, soup may help, as it seems to stay in the stomach longer than food that hasn’t been blended with water.



5



Being overweight is unhealthy. Not necessarily: there is evidence that people who are slightly overweight live longer than slimmer people. The key is not to accumulate fat around your waist.



STRANGE BUT TRUE Serena Williams Wins 5th Wimbledon Title (2012)



›››› UK: Local governments call for tighter restrictions on health claims Food companies should be banned from putting misleading health claims on foods high in fat, sugar or salt, says the Local Government Association (LGA). It is calling on the EU to set limits on the amount of sugar, salt and fat a food product can contain if it is to be marketed with any claims of nutritional or health benefit. ›››› France: colour-coded labelling to be



considered Proposals for colour-coded food labelling, similar to the scheme used in the UK but based on the use of five colours, is to be



J C HUGHES Scottish Solicitors All Criminal Cases



• Serious and Complex Crime • Parole Board Hearings • Recalls and Appeals Write to: J C Hughes ‘Freepost’ Glasgow (no stamp required)



or Call us FREE on



0800 279 3090



Prisoners in Scotland Only



TIP THE SCALES OF JUSTICE IN YOUR FAVOUR



The bottom line at Wimbledon this year was the banning of coloured undergarments and the enforcement by officials of an all-white rule on players clothing. Checks to see if female players were wearing white knickers was described as ‘creepy’ by the women but a job that had to be done said the officials. Then came the banning, by The All England Club, of vacuum flasks on the grounds that they could be a pressure vessel for a bomb. This ruling showed a level of scientific illiteracy. Technically, a vacuum flask will increase the pressure of an explosive device before it breaks out, but so will a paper bag. The pressure increase will be a function of the pressure needed to split the container. In the case of a flask, this pressure is trivial. The All England Club made itself look silly unless, of course, its intention was to ban flasks in order to sell their own expensive tea.



The world urges Putin to find those responsible for the rocket attack on a civilian airliner.



At the Opening Ceremony of the Commonwealth Games 2014 Glasgow born American actor John Barrowman gives a ‘Glasgow Kiss’ to a party-goer reminding the world that it is illegal to be gay in 42 of the 53 Commonwealth countries. His protest kiss would have risked a death sentence in Uganda.



simon bethel solicitors Criminal Defence & Prison Law Specialists



Licence & Parole Hearings HDC & Recalls Adjudications Re-categorisation & Transfers Appeals & CCRC Referrals plus all Family Law and Immigration Matters Please contact Dapo, David or Kay



Simon Bethel Solicitors 58/60 Lewisham High Street London SE13 5JH



0208 297 7933 [email protected]



Forensic Accountants CONFISCATION PROCEEDINGS UNDER POCA!



Bartfields have considerable UK wide experience of analysing and revising prosecution benefit calculations within tight deadlines. (Legal aid available) Free prison visit for all pre-confsication hearing cases



Recent Cases:



Prosecution Benefit Mr M £69,000 Mr C £3,684,000 Mrs D £271,000 Mr O £378,000 Mr L £1,015,000 Mrs N £785,000



Bartfields Benefit £8,000 £47,000 £45,000 £16,000 £111,000 £103,000



Contact Raymond Davidson on 0113 2449051 Bartfields, Burley House, 12 Clarendon Road, Leeds, LS2 9NF. [email protected] www.bartfield.co.uk/services/forensic
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1 in 5



Number of people in London who think they would be better off if the city broke away from the rest of Britain.



Two out of three countries already living beyond their ecological means Two out of three countries are already consuming more individually than each can produce long-term from its own resources. This position can only worsen as global population and consumption rise. For World Population Day 2014 on 11 August Population Matters released its updated Overshoot Index. The Index relates each country’s biocapacity - the ability to provide renewable ecological services like water collection, food production and waste absorption - to the country’s population size and current per capita resource consumption. The Index shows that 96 out of the 146 countries listed, including all but seven or eight of the OECD nations, are already living beyond their ecological means. The Index in addition gives the biophysically sustainable population for each country, given current productivity and consumption levels. The UK ranks as the 26th most overshot



25%



Britons aged between 22 and 30 who still live with their parents.



660



Suspected British paedophiles arrested in one week, in one of the largest-ever crackdowns by the National Crime Agency.



nation, with a sustainable population of 20.6 million people. The UK present population has exceeded 60 million. Population Matters Chairman Roger Martin said “Countries in overshoot are unsustainable from their own resources in the long-term unless they reduce their populations, or their consumption per head, or some combination of both. An increase in either worsens a country’s long-term position”. He added ‘The figures do suggest how radically most of the rich and middle-income countries must reduce their per capita resource consumption and / or their populations to achieve genuine sustainability. The figures also show how much easier it will be for the poor countries, many of which are not yet overshot, to achieve sustainable development if they take action to stabilise their populations.’



£11bn



Estimated total wealth of the 449 guests who attended last year’s Tory Summer Party.



25.8%



Rise in London house prices over the past year, pushing the average house price in the Capital to more than £400,000 - double the UK average.



1 in 4



UK sperm samples donated from abroad. In 2005 the figure was 1 in 10.



15 $80,000



Number of saves by Tim Howard in the USA v Belgium World Cup game. No goalkeeper has ever made as many saves in a single World Cup game since 1966.



Damages levied on pop star Justin Bieber for pelting a neighbour’s house with eggs.



8 171



Number of goals scored at the World Cup in Brazil.



The number of times Germany have reached the World Cup final, more often than any other side in the history of the competition.
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m Do you know...? l One in four children spends less than half-an-hour outdoors each day, the National Trust says. More than half of youngsters aged seven to 12 spend less than an hour outside, it added. Nine in ten have never taken part in traditional outdoor activities such as playing conkers or building a raft, a poll of parents showed. l UK scientists have made a “major step forward” in the race to develop a blood test to predict the onset of Alzheimer’s disease. Research on more than 1,000 subjects has identified a set of proteins in the blood whose presence can predict the onset of the dementia condition with 87 per cent accuracy.



l A new app has taken the abbreviation trend to extremes. ‘YO’ is like Twitter, except that rather than 140 characters, you can only have two, and they must be Y and O. In one day last week, four million “Yos” were sent. Separately, Skimo was launched. It takes popular TV shows and crunches them down into as little as two minutes. l A defendant was hauled back to court for tweeting a “selfie” of himself and his co-defendants in the dock. Joel Norris, 18, who’d been charged with threatening behaviour, posted the picture online under the words “lads in the court box lol”. It was spotted by officials who prosecuted him for taking and publishing a photo of a criminal court. A



l The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge have been criticised for insisting on having two kitchens in their apartment at Kensington Palace, but they’re only following a trend. According to Chelsea Estate Agent Noel de



Keyzer, wealthy Londoners increasingly demand one large designer kitchen for themselves and a smaller, utilitarian one for caterers. This means that when they have parties the food magically appears and they can claim to have made it themselves. l Cannabis “scratch-and-sniff” cards are going to be posted through letter boxes to help people identify the smell of the drug - and the “factories” where it is made. The cards will be distributed to around 150,000 houses in drug “hotspots”. l 39% of Scots say they will vote for independence - down three points since March - while 61% intend to vote “No” in the referendum in September. 43% think they personally would suffer financially if Scotland were to become an independent country, whereas only 17% think it would leave them better off. l 85% of Britons regard the decline of bees as a serious environmental issue. By comparison, only 73% think that climate change should be considered a serious issue - and among Tory voters, the proportion drops to just 66%. l 98% of fathers are present at the birth of their child - up from around 10% in 1960.



l The taxpayer lost out on as much as £1bn in the bungled Royal Mail sell-off, according to an inquiry by the Commons business, innovation and skills committee.



l Just 50 pupils on free school meals were admitted to Oxford and Cambridge in 2011, ten fewer than got in from Eton.



what do you want to know Miss? © depositphotos.com



43% of primary school children have never visited a working farm, one in 25 think that farmers “ grow” mud, and one in 50 think they harvest potato waffles. One in six are unaware that vegetables are grown on farms, and a similar proportion are unaware that breakfast cereals originate there. The survey of 2,000 children aged seven to 11 also found that only 9% had visited the countryside in the past year; 8% said if they found mud on an apple, they’d throw it away.



FRAUD SERIOUS CRIME PROCEEDS OF CRIME Call 0161 794 0088 or Freephone 0808 155 4870



Nationwide Service



Mary Monson



Founder and Principal Solicitor “Fearless and endlessly generous” Michael Mansfield QC Salford Office 87 Chorley Road Swinton Manchester M27 4AA



l Greenpeace was forced to admit that one of its senior executives commutes to work by plane. Pascal Husting flies 250 miles between his home in Luxembourg and the group’s HQ in Amsterdam at least twice a month. “Flying causes ten times more climate change than taking the train,” reads Greenpeace’s website.



It’s about time we talked about the birds and bees.



l In 2045 the world population will reach 10.4bn with more than 70% of people living in crowded urban areas, predicts a new study. In Global Strategic Trends - Out to 2045, a Ministry of Defence think tank also forecasts that 3.6bn people will suffer water shortages and terrorists will have access to cheap, unmanned drones and space satellites.



l Bunting has been taken down in a North Yorkshire town, after officials decided it presented a safety risk. With the Tour de France passing through Masham in August, residents spent months knitting more than 20,000 tiny woollen jerseys, which they strung between lamp posts. But officials ordered that they be taken down, in case the wool got waterlogged and caused the posts to topple.



court appearance is “nothing to laugh out loud about”, said the magistrate.



Offices also in London Birmingham Manchester



www.marymonson.co.uk www.fraud-lawyer.co.uk



l In the wake of the Tour de France’s visit to England, Halfords reported bike sales up 21% in the past 13 weeks. l Teachers in England work 46 hours a week on average - nine hours more than the global average - but only 20 of those are spent in class.



A difficult



situation needs a lawyer who



will



fight Humanity, Expertise and a Fighting Mentality



Please contact John Molleskog or John Pendlebury



Website Comments
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Website comments via www.insidetime.org named defendants, I believe defence counsel should take a much more robust stand and make applications to dismiss on the grounds of pre-trial prejudice.



Labelling all accusers ‘victims’ will pervert the course of justice Lifer Loses Case But Wins New Guidance For All Louise Shorter wrote about the recent court case to force police to hand over exhibits which might clear a prisoner’s name.



P - Surely a lot of things the police do are ‘speculative’; only often with results suppressed, destroyed or ‘lost’. I was convicted on DNA under the old ‘8 lines test’ where they say I matched on 2 (including sex) but the court was told it didn’t matter that there was no match on the other 6 and they could still convict. S - Good luck to Nunn, if he can beat the system, but in my opinion he doesn’t have a chance.



Marcus Soanes and Robert McPeake Principal Lecturers at City University London discussed the principle that someone accused of an offence is innocent until proven guilty.



H - The use of the term ‘victim’ is particularly egregious given that even the police admit that they are “Flooded by False Rape Allegations”. A - And it’s not just the term “victim” that is being used to create prejudice against defendants pre-trial. Even when juries have found people not guilty, police and CPS spokespeople still make statements referring to “offenders”, often on the steps of the court and imply that the jury has actually “got it wrong”. In cases where terms such as “victim” and “offender” have been used by either the police or CPS prior to trial in connection with



Parole Boards play bingo with real lives



Dr Bob Johnson - Consultant Psychiatrist wrote ‘If going before a Parole Board feels to you like you’re playing the Lottery ...’ E - It surprises me that a panel of three members can make life changing decisions on a whim, believing that they know the offender personally when they, and the report writers whose documents are being read as live evidence have only met with the offender minutes before ... So yes, parole is a lottery, if your face doesn’t fit you aren’t getting out, at least for the near future anyway.
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balanced judgement on things that they can’t truly comprehend. Furthermore that this ignorance may be exploited by judges, prosecutors and the police force to obtain convictions.



‘Nobody seems to care’



Oakwood prisoner Steven Griffiths wrote about his problems getting treatment for his colostomy. K - Hopefully his MP Gavin Williamson will intervene. No one should be subjected to such degrading treatment. J - Your treatment has been worse than poor ... BUT ... you’re in prison. No one cares apart from your family and friends ... if anyone believes the prison authorities and the prison staff care at all, in any form whatsoever, they are deluded.



2014 Inside Time website by numbers Unique visitors last month



474,757



Computer convictions



So far in 2014...



Elmley prisoner Damian Peters wrote to Mailbag about his own case of being convicted of downloading images



WRONGLY CONVICTED IS YOUR SENTENCE TOO LONG



?



CALL OUR DEDICATED APPEALS TEAM IS US AVAILABLE TO ADVISE YOU NATIONWIDE



R - Unfortunately, maintaining your innocence is considered a crime in modern times. You’re said to be in denial and punished further because the judge and jury could never be wrong, they are far too infallible. How dare you consider that they don’t even understand the evidence that is presented before them. Great sarcasm intended. It surprises me still that a jury of peers (I use that term lightly) are used in cases which are increasingly complex and technical and expected to make a



Number of visits to site



4,780,055 Number of ‘hits’



49,634,139 Website comments posted



1,258



Number of Factsheet downloads



182,996



Facebook ‘Likes’



1,660



Twitter Followers



4,698



Parole? Recall? Adjudication?



OLLIERS SOLICITORS CAN HELP 020 8688 2573 | 07709 431 885 (Emergency 24 hr Number) www.amosurobinshaw.co.uk Suite 25, Suffolk House, George [email protected] Street, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 1PE SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE | LEGAL AID MAY BE AVAILABLE (subject to specific criteria set down by the Legal Aid Agency)



Life Sentences



IPP, MANDATORY, DISCRETIONARY, AUTOMATIC LIFE SENTENCE PRISONERS - ORAL & WRITTEN REPRESENTATION



Recall



PAROLE BOARD REPRESENTATION



Adjudications CONTACT: JEREMY PINSON or TOM CAWLEY FREEPOST NEA 13621, MANCHESTER M3 9ZL



0161 834 1515
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Month by Month by Rachel Billington



Books Books Books: Rachel visits 10 Downing Street, Thameside Prison library and reads to four groups of children on the London Eye.



organised by PEN, the international writers’ organisation who have been sending writers to work inside prisons for over a decade and run an annual prison writing competition. Before the letter was delivered, we did a boutique street protest with other writers, including Kathy Lette, Marina Warner, Margaret Drabble and Ruth Padel, many of whom had brought their own books as a donation to the new Book Room at HMP Wormwood Scrubs. Perhaps the most interesting part of the day were two meetings in Portcullis House: first with Shadow Secretary of State for Justice, Sadiq Khan and afterwards with Simon Hughes, Liberal Democrat Minister of State for Justice, with responsibility, as he informed us, for womens’ prisons in the UK. Since I last heard Khan speak a couple of months ago, he has become much stronger in his views on prisoners’ rights and in particular their right to have books sent in. He said, ‘I’m committed to reversing this rule’ and described Grayling’s thinking as a ‘Neanderthal, philistine philosophy’ based on the idea that illiteracy rates in prison were so high that there was no point bothering.



© prisonimage.org



Rachel joins writers David Hare, Mark Haddon, A L Lennidey and Frances Crook delivering a letter of protest to the Prime Minister.



F



irst stop of the month was 10 Downing Street where I joined three other writers, Sir David Hare, A.L. Kennedy and Mark Haddon plus the director of the Howard League for Prison Reform, Frances Crook (pictured above) to deliver a letter to David Cameron. Sadly, he wasn’t there to greet us but the policeman who took it in volunteered to pose in his master’s place. I’m not sure who he expected to fool...



The letter was asking the Prime Minister to lift the ban on sending books and other personal items to prisoners. When I last enquired there had been no response from Cameron or anyone else. I fear the recent re-shuffle where instead of being removed as some suggested, Chris Grayling remained in place as Secretary of State for Justice doesn’t bode well for prisoners. The Downing Street exercise was also



Simon Hughes who is, of course, in office was more cautious and, having let us put our case, tried out the argument that books are readily available in libraries, as he’d seen for himself in the three womens’ prisons he’d visited. However he was open to learning more and promised another meeting after he’d checked out reports from the Chief Inspector of Prisons. I will report back any further good outcomes.



.....................................................



n My next book-filled day was more eccentric and involved four times round on The London Eye reading and talking to four sets of twelve year old children from schools in Islington and Essex. I was there in my role as Trustee to the Siobhan Dowd Trust which gives money and support to encourage reading among disadvantaged children. Siobhan who was a friend of mine (and incidentally set up with me the PEN programme that takes writers into prison)



BRIEFS LAW SOLICITORS



Rachel takes to the Eye to talk to schoolchildren about Siobhan Dowd’s novel The London Eye Mystery died tragically young after completing just four novels for children and older teenagers. They are all award-winning but the most popular is called The London Eye Mystery which should explain why I was trying to catch children’s’ attention as they circled round in the sky... Actually almost all the children had read and loved the book and wanted to know about Siobhan and how a book takes shape. The London Eye Mystery, which I recommend to any age group, is a thriller about thirteen year old Salim who gets on the Eye, as his cousins watch, but never gets off. The narrator and the sleuth is Ted, a boy with Asperger’s syndrome. The story is filtered through his very special mind which absorbs and analyses information in a way others wouldn’t and turns out to be awesomely effective.



.....................................................



n Thameside Prison opened just over a year ago and I’ve been curious to see this Serco run prison ever since. I was particularly interested when I realised John Biggin, the inspiring director of Doncaster Prison who I’d met last year, was coming down to take over. The invitation came from the Library so - books again! Librarian Neil Barclay wanted to showcase his new library and the half dozen programmes that are being run out of it. On a boiling hot day, Inside Time’s John Roberts and I took the DLR overland train to the end of the line at Woolwich Arsenal (where



R U S S E L L- CO O K E SO L I CI TO R S



Prison Law



Adjudication, Parole, Recall Are you currently serving a suspended sentence? If your suspended sentence was imposed before December 2012 but activated after this time you may be entitled to compensation if any time you served on remand in relation to the same offence was not deducted from your sentence.



If you are currently serving a suspended sentence and believe you may be entitled to compensation please contact:



Criminal Defence Appeals



Please quote “FREE” and contact



Catriona, Claire, Edward, iLLSA or Wahida Tel: 02076021990 / 02086171334 Mob: 07715609166 / 07713150329 07429 090219



Ben Hoare Bell LLP 47 John Street Sunderland SR1 1QU



Briefs Law Limited, 48 Blythe Road, London W14 0HA



[email protected]



[email protected]



0191 5653112



Dedicated department of Prison Law solicitors with specific expertise in: n Lifer & IPP Parole Reviews n Recall Representation n Adjudications



n Re-categorisation



n Judicial Reviews



n Sentence Progression



020 7440 4840 8 Bedford Row London WC1R 4BX



www.russell-cooke.co.uk



Prison Law Supervisor appointed by the Legal Services Commission
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Insidetime August 2014 www.insidetime.org there’s a famous Artillery Museum) and then a bus to Thameside, passing on the way Belmarsh Prison. The visitor’s centre is gloriously air-conditioned but we were quickly whisked through to the chapel where various organisations were explaining their engagement with prisoners. Blue-t-shirted prisoners who work in the library were also on tap to provide information.
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There followed a well-planned presentation of what the library offers. Our chair was Mathew who told us how he reacted when he first entered the library: ‘I started to feel like me again.’ He continued by giving us a few facts and figures about how well-used prison libraries are. To which I might add ‘And would be even more used if prisoners all over the estate had greater access.’ We heard from Simon about the library newsletter, ‘Booked’ and from Khalid about The Six Book Challenges: one hundred and forty men are currently reading for it and nearly two hundred have completed the programme. We also heard about the Prison Advice Service who help prisoners with problems inside prison and Toe by Toe, the reading scheme run with the help of fellow prisoners. Then my star poet Paul talked about Storybook Dads and his own passion for writing. He said, ‘It opens up a channel for adversity or joy, releasing emotions positively not negatively.’



‘The Escape’ by Lynda Le Plante - just one of many interesting books in Thameside’s excellent library It’s very seldom I have a truly happy experience inside prison but on this occasion I was able to inform Paul Baichoo, one of the library orderlies, that he’d won the star poem prize in this month’s poetry supplement. I don’t know who was more pleased and surprised when we met, Paul or me!



With any luck most of these schemes will be running from your own library. Try asking anyway. Finally, we were escorted to the actual library, a brand new room with brand new books and brand new shelving and computers too. I noticed the HMP Wandsworth librarian who was on a busman’s holiday looking distinctly jealous. So high marks for Thameside Library and cheers for books that take us into the minds of others and make the present, however curtailed, a time for inspiration, relaxation and learning.



Inside Faith Some people feel that life somehow stops when the prison door closes. That prison is like a vortex where time stands still until the sentence is served. The truth is life’s journey can, and does, continue inside. Doug Heming



Instead of ﬁghting the law, why not use the law to help you. We are experts in a range of abuse cases. You don’t have to feel ashamed and alone. Contact us to get the compensation and treatment you deserve.



Abused



Angry



Ashamed Aggrieved 01633 26 10 16



13 Clytha Park Road, Newport, South Wales, NP20 4PB Prison visits - Free Legal Advice - Conﬁdentially agreed Hornby Baker Jones & Wood Solicitors, SRB Legal and Victorious claims are trading names of Hornby Baker Jones



& Wood Law LLP. Registration number OC353053. Authorised and Regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. Registration number 534302.



Volunteer Prison Chaplain



I



recently read a book called ‘The Diving Bell and the Butterfly’ in which a previously successful executive in Paris finds himself paralysed after suffering a massive stroke. He tells the story of how his mind continued its imaginative journey whilst locked in the prison of his body. The account is ‘written’ by flickering one eyelid to a translator! Like a butterfly, the journey of the mind cannot be imprisoned. Serving a sentence is sometimes the beginning of the real business of being alive. Questions of faith such as how we find forgiveness, redemption, reconciliation, peace and salvation from others, from ourselves and perhaps from God become unavoidable. The role of the Prison Chaplain is to assist in this continued journey of the mind and the spirit when the body is imprisoned. In future issues of Inside Time it is planned to publish an inter-faith column ‘Inside Faith’ on a regular basis. With the support of a number of my colleagues, including Muslim Imams and other faith Chaplains we would like to



offer our services in answering questions from readers about faith in the context of prison life. Often these questions of faith are too complex for a simple answer. But perhaps like the translator, who understood the meaning of the paralysed mans flickering eyelid, we might be able to help get what is going on inside to the outside, in a way which starts to make sense. Certainly the Chaplaincy teams are there to journey alongside prisoners as their mind and spirit continue to make sense of the world in which we all live. If you feel you have questions you might want myself or one of my colleagues to explore please write to Inside Time at the usual address with the envelope marked ‘Inside Faith’. We would like to publish some of the questions and answers that it is felt may be of interest and help to other readers, as long as there is no objection. If you do not want us to publish your letter then just mark it ‘not for publication’. Rest assured that any of the remaining letters we publish will be afforded total anonymity. No names or locations will be included and any identifying detail in the text will be automatically removed. We hope you enjoy this new feature and hope to hear from you.



Janet Potts, Chris Noon and Michelle Coulson Moor Chambers, 26 Front Street, Framwellgate Moor, Durham, DH1 5EJ
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‘As an IPP prisoner, if I didn’t have education goals to aim for I would waste away’ Patrick Regan, PET’s Learner Voice Panel member writes



A



s a long serving IPP prisoner I don’t have a release date to aim for so I need other goals to keep me going year after year in prison. I have completed over 35 prison education and distance learning courses. Some of these courses have been mentally stimulating with excellent teachers while other courses have been appallingly bad with very poor teachers. If I didn’t have education goals to aim for in prison I would waste away, become brain dead and each day would become meaningless with no purpose. Education gives my days meaning and when studying I can temporarily forget I am in prison.



I obtained PET funding to start studying an Open University degree in business and I am one of the lucky ones who doesn’t pay fees as I started my degree before the deadline in 2012. Any prisoners who want to study a degree now have to take out a student loan. How many prisoners will want to leave prison with a debt of thousands of pounds hanging over them when they leave prison? Once the existing Open University degree students in prison finish their free degrees there is likely to be only a handful willing to pay for their degree unless grants or sponsorship are available. Education plays a big part in rehabilitation, self-esteem and future career prospects for prisoners. Over the years I have seen prison budget cuts slash education to the bone. It will not be long before the only education available to prisoners is maths, English and IT. Any prisoners wanting to do more will rely on PET like never before. Society will pay the price of less education in prison. PET fund Open University access courses to help people prepare for degree-level study. In next month’s edition we’ll offer further advice about taking out student loans.



Locked up? • • • • •



...we hold the key



Parole and Oral Hearings IPP and Lifer Post Tariff Reviews Independent Adjudications Sentence Calculation Licence Recall



Legal aid is available for all the above. Ask us for a fixed price quotation for all other matters.



Give our experiened Prison Law Team a call on 0151 200 4071 to find out how we can help you. Email:[email protected] Web:www.rmnj.co.uk 63 Hamilton Square, Birkenhead,Wirral CH41 5JF



Is a student loan right for you? John Lister, PETs Advice Manager explains



P



atrick’s letter has pinpointed some of the concerns that many people in England have about student loans. For new Open University (OU) students the yearly fee is £2,632 based on 60 points of study. As 360 points are required for a full honours degree it will therefore take six years to complete and will cost over £15,000 in total. It is a lot of money but if you want to invest in your education and you don’t have the funds to pay for a course yourself, you may want to consider taking out a student loan. Once your application has been processed, tuition fees are automatically paid by Student Loan Company. Most prospective students in prison will be understandably wary of taking out such a big loan but the reality is not as bad as it first appears. The Student Loan Company allows you to defer payment of your university fees until after you are released from prison and earning £21,000 or over. Either way, to help you make a decision here are my top tips on student loans: Most UK nationals are eligible for student loans If you are unsure whether or not you would be eligible to take out a loan, ask your prison education department or contact PET for personal advice. Generally speaking, UK nationals who have not previously studied for a degree should be able to take out a loan. Student loans are not subject to a credit check either, so previous issues with debt will not affect your chances of getting a loan. Also, loans for course fees in England do not count as income and therefore will not affect benefit entitlements. You only repay when you can afford it Crucially, students will only start repayments if and when they are earning more than £21,000 per annum. Once you do start earning, the student loan deducts 9%of any salary above £21,000. Repayments will stop if the salary goes below £21,000 and restart if it goes above. If a student never earns above £21,000, they will never have to pay a penny



back and after 30 years, any outstanding loan will be written off. The amount that a person pays back depends on their earnings, for instance, if you had with an annual salary of £25,000, you would pay 9% of £4,000, or £30 per month. Salary Amount of salary from which 9% will be deducted £25,000 £4,000 £30,000 £9,000 £35,000 £14,000 £40,000 £19,000 £45,000 £24,000 £50,000 £29,000 £55,000 £34,000 £60,000 £39,000 



Monthly repayment £30.00 £67.50 £105.00 £142.50 £180.00 £217.50 £255.00 £292.50



Be sure before you apply No-one should ever be rushed into taking on a student loan. As well as the financial obligations, it must be noted that you only get one chance to take out this kind of loan, so you must be absolutely sure before you apply. Is the subject that you intend to study right for you? Are you confident you will be able to study during your sentence? To see whether a degree is right for you, learners can try out Open University access courses with funding from PET. If you have any further questions or concerns, speak to the prison’s education or careers advisors, contact the Student Loans Company or write to me.” Useful contacts • Contact PET for any advice about distance learning in prison - write to FREEPOST Prisoners Education Trust, call 020 8648 7760, or email [email protected] • Call the Student Loans Company on 0141 243 3336 • Contact the Offender Learning & Secure Units team, Student Registration and Enquiry Services, The Open University, PO Box 197, Milton Keynes, MK7 6BJ
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Understanding the balance between reality and drama Northumbria University in Newcastle and New Writing North recently staged a writing festival for crime writers and crime fiction fans, to help uncover the facts behind the fiction. With so much crime drama on the small screen, Inside Time talks to two Northumbria University academics to understand the balance between reality and drama in order to create a successful thriller. All stories must have a basis in reality otherwise they wouldn’t speak to us



Louise Ridley Criminologist



E



nsuring that criminology students graduate with a well-rounded and balanced understanding of the complex issues surrounding imprisonment is something that has dominated my experience of teaching practise over the last twenty years. With crime drama capturing the imagination of the general public, and the media playing a major role in our perception of prison life as a whole, I feel it’s important to bring students’ thinking back to real life. Many writers already work closely with people from the criminal justice system to ensure that their fictional representations are closely linked to reality. Dramas such as Prisoners Wives really do try to bring out the reality of the situation, offering a more realistic take on prison and its consequences. However, we are talking about fictional stories and often the drama can eclipse the reality. Take the ITV series, Bad Girls, for instance, which ran for seven years between 1999 and 2006. I have heard students make reference to this drama as if it were some great oracle on the incarceration of women. Bad Girls glorified the damaging impact of incarceration on families and communities. Not only do the images portrayed in programmes like Bad Girls distort the reality of prison life per se, but they also leave the viewer with mixed messages of what life inside prison is really like. As a consequence, this can influence not only public attitudes, but also political rhetoric and subsequently criminal justice policies.



Steve Chambers Senior Lecturer



S ITV series Bad Girls glorifies the damaging impact of imprisonment



Alongside dramas, documentaries also play a role in shaping public perception. Really good examples of documentary filming is work by Rex Bloomstein, which has been described as ‘stark and uncompromising’ as well as the BBC2 documentary, Women on the Edge: The Truth About the Styal Prison (2006). Both these documentaries aimed to challenge some of the public’s distorted beliefs about prison as a ‘soft option’. We also see gritty representations of prison life, involving communities made up of lots of young, tough men living in violent surroundings. However, as we know, the make-up of the prison community isn’t actually like that. The population of prisoners that is growing at the fastest rate is the over 60s. This represents
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a monumental challenge for a system used to dealing with fit young men. Latest Ministry of Justice figures show that 74 out of 119 prison establishments in operational use in England and Wales are overcrowded. In the past six weeks the prison population has risen by 743 people. Nick Hardwick , the Chief Inspector of Prisons, describes our prisons as under significant strain. He warned that our prison system was one of ‘political and policy failure’. This is the true picture of our prisons. The slashing of prison budgets and introduction of harsher regimes, with more time locked up is a familiar picture to both prisoners and prison staff. A stark contrast to populist images of prison offered by both the print media and television.



USP Group



An independent group of providers of Useful Services for Prisoners and their Families. Inside Time provides free or subsidised advertising for the USP Group. The money they save funds an exclusive range of money saving offers for all who register online. Prisoners’ family and friends, solicitors, barristers and others who



are involved with prisons are invited to register and start saving money today. Prisoners can benefit from money saving offers when families register.



Full details and registration form can be found at www.insidetime.org No catches, no strings - just savings from the USP Group E Mail A Prisoner, Fonesavvy, Gema Records, Inside Time, Jailmate Cards, Prison Chat UK, Prison Images, SIS Insurance and Thinkin of U. Where you see the USP logo you will know they share the Unique Selling Point of all USP members. They will not be motivated by profit and are committed to providing fair and honest services that are Useful Services for Prisoners and their families. GROUP MEMBERSHIP IS BY ‘INVITATION ONLY’



USP Group Member



omeone said that fiction is real life with the boring bits left out Aristotle argued that a good story has a unity of time, space and action. In other words, powerful dramas and stories usually happen in a short time frame and have a small number of important characters. Real life is different. Many true stories happen over weeks, months or years and we all have more complex personal histories and know many more people than could be accommodated in a drama or a novel. So, when confronted with a story based on real events, the first job of the writer is to condense the timeframe and the number of characters into something digestible and coherent. When creating original crime stories, dramatists and novelists usually take something gleaned from newspaper cuttings or the archives as the kernel of the narrative and so, they too, have to condense and reshape the facts to make them work as a story. Interestingly, the problems of accuracy and authenticity are as much about mood and tone as about detail. Readers and audiences sense inaccuracy intuitively rather than knowing absolutely that a detail is incorrect. What drives a story is character and motive - an audience or a reader commits to a story because they care about the main character, the hero, the protagonist - so if a writer can’t get character and motive right, the rest won’t matter. Of course, that isn’t to say the detail isn’t important - the audience or reader has to be convinced in the truth of the world that’s created and writers need to know the details. Police, CSI and legal procedures are important but, as with all story-telling, it isn’t what’s revealed that’s important but what’s left out and implied. The maxim is to write what you know and if you don’t know, to research diligently until you do know even if you ending up not using most of it. Most rewriting is editing - you need to know the facts so that you know what to leave out which is where I began. Fiction is real life with the boring bits left out.
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Insidetime August 2014 www.insidetime.org Those on Standard level can spend £15.50 per week of their own money. And those on the highest privilege level, Enhanced, can spend £25.50.



Ben Gunn



P



The iniquity of this scheme is that it essentially forces prisoners to reward themselves for their good behaviour. The prison gives pathetically little. Compounding this is the reality of prisoners poverty - most criminals are feloniously rubbish; many prisoners simply do not have this money to spend. It is possible for a prisoner to have exemplary behaviour but still live a more meagre prison life than a man on Basic, simply because he doesn't have the money to reward himself.



eople - by which I meant, free people - were always bemused that prisoners need money. After all, isn't everything laid on by the State? Aren't the taxpayers lavishing Playstations, trainers and TV's on prisoners? Um, no. Prison provides the basics. After that... Imagine a simple thing, such as writing a letter. That requires pen, paper, envelope and stamp. Call that lot £2 (although its more...). If you want to use the payphone to talk to your wife and children? That's 9p a minute. TV's? Rented, a quid a week. Clothing...a biscuit...nail clippers... The list is a long one, mostly comprising those small items we out here use and dispose of with barely a conscious thought. For the interested, the full list of what prisoners are permitted is contained in (and found by searching for) PSI 13/2013. (Which is Prison Service Instruction Number 30 of 2013). Such lists of privileges (now coyly called "facilities") have existed for decades, although in pre-Grayling times it was far more flexible and differed vastly from prison to prison. But always, prisoners had to find the money to buy any of these items. © depositphotos.com



Under the IEP Scheme - the bureaucratic framework in which privileges are "earned" it was originally envisaged that the better the prisoners behaviour, the more positive and productive he was, then the better the regime he lived. Alas, within moments of this scheme being unveiled in 1995, the Prison Service realised that there was very little it could actually offer. By default, then, the IEP Scheme became a way for prisoners to spend their own money to buy privileges they had "earned" through good behaviour. Let us briefly glimpse Grayling's largesse. Bear in mind this is prisoners money, not State money. For those on Basic - (officially) prisoners with poor behaviour - get to spend the grand sum of £4 of their own money per week. Those on Grayling’s new privilege level can run wild with £10 per week. This is the Entry level. Every prisoner must begin on the Entry



Money: prisoners do actually need it Former prisoner Ben Gunn writes on his blog level, living a highly restricted regime for the first two weeks. Even remand prisoners - the putatively innocent. Amongst the deprivations are being compelled to wear prison uniforms. By the way, no extra money was given to Governors for these uniforms (and over 80,000 people a year move through the



gates), they have to find the money for crappy mauve tracksuits by cutting other parts of their budget. During a period of several years where year on year cuts have already being demanded. The justification for the Entry level regime appears to be nothing more complex than vote grubbing.



We take pride in providing a full range of criminal and prison law services. Prison Law services include: • Parole Reviews • Life Sentence Reviews • IPP Reviews • Recall • Sentence Planning



• Re-categorisation • Category A Reviews • Adjudications • Home Detention Curfew • Judicial Review



If you require assistance with any Prison Law issues, whether or not listed above, please contact our specialist Prison Law Solicitor - Hannah Rumgay



At Tates we never use unqualified caseworkers. All prison law work is undertaken by a qualified solicitor who specialises in Prison Law.



Tates 2 Park Square East Leeds West Yorkshire LS1 2NE 0113 242 2290



I try to imagine being a new prisoner. Hoiked from Court to the prison, dehumanised, undergoing the cold bureaucratic mortification of "Reception", shovelled into a uniform a thousand people have previously worn, and told that - if you happen to have it - you can spend £10 over the next 7 days. Most people would want to contact their family. Phonecalls. At 9p a minute. See how far ten quid goes when you are trying to hold together the remnants of your previous life. And for those saying "So what? Scumbag convicts", then bear in mind the prisoners family, their children, are innocents. And if the family falls apart, the demands upon the social services, education and benefits system increase. As does the odds of reoffending - future victims. We are not merely talking about a few pennies; but what can be done with them, what they mean. The rate of suicide has increased. Why? Who knows. What I do know is, taking people from the Court, shell shocked, vulnerable, and then subjecting them to a harsher more restricted regime purely for votes is a dangerous gambit. Oh, and Playstations? Only available to those whose behaviour has earned them the highest level of privileges. They must save up their money to buy it. And nothing more advanced than the original XBox or Playstation 2. Just to clear up any other idea the tabloids may have given... Money. Prisoners do actually need it. Ben Gunn is Lifer released in 2012 after 36 in prison - BEN’S PRISON BLOG - Lifer On The Loose prisonerben.blogspot.co.uk
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Insidetime August 2014 www.insidetime.org As a child growing up I remember being embarrassed when people found out I had a title as it always led to firstly (and quite naturally) a judgment and secondly a tirade of really awkward questions. “Do you have blue blood?” “Are you related to the Queen?” “Are you too posh to speak to me?” “How much pocket money do you get a week?” “Can I have some money?” I used to get frustrated that this title, this label, got in the way. People would start acting differently around me. They would judge me without knowing me. It was unfair and It made me uncomfortable as I didn’t see myself as any different from the other kids at all.
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Labels...



It is crucial to own our own identity, to live the label we choose and not the one that others may hand to us, writes Lady Edwina Grosvenor.



“W



ow! You are much younger than we thought you would be!” “How old were you expecting me to be?” “Well, much older. You are a Lady aren’t you?” I was spending time in a prison observing a restorative justice course for the week with twelve male prisoners. The men had been told that they were to be joined by someone for the duration of the course. I presume my name, my full name and title were given - Lady Edwina Grosvenor. I can only imagine that this gave way to all sorts of speculation between the men about who I was, why I was there, what did I know anyway? Why did I have a title? How rich was I? Was I going to be stuck up...? And so on. I can’t blame them as I was also wondering



about their labels - “murderers”, “burglers”, “gangsters”. What were they in for? How bad were their crimes? What led them to be in the position that they found themselves in today?



In 2015, we will be investing £1.2million in British citizens, by awarding a record number of 150 Travelling Fellowships, in order to mark our 50th anniversary.



What is a Travelling Fellowship? The Trust awards travel grants to adults who will be able to undertake research overseas and on their return disseminate their new knowledge and examples of best practice. Applicants must demonstrate that their project will have a wider benefit within their community or field, in addition to their own personal development.



Half way through that week with those twelve men the parallels dawned on me. The label that an offender and an ex offender carries with them for the rest of their lives is something they will have to deal with every day. When they are released and begin to form new friendships and relationships it is something that will need to be addressed and navigated around in order to see if a relationship is possible. There will certainly be judgments made and a lot of awkward questions asked. Of course they may choose to hide it as I sometimes did; however, true, secure relationships have to be based on openness and honesty.



It may seem odd to compare my predicament with that of a prisoner. Of course I know how different my life is from those I meet on the inside; however I understand and can empathize with the insecurities and vulnerabilities that come with having a label. I was born with my label so I learnt from a young age that there is a right and a wrong way to deal with negative comments that come your way. One can easily make someone dislike you even more just by saying the wrong thing because sometimes, rightfully you get frustrated and angry at being judged. No matter who we are, no matter what our circumstances, we are all surrounded and wrapped in webs of labels. The cars we drive, the clothes we wear, our religious and political views. Are you a Ms/Mrs or a Miss? The answers all make up a small bit of the jigsaw of our life, how we are seen and ultimately how we will be judged by others. The most important thing that I have learnt about labels is that it’s how we choose to label ourselves that truly matters. We decide whether our label becomes an identity. Whether we assume that role, that persona in life is down to personal choice. It is crucial to own our own identity, to live the label we choose and not the one that others may hand to us.



Lady Edwina Grosvenor has become the driving force behind The Clink, a chain of restaurants where prisoners train and work.



Of course this is all completely natural and neither party is in the wrong for wondering and assuming what the other will be like. That’s what humans do. We make assumptions and we judge fairly or unfairly. It’s almost impossible not to. After spending time with this group of men it made me think about labels and how such a socially constructed idea can either work in ones favour, or, can have a hugely detrimental impact on someone for the rest of their life. Of course in the men’s case they had the `offender` label, in my case I had the `Lady` label ... only this is not referred to as a label, it’s curiously referred to as a title. One you are supposed to be proud of, the other is a source of shame.



Are you involved in prison reform and related sentencing issues? Are you interested in projects that reduce re-offending and contribute to a just, humane and effective penal system? If the answer is ‘YES’ a Churchill Fellowship would offer you the chance to see how things are being done differently or better overseas.



It was something which needed to be addressed, navigated around in order to see whether a friendship or relationship with that person was going to work or not. Often they wouldn’t work and certain people could never see past the label so I learnt to avoid them.



Getting your life back on track DȻWHU\RXOHDYHSULVRQLVQ WHDV\ We understand. $UH\RXUHVLGLQJRUEHLQJUHOHDVHGLQ/RQGRQ" Our service will support you with:
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What will my grant cover? Your grant will cover return and internal travelling, daily living and insurance within the countries visited. Each individual grant is calculated on the project, destination(s) to be visited and the duration of the Fellowship, which is approximately 6 weeks.



Are you eligible? You must be over 18, and a British Citizen under the 1981 Nationality Act, as well as being a resident in the UK. No qualifications are required. Apply by visiting www.wcmt.org.uk or ask someone to apply for you. Application deadline: 5pm 23rd September 2014
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If you are being released in London, FRQWDFWWKH2ȞIHQGHU$GYLFH/LQH  If you are being released in the South London area, visit our resource centre for 2QHWR2QH6XSSRUW 100 - 114 Loampit Vale, /RQGRQ6(61 VROXWLRQV#SHQURVHRUJXN



5HJLVWHUHGQDPH3HQURVH2SWLRQV5HJLVWHUHGLQ(QJODQG1RDQGZLWKWKH&KDULW\&RPPLVVLRQ
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Out of their depth The Parole Board are out of their depth when it comes to the release of IPP prisoners says Peter Oates



I



n 2010 the Prison Reform Trust (PRT) produced a report titled ‘Unjust Desserts: Imprisonment for Public Protection’. Former Home Secretary Lord Hurd of Westwell wrote in the foreword to that report: ‘Proportionality and fairness are, or should be, cornerstones of the justice system. This aptly titled report ‘Unjust Desserts’ gives a salutary account of the havoc caused by a preoccupation with risk and the ill-thought through legislation’. Four years on from this report, what lessons have been learned? Have proportionality and fairness taken place within the criminal justice system and the nightmare that is IPP? The first question, on the issue of proportionality, basically meaning does the sentence match the conviction imposed by the Court? Perhaps, it can be argued, that in 2005, 06, 07 and 2008 it actually did. However, it is also worth pointing out that the argument on proportionality lost common sense, even after 2 failed attempts to rescue it in 2008-2010, and then, by 2012, the IPP sentence was scrapped outright. Therefore, in 2014, the first question raised by Lord Hurd remains, 9 years after its inception in sentencing for those prisoners



sentenced between 2005-2008 with low tariffs, especially those under 2 years and who remain in custody, proportionality is a myth. These early IPP prisoners have now served the equivalent of an 18 year determinate sentence with remission. As every argument must be evidence based, it is, in my view, absolutely clear that the situation, four years on from the PRT report has yet to be answered. The second question Lord Hurd raised was the issue of fairness, but those responsible for the workings of the system - the Ministry of Justice, Probation Service and the Parole Board - do not believe in proportionality, fairness nor even justice. It is abundantly clear that all three are still preoccupied with historic risk and their only remit is one of public protection, which many would argue is just another myth. The Parole Board are however allegedly ‘independent’ from the system. Though the evidence would suggest that the Parole Board and its panels still find favour with the system, they defend it, maintain its remit and argue that the resolution to the problem lies elsewhere. These outdated stances mean they have no desire to change nor will they actually



Canter Levin & Berg 1 Temple Square, 24 Dale Street, Liverpool, L2 5RL



search for the answers. In 2014 an IPP prisoner must still reach the very high threshold or bar to progression or release that was in place back in 2005. Courses and programmes are still added to sentence plans weeks before the Parole Board sits. Many courses and programmes are recommended by the Parole Board on the day of the hearing, as grotesque as that seems. How can any sane person reach the threshold or bar when every 2 years the system moves the goalposts? IPP prisoners in 2014 still only have a 1-250 chance of release on license and a 1-100 chance of securing a recommendation for open conditions. Proportionality and fairness were words used by Lord Hurd in 2010, they were fitting then but 4 years on they can be replaced by ‘institutionalised psychological abuse’. Sadly, the Parole Board are clearly and professionally out of their depth and their role in the release of IPPs must be scrapped by the Secretary of State. The problem is that the Parole Board and its panels still believe they have found the holy grail, they’ve had ample time to change, but won’t. By scrapping the role of the Parole Board in its



involvement with IPP prisoners and replacing it with an internal prison board headed by a deputy prison governor grade, not only will decisions be made locally, treatment and programmes being completed on time and in accordance with PSI 41 2012 (Sentence Planning), but the system can also be safely managed and be answerable to each governing governor. When a prisoner’s behaviour reaches Enhanced status, sentence plans are agreed and achieved, treatment concluded and a pathway clearly setting out progression through the estate, only then can proportionality blend with fairness and protecting the public. When one part of the system (the Parole Board) is clearly not working and refusing to change then they have lost the right to call themselves ‘independent’ and impartial. As we fast approach the 10th anniversary of the first IPP sentence imposed, all those sentenced in that year will have completed the maximum of the specified sentence for which they were convicted. IPP prisoners have heard the words ‘inhumane, unjust, grotesque, obscene’ used to describe their sentence, and how the IPP is a ‘stain on British justice’, but if nothing is done then those IPP prisoners sentenced between 2005-8, especially those who received tariffs of between 12 and 24 months, face the very real prospect of serving custodial sentences in real terms of between 20 and 30 years. This is not just a black stain on British justice but on the country as a whole. The policy from 2005 of putting criminals behind bars has now become criminal itself. Peter Oates is resident at HMP Hull
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Work
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Ross Bell’s first impression of life on the inside



A



fter we leave the Halcyon days of childhood, we need to fill the nauseating hours of contemplating eternity before we eventually die, and thus we invented work. For the purposes of this post, I’m going to define work as the jobs you get in prison such as a cleaner, kitchen hand or laundry worker, as well as the various educational classes that occur. This is due to my belief that our punishment at her Majesty’s pleasure is the removal of our liberty. Every other activity that occurs in prison should be rehabilitation and work is one of the central tenants of this process.



basis of industry even if most prisoners would attest that the reward is far too low. The price for paying prisoners more money is way too high both politically and financially and so will never occur. The reality of working for a corporation on the outside isn’t much different anyway. Basically corporations HATE you. Really, honestly, genuinely hate you. Their reason for existence is to get you to work as hard for them as you possibly can, asking you to produce more and more, whilst paying you as little as they can and offering no job security at the same time. Why should HMP be any more altruistic?



Current political thinking dictates that all prisoners should be engaged in activity during incarceration and not simply lying about on our sumptuous chaise longues, watching television or having roller discos. As an individual who’s always had a job throughout my adult life I can only agree. Contribution to ones own existence is essential wherever you are in society and much of this principle has been eroded via disastrous welfare policies since the 1960s. The discipline of work brings a regime and stability to an individual that if not present before prison, is a crucial element of change whilst in the system.



Apart from low pay, the activities provided don’t have much connection with the world outside or enable an ex-con to reintegrate with society. Take working in the kitchen as an example. Stirring huge vats of mass produced food is only going to get you the skills to work in a similar kitchen, say the NHS or a factory canteen. It’s not going to give you the knowledge to prepare food in a decent, high end restaurant. That’s if you can even secure such a basic job with a criminal record. Before we even talk about more in depth training for involved careers it surely has to be a more important priority for HMP to address the vast swathes of people who cannot access society in any way due to a complete lack of basic English and maths. How do we expect people not to reoffend when they are locked into a criminal sub culture? They must be given the tools to break free or the cycle will never end.



The problem for the current prison service is that it demands full employment whilst cutting funding to provide for training at exactly the same time. I’m no maths genius (nor an English one I hear your retort!) but that equation simply does not compute. The net effect is that prisons now place inmates on part time education or working and bang up has increased. Real rehabilitation is replaced with the soporific effects of television combined with the industrial scale distribution of pharmaceutical products. Most people I have met in prison do want a job and actively seek employment. This is mainly due to individuals wanting to maximise any earning potential they have in order to have the things they want from the canteen list every week. This connection between supplying labour and getting a reward is the



About The Man



I was born in Broadstairs, Kent 42 years ago. Punctuating my career as an Army Officer and working for the family business (booze), I committed VAT fraud in 2005. For this crime, I was sentenced to 8 years in 2014. This blog is an attempt to communicate with my friends and family about how I am feeling and what’s happening inside (and ‘inside’). If you’re reading this and I haven’t met you before, you are most welcome and I hope your liberty finds you well.
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Human trafficking PRISON REFORM TRUST Francesca Cooney Advice & Information Manager Prison Reform Trust



T



he government is introducing new laws to try and combat trafficking. This is called the Modern Slavery Bill and it is going through parliament at the moment. Trafficking is basically using force, threats or deception to move someone, keep them captive or control them. It can involve making someone work illegally or commit a crime, such as using false papers to enter a country, or working on a cannabis farm or as a prostitute. Men, women or children can all be trafficked. We are concerned that the new laws will not protect the human rights of people who are found to have been trafficked and those who may have been trafficked who are in prison. The Bill doesn’t try to understand or address the underlying causes of slavery. The Prison Reform Trust believes that the Bill does not do enough to protect and support victims. The government intends to change the laws, so that people who have been forced to commit a crime while they have been trafficked can use this as a defence in court. The Prison Reform Trust welcomes this commitment. We hope that it will stop people who are victims of trafficking being convicted of offences they have committed because of being trafficked. However, for this to work



properly, police officers, Crown Prosecution Service lawyers and judges need to know how to identify someone who might have been trafficked and offended because of this. We are also really concerned about people who are in prison already and may have been trafficked. We do not know how many people in prison have been trafficked. People who have been the victims of abuse may be reluctant to talk about their experiences to police, courts or prison staff. People who have acted under pressure, with threats made against their family are unlikely to provide information from a prison cell. At the moment, the legal system is not good at recognising when people have been coerced into committing crimes. Too often it is the victims of human trafficking, instead of the person responsible for the trafficking, who end up being prosecuted and imprisoned. We need to recognise that people commit offences because they have been intimidated or threatened with violence. It is a big challenge for the prison service to identify and support people who have been trafficked. We would like to see training and guidance for all prison staff - so that they are more able to identify when someone may have been trafficked and know who to refer them to. We would also like to see individual reviews of all convictions where someone might have been trafficked. This would be expensive but we believe that working alongside prison staff to do this is the only guarantee of safeguarding the human rights of trafficked people in prisons. There are organisations that can support someone who may have been trafficked and we can provide a list of these. If you have any questions or need advice please contact us. You can contact us at Prison Reform Trust, FREEPOST ND6125 London EC1B 1PN. Our free information line is open Mondays 3.30-7.30 and Tuesday and Thursday 3.30-5.30. The number is 0808 802 0060 and does not need to be put on your pin. Our new Human Rights Information Booklet for prisoners is also now available, free of charge from our office.
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magine. You are sitting in your cell. You have been overwhelmed all day and night by the thought of your wife leaving you, and that you might never see your children again. You have become so frustrated about feeling helpless that life seems unbearable. So, you fire up the computer and send a message to a trusted professional, asking for advice. And almost instantly, a notification appears on the screen. “New Message”; she replied! Possible?



benefits of online programs can actually reduce prison costs. It would mean less crime and lower prison populations. The number of personnel required for psychologists’ services would decrease. They can be allocated elsewhere to help the wider community. Also, improvements in prisoners’ wellbeing would reduce the strain on correctional facilities. Security issues for Internet access have already been dealt with, with filters and safe servers like those used in schools and libraries. They have been around for a long time to restrict users to approved sites to ensure that the Internet is used properly. Digital correspondence, as opposed to letters, can be easily and remotely monitored. In today’s technological age, computers in cells should be the norm.



You are happy, having just completed your drug rehabilitation program and your Hepatitis C test results came out clear. But the pressure to use is even stronger now. Everyone around you is sharing and there’s nothing else to do. You are so close to giving in. Luckily, there is a computer in your cell: a window to the world with a helping hand. This is the future, and it’s not far away.



Ensuring that computers are in cells not only provides effective tools for rehabilitation but also ensures compliance with international expectations. The United Nations Human Rights Council views the Internet as a key mechanism for individuals to exercise their rights to freedoms of opinion and expression, which are enshrined in Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.



Recent research indicates that support via computers - online counselling - is more effective than face-to-face counselling. This is a surprising finding, and opens up special opportunities with many advantages for prisoners. It provides help from beyond cell walls that is confidential and independent from prison authority whilst you’re banged up alone in your slot. For prisoners who need answers or guidance, but are distrusting of psychologists employed by prisons, online counselling is a great alternative. Prisoners can send messages quickly at any time of the day or night. Rather than meeting a counsellor for a restricted amount of time, prisoners have the freedom to allocate as much time as they want towards the healing process, getting more in-depth communication. Its greatest advantage is that prisoners can look at themselves and their problems earlier rather than later, and not reoffend upon release. By making online counselling available from as early as the time of arrest, there is greater potential for clients and counsellors to develop a relationship that is trusting, authentic and long-standing. Online counselling changes the focus of counselling from being a mandatory gatekeeping instrument to support that is restorative in nature. But there is one problem: there is no universal acceptance of computers in prisons. This leads to the question: why are prisoners allowed to watch television passively, but not encouraged to use a tool for interactive learning? Why is an idiot box blaring in every cell while the sight of a computer is unusual? To be real,
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Cyberline over the wall The latest initiative at Justice Action in Australia is to put computers in prison cells for the main purpose of introducing online counselling, explains Jessica Singh



having computers in cells is a serious game-changer. Instead of aimlessly waiting for time to pass, prisoners have a chance to use that time for development. The use of computers equipped with relevant programs, also allows the prospects of education, legal information and the development of personal skills for securing jobs and



maintaining long-term stability upon getting out. Both prisoners and administration alike have applauded cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) programs that focus on learning new skills. Having computers in cells does not have to break the bank. While the installation of computers in cells would incur a cost, the



A number of prisons in Australia have computers in cells. At the Alexander Maconochie Centre, computers were installed in cells with email services from its opening in 2008. Others like Victoria’s Metropolitan Remand Centre are able to use computers in their cells with programs for education, training and legal knowledge. Norway is another role model to look up to. At Skien High Security Prison, computers have already been provided to each individual cell. Prisoners are granted restricted access to Internet sites that aid in the furthering of education and legal awareness, as well as having access to therapeutic methods that help in developing positive behaviour. Norway’s recidivism rate of 20% against UK’s rate of 47% and Australia’s 44% is strong evidence that something must be done. Is it possible, with such a compelling argument for online services in cells, prisons of the future will become educational havens?



Jessica Singh is working with Justice Action in Sydney to implement online counselling in prison-cells to further focus on restorative methods of rehabilitation.
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The shift from being inside to



life on the outside Lyndsay McAteer Senior Research and Evaluation Officer for Beyond Youth Custody



O



ver two days in May a team of five researchers went to Holloway prison to interview staff and prisoners about resettlement for young women. The researchers work for the Beyond Youth Custody consortium which is funded through the Big Lottery’s Youth in Focus (YIF) programme and is being conducted by two universities in conjunction with Nacro, and is called ‘Beyond Youth Custody’. Over the course of two days, the research team interviewed a total of 12 staff and conducted four focus groups to get feedback from around 20 young women at the prison. The majority of young women that we spoke with were serving short sentences. The young women that we met inside Holloway came across as confident, intelligent, and assertive, but over the next couple of days the research team discovered that the thought of life outside the prison walls was often a daunting one for them. Finding a place to live is usually the biggest challenge. Accommodation support is currently ad hoc and piecemeal. The housing crisis which is occurring outside the prison gates has a corresponding impact upon soon to be released women. With waiting lists for social housing at an all-time high (particularly in London), the young women that we spoke with were not usually prioritised on housing lists. Many of the women were concerned about having little money and about how to gain employment and/or training. When asked about what needs were most important, they said that they would like support and help in finding a job. Work experience available whilst still inside prison is limited in its scope. The young women said that there should be a better range of work experience opportunities available, and that they should be linked to a career on release.
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faces increasing restrictions upon its use following some recently publicised escapes of male prisoners. Because there are fewer women’s prisons, some women are kept a long way from their home. If the ROTL has a time restriction on it, the time spent travelling can often account for the majority of the time on ROTL. The young women said that resettlement advice and help was often not offered until three or four weeks before release. This was criticised as being too short a timeframe to plan for life outside. Other research suggests that continuity of support works best - a ‘Through the Gate’ approach. In May 2014, Holloway prison opened the ‘Holloway Hub’. This is an area outside the prison (yet within the gate) which acts as a place where women can gather their thoughts; organise life’s practicalities; charge their phones; and have access to support workers who are based there. Women cannot access the Hub if they have already left the prison gates - It is a sort of a “half-way house” which can be accessed on the way to the outside. Some of the women see the place as tokenistic due to it being ‘too little to late’.
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“Get me a house and get me a job. I’d start everything again.” Substance misuse and addictions provide many young women with another significant hurdle. Some projects that work inside the prison are seen as successful because of the assistance that they provide to the women prior to release. However, even carefully targeted assistance of this kind on the inside cannot stop drug dealers and other negative influences from making contact with the young women as soon as they come out. Family and personal relationships are usually more important for women who are in prison than for men. Women are more likely to be primary carers of children and/or family members. The disruption to family life can have a significant effect on the well-being of many people on the outside. Family relationships that are already under strain can be pushed to breaking point under the circumstances; more focus upon family liaison work prior to release would be welcomed.



significant unmet need, perhaps especially in relation to emotional or psychological issues © prisonimage.org that do not involve a specific “diagnosis”. Also, once the young woman has been released, she has to rely on community mental health services which have suffered to some extent as a result of austerity measures. The use of ROTL is often promoted as a resettlement tool for young women but ROTL



The young women said that they would like to be able to have more mentoring and general support before release. Mentoring support is particularly helpful in terms of employability and job search plans. Making a fresh start and putting the past behind them is what comes out on top for most of these prisoners. “When I’m released, I will have a different mentality and have a better future.”
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Getting help with mental health problems can be a problem for young women. Although the secure estate employs a large amount of psychology professionals, there appears to be
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Rehabilitation Revolution for sale Reformed armed robber Ian Charley turns the spotlight on LASPO



T



he dust has settled, heads have rolled, Cameron has stopped his ‘Hug a Hoodie’ walkabouts and the ‘Rehabilitation Revolution’ has ended; to be replaced by LASPO (Legal Aid, Sentencing, Punishment of Offenders Act 2012). Enter Justice Secretary Chris Grayling with another ‘Rehabilitation Revolution’. Speaking recently at the Centre for Social Justice he said, “Britain needs a justice system that protects victims and helps offenders get on the straight and narrow”. A round of applause follows as new schemes and initiatives are suggested; Mentors for released prisoners, more training and education in prisons, Community Paybacks ... and all, “offering real value to the taxpayer”. The original Black Friday sale! Lost in the small print is what the Dholakia inquiry, (Rehabilitation Revolution), was all about and that is reform to the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act. Specifically, it sought to alter the time periods when previous offences would become ‘spent’ and with it, the



requirement by law to disclose to employers, amongst others. Rehabilitation has always been at the heart of the Criminal Justice System, it’s the concept of this that the law is based on, yet for many their offences are never spent and for others the wait is for decades. There is no concept of ‘spent’ periods in the just desserts, deterrence and rehabilitation system we have, it is purely political and where offences are never spent, but ‘hidden’ and the dishonesty in law of not declaring them depends on the whim of governments. There needed to be a change, but what LASPO does is now make rehabilitation a saleable item. Businesses are now to be contracted and paid on the results and time periods of non reoffending. Mentors and businesses will obviously choose the first time offender who is most likely not to re-offend than the 57.8%, (those being sentenced to 12 months or less, 2014), of unemployable recidivists, addicts and the mentally ill who will continue to re-offend as before, but this time equipped with basic education and skills and



remain unemployable because of government allowed employer checks. The recidivists will pass into the hands of the proliferation of charities and organisations, each with their own grandiose schemes and initiatives, which include such notable failures as drama classes and art workshops and which are also funded by the taxpayer. LASPO is a marketing gimmick, a slick salesman’s manual and a sleight of hand that would impress a magician, all rolled into one. Businesses and charities will profit. The CRB, (now the DBS), will continue to sell businesses details of their employers past offences and the new idea for a certificate of good conduct, available for a fee from the DBS, will be a money spinner for the government and eventually, a requirement for anyone wanting to work, with regular compulsory updates to keep the cash coming in. You can provide all the education and skills required, but employment becomes meaningless if offenders wanting to change their lives are resigned to years or decades of unemployment, based solely on their previous behaviour. The option of standing in a mass unemployment queue has never provided either an incentive or a desire to change. The solution? Reverse the employment disclosure process to pre-Blair mid-nineties levels. Only professions or those working in direct contact with children or vulnerable people to be checked; Doctors, nurses, teachers ... When all can compete at the same level for employment, those wanting to change will get the employment opportunities that help change and the proliferation of organisations and charity dependent tax funded schemes will begin to die out. You can’t stop recidivism, but you can lessen it by giving those who are willing to change a chance. That should have been the real ‘Rehabilitation Revolution’.
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Why it no longer pays to rob a bank Duncan Campbell The Guardian - 4 July Where did all the bank robbers go? Not long ago, bank robberies were commonplace: in London in the 1990s, there was one practically every day. In 1992 alone there were 291. Fast-forward 20 years and the figure has dropped to just 26, a pattern reflected across the country. The robberies are now so infrequent that London’s flying squad is shedding officers. The ‘increasing sophistication of security’ and forensics deserves much of the credit for this. CCTV cameras, dyed banknotes, ‘a stray hair on an abandoned balaclava’ - all have raised the risk of being caught. Yet more crucial is the fact that there are far fewer banks to rob. Since 1990, around half of high street branches have closed. The remainder are so crowded a criminal would have a hard time squeezing past the queue ‘to blurt out his demand’. And with the real possibility of a 17-year sentence, why bother, when drug dealing and online fraud are far less risky? Besides, the real money isn’t made by wielding a gun. As Bertolt Brecht put it: ‘What is robbing a bank compared to founding one?’



APOLOGY In the July issue of Inside Time the acclaimed journalist Duncan Campbell (pictured above) wrote a piece about the former BBC Rough Justice Programmes being preserved online. We very much regret publishing a photograph of a different Duncan Campbell. Duncan told Inside Time ‘The mistake was a suitable illustration for a miscarriage of justice as it is a perfect example of how easy it is for mistaken identity to take place - often with more serious consequences.
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After 2 years in a Category C prison I appear before the Parole Board. The Chairman asks me what I expect to do as a job when I am released. ‘I’m going to work in the field of law’, I reply, with some confidence. The psychologist on the board shakes her head ‘That’s not very likely, is it?’ - she asks. ‘Why not?’ I reply, ‘I’ve been studying for over 10 years’. The psychologist smiles - ‘But who would ever employ you?’ It may have been just my cynicism but I suspected that she meant that I should be sweeping roads for a living, rather than reaching for the rarefied atmosphere in which she operated. I have noticed a lot of what can only be described as ‘snobbishness’ from prison authorities, they tell you that you should get employment in order to change your life, but not too good a job eh, there’s a good chap.



Are they really serious about stopping offending? Former Category A prisoner Terry Lock, now a prison and criminal law consultant, writes about his struggle for rehabilitation © depositphotos.com



I was a Category A prisoner and after a decade of being told on a daily basis by the Psychology Department that in order to be taken off Category A I would need to prove that I was willing to change my ‘whole life pattern’, I said ‘OK’. I told them that I had been studying law and that I thought I could turn my life around by getting a job in the legal profession. Now, you may think that this would have been met with - ‘Well done, you have worked hard and have shown great aptitude to get this far’ - so



imagine how shocked I was when on my next Psychology report it was written - ‘This man is wasting his time and effort pursuing this line of work’. But the line I shall never forget (written in bold I might add) was - ‘Who does this man think he is? He can’t get a job in a law office.’ Eventually I was downgraded to Category B and transferred to another prison. By this time I was studying every day and really getting into the technicalities of the subject. In the Category B prison I met with the same prejudices that I had come across in the Dispersal system. Most staff members would smirk or ask me why I was wasting my time, and none believed that I could ever make the law my profession. But, I persevered with my studies and worked hard towards being downgraded to Category C. When I eventually reached a Category C prison (along with my ever-growing pile of law books) I thought things might be different, after all I was getting close to being released
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n order to answer the question in the title of this article you need to have been part of the Criminal Justice System. Well, sadly I was, for some 18 years. During my time in prison I managed to keep myself sane by studying and learning as much as I could about the way the system worked in a legal sense. And, I must add, I got very little help and even less encouragement from the system. Whenever I asked for things such as books or writing paper I was met with the same answer - ‘Pay for it yourself’ - not exactly helpful!
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and starting my new life! But the attitude was the same from the staff - contemptuous amusement at the thought of a long-term prisoner actually taking the initiative and trying to set up a career for himself. When one of the reception officers inquired about my pile of books I told him I was studying law, and he replied - ‘What for, you’ve already been found guilty!’ Though the word ‘rehabilitation’ seemed to be the mantra of the prison system (at least, before Grayling took the helm), I suspect that most of them would be hardpressed to recognise it. I figured the best place to get a bit of help in my endeavour might be the Resettlement Unit, the department of the prison that is supposed to prepare prisoners for release by giving advice on jobs, housing, careers, etc, but when I ask a member of staff where it is I am told - ‘Its closed due to budget cuts’. It almost seems as though the prison system have no interest in helping prisoners to start new careers and lives away from crime.
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In the event the Parole Board did not release me but, instead, sent me to open conditions. ‘Aha’, I thought, ‘This will be where I get the help and encouragement. After all, Category D prisons are all about resettlement, jobs and careers’. So with renewed vigour and determination I climb onto the bus to relative freedom. Unfortunately, in Category D I met the same old prejudice and pseudo-snobbery. But I was determined to leave offending behind me and have a career where my experience and hard work would be an asset. I put in the years of study and no matter what walls or barriers I came up against I managed to negotiate my way through. I have now been out of prison for almost a year, and guess what? I’m working for a firm of solicitors and putting all those years of studying to good use. It would appear that the word rehabilitation is known only to prisoners and they know it because they are told it from the very beginning, that it is the key to the door of freedom. But it’s a bit like Aladdin’s lamp; everyone has heard about it, but no one has actually seen it or touched it. And that is why whenever you ask someone who works in prison what is rehabilitation? They always say this: It’s what you make of it yourself! And after almost 18 years hearing that statement I have come to the conclusion that rehabilitation is NOT a myth. But it’s not available on the prison regime or on a general application, so my advice to anyone reading this is: work hard, follow your dream, and believe in yourself. Even when others don’t.



Terry Lock, Lound Mulrenan Jefferies Solicitors.
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To what extent does the life sentence meet its purpose The 2014 Perrie Lecture Essay Competition adopted the theme: ‘The Life Sentence’. The Award went to Tony Joyce, the author of the following article



T



he term “Life Sentence” is no longer clear cut. It has become a “blurred lines” of terminology because the life sentence has evolved to encapsulate so many levels of crime and repeat offending behaviour.



manipulating third generation immigrants and hangers on. The once influential POA have had their power dissolved over the years and are susceptible in front line situations with inadequate support due to staff cuts. Incompetence is rife and essential tasks are being neglected. A different type of infrastructure is beginning to crumble.



At base level it is a dichotomy. It is a conflict of what the state is guidelined to do and what the victim, if there is one, wants. Seen in this light its purpose has become confused and is exemplified by the variant tariff scale. To the victim this can be an insult. To the inmate it is just a deadline that must be passed. It counts for little else; only one of many psychological wind-ups, as very few lifers are released on tariff. Prison evolves. It lapses because of neglect. It evolves and changes according to the interdependency of economic and political agendas. Social change fuels its evolution. Accordingly political agendas invest, neglect or victimise the prison industry at any particular time. Currently the prison industry is in decline as a reflection of cuts in wider society. This then has a knock on effect on how all inmates are treated and in particular those inmates who are the most expensive to maintain.”Life Sentenced” prisoners fall into this bracket. Until recently prisons segregated lifers in lifer wings; prison policy was to enable them to settle; to have a purposeful existence and to keep them occupied. They were given privileges that determinate sentenced prisoners had little or no access to. In short became motivated and institutionalised as a purpose of control. The ulterior motive behind treating them differently was a quid pro quo of respect and an earned trust existence. The prison system regarded lifers as more volatile than the prison populace because the rhetoric was that a lifer had nothing to lose; when in fact the reality is that few lifers actually serve “natural life”. Ordinary inmates viewed lifers with trepidation too, and rarely the twain met. Changes in Home Secretaries have a drastic impact on prisons and prisoners according to their political standpoint and I believe according to their own personal agenda. History supports this; in the 1980’s Leon Brittan impacted his punitive agenda with sentence increases and crime diversification and categorization; this at a time when prison infrastructure was stagnating and declining. There was unrest in society and unrest in prisons because of poor conditions for both inmates and staff. This decade epitomised social change and social upheaval and an increase to bursting point of the prison population. A policy was brought in, in desperation, to farm out short termers to camps that had not been habitable for years. Conversely the prison system was having to change the way it looked at the life sentenced prisoner. To serve its purpose it was viewed
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that the less dangerous lifers would become cheaper to keep if they were integrated into the spaces vacated by the short term mainstream prisoners. Integration for lifers disregarded welfare, family location and support systems and the removal of all their privileges. Lifers now found themselves locked up for longer periods with little or nothing to do, surrounded by a population that was on the boiling point of unrest. Inevitably interaction between long-term inmates and volatile short termers brought about a manipulation of reactions which resulted in the Strangeways and subsequent riots. Prison Officers too had their own agenda of complaints and the then strength of the Prison Officers Association encouraged the protests. As a result social change within prisons brought about the “Fresh Start”. The conditions: alienation; deprivation; violence and a stagnating prison estate became the focal point for economic imput. Ancient Victorian prisons were given a facelift to their infrastructure. In cell electricity and better working relationships between staff and inmates were high on the agenda. Lord Woolf’s report saw the introduction of in-cell television as a controlling device. Several new prisons were built; moreover integration of lifers into mainstream proved a positive saving in security and control even after the riots and integration became the norm. The expense now was the segregation of vulnerable prisoners. Television though proved a positive method of control. All inmates could be locked up, but kept occupied. More time out of cell was introduced though as a reflection of de-industrialisation; investment by industry into prisons declined. Ironically recruitment into the prison service soared particularly from high unem-



ployment areas. Re-categorization policies regarding sentencing meant that there was a split in purpose of what a life sentenced prisoner could mean to the prison estate. On one hand a notorious lifer could be costly though this could be offset by the earning potential of an integrated lifer who could work and bring in an income for both himself and more importantly the prison. More thorough release and resettlement plans became the carrot and stick of post-tariff lifers. To move lifers and indeed all inmates on into the open estate was not only progress but meant more money for the prison in turnover fees. Society through the media though were quick to highlight the injustice of an early release on licence for a lifer; indeed early release can be anathema to a paroled lifer. Unfortunately the prison system suffers from roundabout syndrome attributed to politics. The decade into the 21st century has seen a gradual deterioration into the prison system of the 1980’s. The failure of successive governments and the introduction of open door immigration policies has allowed a different type of criminal and criminality never previously experienced. Inmates from war torn and poverty stricken countries have brought with them a total lack of respect and value for life. Prisons are once again overflowing. The once standard lifer is just a number and his time and tolerance is put to a daily test. His quest to progress through the system is not helped by published escape attempts which impact on his chances of re-categorization and parole. Prisons are becoming multi-racial and multi-religious melting pots. Just as integrated lifers once manipulated short-termers to create unrest multi-racial influences are



This incompetence has been specifically reflected in lifers parole reports. Poor administration has seen lifers allowed rapid progress into cat C and D conditions where they have absconded. Has this been allowed as an income for the prison to move inmates on? Incompetence in reports also has the effect of keeping lifers in longer. Plagiarism of reports is a common practice in prison which all inmates experience. Reports of interviews that have never taken place with staff that inmates have never met are rife. False reports, false inclusions, mistakes on sentence, and on names are typical reflections of staff cuts in hours and an impossible workload imposed by a management who have combined jobs. For a lifer every two years he must face the psychological turmoil surrounding this process culminating in an error strewn parole report. Cuts in legal aid prevent him from challenging the errors and the obstructive prison system does its best to cover the errors. From a systematic point of view the lifer’s purpose is once again diversifying. The constant effort over the years to try and introduce the carrot and stick of coursework which has never previously brought in money is now being used to blackmail all prisoners. Privileges that become the norm are being used as bait to lure inmates into compliance. Under the radar of Justice Secretary Chris Grayling’s new incentive and earned privileges scheme aimed at new recruits Parkhurst have introduced a new basic regime aimed at punishing prisoners for maintaining their innocence. Recent media witch-hunts emanating from Blunkett et al and their introduction of hearsay evidence and historical abuse has witnessed an influx of aged inmates with life or IPP sdentences. As a consequence the levels of Prisoners Maintaining Innocence have increased particularly by the way they have been convicted. The government’s reliance on the mis-interpretable Low Copy Number DNA process has gone hand in glove to compound the issue of innocent in prison. Prisons have now integrated the once costly vulnerable prisoners with prisoners who maintain their innocence. By doing this they can separate out those that are not paying their way in the prison industry. The consequence is that the new basic regime means they have their identity removed from the prison



Comment



Insidetime August 2014 www.insidetime.org community; at Parkhurst in particular. Their TV is removed and any accessories; civilian clothes are stored; gym sessions removed; open later; locked up earlier; association and visits cut. They are alienated, deprived, segregated. If employed they are paid 20p per day.



thing to do on release. “It is a really good way to get out and do stuff on the career path you want and meet people to inspire you.” This month’s show is presented by former NPR presenter Tis, who helped develop the show in its early stages. He said “I’m proud of how far Outside In has come because I was there at the beginning. I’d not long been out of prison and didn’t know where I was going. It helped me develop key practical skills and gave me something to engage with. It played a huge part in my progression.



This has caused huge resentment particularly for elder lifers who have basically been reduced to nothing. In return they are refusing to comply with anything and are not fit for purpose. The change in society outside; the high cost of living; accommodation and violence is becoming a big influence on older lifer’s mental state. They now believe they are better off in prison by just being fed and kept. This view sits well with the apparent philosophy of the overloaded external probation service that seem to regard with disdain having a lifer on their busting books. Regular non-recommendation reports for release reflect this. This all begs the question, what determines a lifer? Again this is a dichotomy. Prison does not seem to view him as a criminal anymore. This is left to report makers like OASys who seem to regard him as the man who has just entered prison, as opposed to the changeling over the decades he has served. Rather it is what the prison can get out of him against what it will cost them. His value is dynamic according to political, social and economic change. His purpose is thus to serve as a long-term commodity; a material to supply and maintain the continuance of the prison industries. The opportunities that are put his way are all exploitative. He can enrol for education, bringing in an income for the prison and employment for civilian staff. This also appeases his sentence plan reports for OASys. If he is under 60 he will pay for his £15 television a hundred times over the years. His prisoners monies account brings in interest for the prison, as does the cost of telephone accounts and administrative charges. Exploitation too in nutrition as portion sizes decrease and poorer foodstuff is introduced. Health issues are pushed onto the “Healthcare” and do not impinge on the prison budget. He can subsidise his food from the prison supply list at exorbitant prices; profits redirected into the prison coffers. The longer he is in the longer he can be taken advantage of and the more valuable an asset he becomes. The longer the time; the harder more punitive and more stressful answers the dichotomy of what prison wants and what the victim demands. Consequently with so much dynamism and confusion surrounding a life sentence we can see that it is not static in purpose; it is ever evolving. We can determine its characteristics; as to what it actually achieves will be forever under debate.



“Since leaving prison I’ve been focusing on my personal development. I’ve sourced as much support as I can - I’ve done a mentoring scheme, business training and a Prince’s Trust Get Started programme.” Tis has now set up his own music recording business with help from the Prince’s Trust, which he became an ambassador for and which he says has been a huge part of his development.



Leroy (right) at the recording of Outside In



A great year for Outside In National Prison Radio (NPR) is proud to be celebrating a year of collaboration with BBC Outreach and Corporate Responsibility on monthly show Outside In leaving prison and charities giving information and guidance on new probation laws. In this month’s show we speak to the Centre for Justice Innovation who are helping former Porridge presenter Leroy develop his own business plan.



M



ade on the out by BBC producers and former NPR presenters, Outside In brings you key information to help you on release.



In recent shows we have heard from employers offering opportunities to people



The Perrie Lectures is an annual event which has the purpose of stimulating and encouraging a conversation between criminal justice and voluntary organisations, and all those with an interest in prisoners and their families: The Perrie Lectures are named in honour of the late Bill Perrie a prison governor for more than 30 years.



Leroy has been a regular contributor to Outside In since his release. He said: “I’m very inspired every time I come to do Outside In. It helps me to believe in myself more from the encouragement I get here”. The BBC producers and former NPR presenters both donate their time to make Outside In and Leroy thinks volunteering is a very positive



beesleyandcompanysolicitors Personal Injury and Civil Action against the Police and other authorities



One thing is for certain; it is never a means to an end.



Tony Joyce is a resident at HMP Parkhurst.
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Personal Injury (accidents both in and out of custody) Police Assault False imprisonment or Malicious Prosecution Negligence Compensation for Childhood Abuse in Care Mistreatment or Assault by Inmates or Prison Staff Inadequate Opiate Detox



Contact: Mark Lees at, 736-740 Wilmslow Road, Didsbury, Manchester, M20 2DW



0800 975 5454 (FREEPHONE)



[email protected] Nationwide service available in certain cases



www.beesleysolicitors.co.uk Legal Aid available



Outside In is also a time for former presenters to share their own experiences of being released and the first steps they have made. Leroy recorded an audio diary during his first weeks after release for the show. Tis says, “it always motivates me to hear other people’s stories”. Outside In is on the first Monday of every month at 8am and 8pm, on National Prison Radio. National Prison Radio (NPR) broadcasts 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to bring you the information you need inside. To get in touch write to National Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF



Time to Talk Have your say on National Prison Radio!



National Prison Radio is your station and we want to know what you think about it. Please take a few minutes to complete this year’s Time to Talk survey pull out and tell us what matters most to you and what you want to hear.



SAMUEL ROSS SOLICITORS



Prison, Family, Housing & Criminal Law Specialists
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An experienced friendly and approachable firm of solicitors you can trust to fight for your rights. Prison Law & Criminal Defence Specialist Areas Include: • Conviction & Sentence Appeals • Life Sentence Appeals • IPP Sentence Appeals • Parole Board Hearings • Adjudications • Re-Categorisation • Human Rights/Judicial Reviews • Family Law(Contact, Care Proceedings) • Housing(Homeless ,Possession etc) Contact: Angela or Pedro at:



Samuel Ross Solicitors 253 Camberwell New Road London SE5 0TH



0207 701 4664



[email protected]
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How can the ‘filtering’ of cautions and convictions for employment go further? Christopher Stacey Director (Services)Unlock



J



une saw an unprecedented level of news coverage on the way that criminal records should be disclosed. First, the Supreme Court ruled (in the case known as “T”) that the criminal records disclosure regime was disproportionate. In short, the court found that the life-long disclosure of minor cautions and convictions was “disproportionate” and “not necessary in a democratic society”. Perhaps most importantly, it ruled that the system was “not based on any rational assessment of risk”. Then, the following day, a Parliamentarians’ Inquiry into the youth court system, led by Lord Carlile, published a wide range of recommendations, including ways that criminal records should be dealt when people are under 18. Both of these announcements relate, in part, to the ‘filtering’ process that the Government established in May 2013, and which is operated by the Disclosure and Barring Service. To be frank, the Government clearly felt forced into bringing in this system in the first place, as a result of an earlier Court of Appeal ruling in the “T” case. As a result, the Government did the bare minimum it felt it needed to do, and we’ve said right from the start that this system doesn’t go far enough. The case below is a typical example: “I was convicted of theft when I was 19. I was charged with two offences because I stole money on two different days, but when I went to court, I thought I was just given one conviction. Since then, I’ve got a degree in



Forensic Sciences and worked in various roles which have involved a lot of trust and honesty. Now I’m 38 and I’m looking to move career. But all the jobs I want to go for (ideally I’d love to be a teacher) involve an enhanced check, and although I got excited when I saw that there was this filtering process, I’ve since discovered that my conviction will show up because it’s seen as more than one conviction, plus it involved a suspended prison sentence. I know I deserved to be punished for what I did, but that was nearly 20 years ago now, and it means that I’m simply avoiding any job that involves a DBS check because I feel ashamed at having to talk about it every time I go to an interview. I think people should be given a clean slate at some point.” We know from our Helpline that many people with minor cautions and convictions continue to be excluded from the filtering system. A common example is where someone has multiple convictions, like the above case. This can include someone who’s been overpaid benefits for two months running - the result is that they might be charged with two offences, and so never eligible for filtering. The list of offences that are “not eligible” is also quite a blunt instrument, and the lengths of time (11 years for an adult conviction) are too long. So it’s not surprising that, in the first 3 months that the filtering system operated, only 15% of people with convictions has a conviction filtered from their DBS check. This means that 85% will continue to have their convictions disclosed for the rest of their lives. That’s why we agree with the recommendations made in the Carlile report. The filtering



periods for young people should be reduced, they should apply to people with more than one conviction, and they shouldn’t automatically rule out anybody who’s been given a prison sentence. And it’s right that the system recognises young people as meriting more favourable treatment. But we need to look at how the system works for adults too. The recommendations made by Carlile could equally apply to adults. A scale could be developed for more serious convictions, so that a longer period of time ‘conviction-free’ has to have passed before it could be filtered. For more difficult sentences, and more serious offence-types, there could be a process which allows people to apply for their convictions to be filtered - some form of ‘exceptional case’ procedure.



Ultimately, we need a more nuanced system which goes further than the ‘minimum-level’ that the Government has so-far introduced. Having been involved in the original group that reported to the Home Secretary, it was clear to me that the old system, as well as the system that was subsequently introduced, were lacking in their evidence-base, which is what the Supreme Court found too. Hopefully, last weeks’ news will be the start of a more informed discussion about the criminal records disclosure system, and the developing of a more proportionate system for the disclosure of past cautions and convictions. Christopher Stacey is Director (Services) of Unlock, an independent information, advice and advocacy charity for people with convictions. www.unlock.org.uk



COMPENSATION



FOR VICTIMS OF CHILDHOOD ABUSE We specialise in helping adults who were abused as children in the care system. If you suffered abuse in care and want our team to help you achieve justice call Christine Sands confidentially on 01924 868911 or write to:-



Neil Jordan House, Wellington Road, Dewsbury WF13 1HL [email protected]



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



Rethink



Mental Illness Charlotte Bull Senior Criminal Justice Issues Officer Rethink



I



n 2009, Jonny Benjamin travelled to Waterloo Bridge in London to end his life. He was suffering from schizo-affective disorder (an illness that has symptoms of depression and schizophrenia) and felt that life was hopeless. The chance intervention of a stranger, who Jonny nicknamed Mike, saved his life. His kind words made Jonny think again and helped him recover. Rethink Mental Illness’ successful campaign to find and reunite Jonny with Mike tackled the often taboo subject of male suicide and attracted national and international media interest. The story is now the subject of a highly praised documentary.



Jonny Benjamin pictured left with ‘Mike’ Whilst Jonny’s story is one of success, hope and recovery, there is clearly a lot of work still to be done in the field of mental illness. Sadly, not everyone has a Mike and people with mental illness in the criminal justice system frequently feel forgotten and lost. Many people in prison have mental illness. In the general population the chance of developing a mental illness is 1 in 4 in a life time. On any prison walkway it is likely that the number is 3 in 4. Prison is not a good environment for people with severe mental illness. They need to be treated in hospital by specialist doctors and nurses in a safe and secure environment. Sadly, these cases often represent failings at every step of the criminal justice system. Opportunities to recognise mental illness and divert someone away from the justice system are often repeatedly missed by the police and the courts. Recently we worked with Dean* who has schizophrenia. Despite being unwell he wasn’t supervised by an appropriate person at the police station when he was being interviewed and his mental health problems weren’t picked up. At court, Dean’s mental health wasn’t considered by the judge and he was sent to prison. We worked with Dean’s family to make the prison aware of



Dean’s illness. Eventually he was transferred to a secure hospital for medical treatment and care. We also helped Dean make a complaint about his treatment in police custody. Some people, who may not be ill enough to be in a secure hospital, still need specialist mental health care in prison. However getting the right care from the mental health in-reach team can be really difficult. We frequently hear from prisoners who are not receiving the correct dose of medication, the wrong medication or no medication at all. Often we hear from concerned family members and friends, but we actively welcome direct contact from prisoners too. Laura*, who has bipolar disorder, was on remand when she got in touch with us. Her solicitor didn’t know much about mental illness and didn’t think it was important to her defence. Laura was very unwell when she was alleged to have committed her offence and thought it was important that the court knew. We gave Laura advice about how to explain her mental illness to her solicitor. We also advised Laura to ask her family to write a letter to the judge explaining how her condition affected her on a day to day basis and contributed to her offending. At trial her mental illness was taken into account and she was given a Community Order. We’re not going to change the response to mental illness in the criminal justice system overnight. But the more people we hear from the stronger our voice is. Our work will continue until the criminal justice system is fit to deal with people who have mental health problems and provide the right level of care, support and respect. Rethink Mental Illness has a dedicated Criminal Justice Adviser who works with people with mental illness and their families, at all stages of the criminal justice system. The Adviser takes on casework in the most complex cases, where need is greatest. Working in London, but providing practical help to prisoners and their families across England, the Adviser will offer information and advice to everyone who makes contact by letter, telephone and email. If you need practical advice please let us know. You can write to us at: Criminal Justice Adviser, Rethink Advice and Information Service, FREEPOST RRYH-TZBT-GEHU, 15th Floor, 89 Albert Embankment, London, SE1 7TP. You can also contact us by telephone on: 0300 5000 927 (option 2). We are open 10am to 2pm Monday to Friday. Or by email: [email protected] *Names and some facts have been changed to protect client confidentiality.



the PAROLE BOARD



F



irst of all, a big thank you to everyone that took the time to complete the Questionnaire featured in the June issue of Inside Time. The Questionnaire was about the changes we might need to make in response to the Osborn judgment. This judgment requires us to hold many more oral hearings than we used to in the past. Prisoners are at the heart of the parole process and it is vital for us to hear your views when we are planning changes that could affect you. All of the completed questionnaires are currently being reviewed and will help us to understand the potential impact of changes with the aim of benefiting prisoners and not disadvantaging anyone. We will provide a summary of the views we received from prisoners and our response in a future issue of Inside Time. Our overarching aim is to make changes that enable us to hold Parole Reviews that are fair and completed on time while also ensuring that we protect the public. We hope to introduce changes in the Autumn and we will keep readers updated. As a result of the significant increase in the number of oral hearings we must hold, some prisoners are now facing delays to their reviews of between 1 and 4 months. Long delays are unacceptable and we understand that these are likely to cause concern. In order to help reduce delays we are doing everything we can to hear as many cases as possible each month. The changes we are planning are intended to help us to do this and in July we held a record number of oral hearings - just over 780 compared to our average of 550 per month. This has required a new way of working and so we will need to assess this approach to see if we can continue to work this way in the long term.
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However this is just a start and we know that we must act quickly to introduce the changes. We have recently piloted several initiatives that should help us to hold more oral hearings and reduce delays. The pilots include: Taskforce pilot - In May, several panels were set up at short notice in HMP Frankland in © prisonimage.org order to help progress cases and to understand how many cases it is possible to hold in a week. Members tested the possibility of holding 3 or 4 hearings in a day instead of the usual 2. This pilot also tested having 2 members on panels rather than 3. We are hoping to run another pilot in early September. Member Case Management pilots - The first of these pilots was held in May and another is currently underway. This is testing a new process whereby one member will keep oversight of a case from the initial assessment based on the dossier right though to the oral hearing. This will help to ensure that cases are ready for their oral hearing dates and reduce deferrals and adjournments. The initial assessment should clearly identify the purpose of oral hearings and the issues which are likely to be relevant at a much earlier stage so that resources are used more effectively. Digitally recording hearings - Some panels have begun to digitally record hearings so that there is a full and accurate record of the hearing. This will allow everyone to focus on what is going on at the hearing rather than needing to write detailed notes. We are seeking feedback on all of these pilots and will review our plans in light of the comments we receive. Please look out for updates in future issues of Inside Time.



ZMS SOLICITORS



Prison Law specialists serving prisons throughout the Midlands. • IPP/LIFER ISSUES • • PAROLE APPLICATIONS • • CATEGORISATION • • ADJUDICATIONS • • JUDICIAL REVIEWS • LICENCE CONDITIONS • • RECALLS • Contact Simon Mears - Prison Law Specialist ZMS Solicitors 11 Bowling Green St, Leicester LE1 6AS



0116 247 0790



Free advice & representation under legal aid
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investigating alleged miscarriages of justice



My innocent brother



The legal system is a closed shop to many. Obtaining evidence gathered but not used at trial is like pulling teeth, with control of information laying with the prosecuting office. Professionals who can help navigate the system are essential otherwise the weight of the legal system can be crushing. Barrister Mark MacDonald and the Innocence Project and Lorna Elliott, plus the Inside Justice team have come in and provided the support and guidance we need to help Stephen.



by John Keogh



W



hen the jury came back with a verdict of guilty, I felt numb. It was another surreal moment that seemed inevitable and unbelievable at the same time. It was June 2009, and my brother Stephen had just been found guilty of the murder of Kevin Monteith, a man he had known, played football with, and drank with for years. I could not find the words to express my thoughts or feelings, or comprehend what had happened. It had begun 8 months before, in November 2008. I had heard from a friend that Kevin had died. I had played football with him myself, as had my other brothers. A month later my sister contacted me to say Stephen had been arrested for murder. We were both incredulous, not upset, clearly this was some sort of mistake. It wasn’t a mistake, at least from the point of view of Merseyside Police. So began a process that seemed unstoppable. Stephen was arrested and refused bail so the police built their case while Stephen felt powerless to clear his name. Forced to trust his solicitor would



Stephen Keogh, left, with brothers Colin and John



look after his interests, he - we - felt abandoned and discarded by the process which was deciding his fate. There didn’t seem to be much evidence against Stephen but we worried as soon as forensic evidence came into play. Tiny traces of DNA, invisible to the naked eye, were found and instantly used as important evidence, even though the two men had been in each other’s company all day and nobody could tell whether it had got there innocently. Our conviction that Stephen was innocent was as strong as ever. Nobody expressed any



CHILD



ABUSE



Helping victims rebuild their lives since 1994. Helping you achieve justice for the abuse you suffered. We have been helping abuse victims claim their legal rights for over 15 years. The law allows people to make claims for compensation even if the abuse they suffered took place many years ago. We also deal with cases against children’s homes, other institutions and social services for lack of care.



Our dedicated team of specialist, legal experts have a proven track record in handling child abuse claims and can help you if you have been the victim of sexual, physical or emotional abuse in childhood. In 2013 we secured nearly three quarters of a million pounds in compensation for our clients. Speak to one of our specialist male or female solicitors in complete confidence. • Prison visits • Legal Aid available • Complete confidentiality



QualitySolicitors Abney Garsden Changing the way you see lawyers.



0845 604 7075



the trial outlining why they did not think there were grounds for appeal. With no legal advice or assistance available he prepared much of the appeal material himself. It was unsuccessful.



[email protected]



37 Station Road, Cheadle Hulme, Stockport, SK8 5AF



www.abuselaw.co.uk



doubts, but everyone still felt helpless in the process. Every day of the trial was different but the same, predictable and yet surreal. We had seen and heard the evidence already, so there were no surprises. The defence barrister and the prosecution barrister made agreements daily on what was actually presented to the jury and what was not presented. Our lack of familiarity with the court system outweighed any misgivings in relation to how the trial was being run, and we were assured daily that the defence was progressing well. When the verdict came out, the sense of inevitability I felt initially resurfaced. The trial lasted less than 3 weeks, beginning in earnest on Tuesday 9 June, with final arguments completed and a sentence handed down on Friday 26 June. The court did not sit every day during that time, and the jury needed 3 days to consider its verdict before delivering it. One juror was crying as the verdict was handed down, several looked shocked. It means nothing, but it does make you wonder. So what went on in the juror’s room? It is another part of the process that left us all feeling helpless. Five years on and Stephen remains in prison. He was advised that any appeal had to be lodged within 2 weeks of the verdict. He did not have legal representation as the solicitor and barrister delivered a summary to him after



J D Solicitors Malthouse Chambers 30 Walsall Street, Willenhall WV13 2ER



Prison Law Specialists Serving the East and West Midlands • Parole Applications and Reviews • Licence Conditions and Recalls • Categorisation and Transfers • Cat A Reviews and Lifer Panels • Sentence Planning and H.D.C. For free professional expert advice. You can ring, write or e mail us with all your prison law issues. Please call our Prison Law Team:



01902 632123 24hr Emergency No: 07971 194 042
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Throughout all of this Stephen has remained driven. He has missed out on 5 years of his children growing up. Diagnosed with cancer our dad spent his last few months in hospital and nursing home, Stephen was allowed one visit to see him. He is a father, a brother, and a son who is straight as a die. He is a man who is admired by his peers, a man who is popular and well known. He is someone I have always trusted, and someone who I always felt I had the trust of. I know he is innocent, and I actually do not care if anyone else thinks he is or isn’t. We will continue to fight to have Stephen’s conviction overturned - I know that proving his innocence is not actually the aim now, legally that means nothing. The aim now is to provide evidence and submissions that cast doubt on the safety of the original court verdict. The lack of evidence presented at the trial actually makes that harder. We are learning about the process. But we know we need the help of experts, professionals and lawyers and barristers who are as committed as we are to succeed. Inside Justice is a massive part of that, and hopefully will continue to be until we succeed.



Inside Justice, part of Inside Time, is funded by charitable donations from the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation, Newsum Charitable Trust, Inside Time and the Roddick Foundation. Website: www.insidejusticeuk.com Facebook: insidejusticeUK Twitter: @insidejusticeUK
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are available for review is granted by the police force originally involved. Experience shows that where a police force feels secure in the conviction they will usually be prepared to release information, but cases have arisen where an individual, a defence team or an independent forensic examiner have been denied access to any information. I am aware of cases where police forces are now refusing to allow defence teams to examine even the paper Forensic File in light of the Nunn judgment. The case of Victor Nealon refers: Nealon was convicted of a rape which took place in 1996 and jailed, though circumstantial evidence pointed to his innocence and no DNA analysis was carried out. The CCRC reviewed the case in 1998 and 2002 but did not order DNA analysis of the exhibits until 2009. The DNA profile developed was that of an ‘unknown male’, and could not demonstrate the involvement of Nealon: he was released after seventeen years in prison.
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How safe a safety net? Forensic specialist Tracy Alexander questions whether non-scientists can decide when a crime is at a forensic dead-end



T



he long-awaited Supreme Court judgment in the case of Kevin Nunn, who is serving a life sentence for the murder of his former girlfriend, sets out that the Criminal Cases Review Commission (CCRC), the body with the power to refer cases to the Court of Appeal, is the ultimate safety net for anyone who says they have been wrongfully convicted. I have worked in forensic investigation since the early 1990s (before the launch of the National DNA Database), latterly dealing with the CCRC in cases where a prisoner, like Kevin Nunn, protests his or her innocence and wants new forensic work done. So what sort of safety net is the CCRC and is the Supreme Court right to put so much faith in this public body? For the past 6 years Kevin Nunn’s lawyers have argued that crime scene exhibits which may reveal the identity of the killer should be released by Suffolk Constabulary, the original investigating police force and as such official “owners” of the exhibits, for new testing. The work would not be funded by them nor arranged; it would take up only as much of their time as needed to ask for the material to be retrieved by archivists. Yet Suffolk Constabulary has always refused. Whether they had a right to refuse was the issue at stake at the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court Judgment, while falling short of ordering the police to release the exhibits states at paragraph 42: ‘if there exists



a real prospect that further enquiry may reveal something affecting the safety of the conviction, that enquiry ought to be made’ so the duty falls to the CCRC. But does the Commission have the expertise to identify what new forensic work could potentially affect the safety of the conviction and even if it does, are the resources in place for that new work to be done? When a crime is committed requiring forensic investigation a number of exhibits are collected from both suspect and victim by the forensic examiner, and submitted to the forensic provider. Until the 1990s this was exclusively the Forensic Science Service (FSS) but even before the closure of the FSS in 2012, this work has been shared by private forensic service companies. Exhibits are examined and sub-exhibits created, usually in the form of DNA profiles. Original exhibits are returned to the investigating force. The FSS had extracts and files dating back to the 1940’s, predating DNA technology but including many samples which could be tested using modern methods: when it closed all this material was transferred to the care of Forensic Archive Ltd. in Birmingham. Since forensic analysis has been conducted by private companies there has been no requirement to keep extracts, so these may be unavailable for retesting, but files are available for review. Only extracts created by the FSS are held at the Archive so the availability of DNA products from private companies is ad hoc at best. The CCRC may instruct one of the private



companies to release information to another, and may also instruct Forensic Archive Ltd to release information. However this presents problems since until very recently the CCRC had no forensic scientist on their staff, and Forensic Archive Ltd is not staffed by scientists, let alone forensic scientists. There are also significant issues in the Forensic Archive Ltd finding items as different FSS lab sites used different numerical systems. An extensive knowledge of FSS protocols is necessary to conduct an effective search of the Archive. Forensic staff working for one of the private companies may take days, even weeks, to re-examine evidence which may fill many files. Some caseworkers ask for assistance from scientists working for the forensic laboratories to identify new opportunities, but as the labs are profit-making the amount of time allowed is severely limited by financial constraints. It is unreasonable to expect that a Criminal Cases Review Commission caseworker would be able to understand the potential for re-testing without extensive experience in DNA profiling technology and development. Caseworkers often visit laboratories to review files spending a few hours with lever arch files full of DNA results and statistical interpretation but if it would take days or weeks for a scientist to recognise new opportunities, what chance does the CCRC have? The major flaw in the process is in bringing new evidence to the appeals system. Access to information about which items or forensic files



There are thousands of items in the archive with forensic potential from the pre-DNA era and thousands more that might benefit from new technologies, particularly with the DNA database about to undergo an upgrade to DNA 17 technology, with more sensitive profiling methodologies looking at more sites of DNA. From my experience, the CCRC do not have enough staff or time to review a forensic file as thoroughly as a scientist or police officer might and when they do have the opportunity to review a forensic file, they cannot possibly understand the implications of the DNA results or what new science might be applied productively without extensive help from a scientist. When asked for help, the private laboratories will expect to be paid for their scientists’ time and the CCRC simply does not have unlimited resources; they cannot commit to pay for hours of review time when there are so many cases to look at and they have no idea which ones might have something that will really change a case with new testing. A clear solution is to take commercial expectations out of the equation. If the CCRC used some of its 10% budget increase awarded by the Government last year to employ more forensic scientists the organisation really could be a safety net for innocent prisoners who would in turn be secure in the knowledge their case will be reviewed by an expert working for the Commission able to spot a ‘real prospect’ of a forensic breakthrough which may affect the safety of a conviction. Tracy Alexander has worked in forensic science for over 22 years, spending 17 years at the Directorate of Forensic Services, New Scotland Yard as Crime Scene Manager for the Homicide Command. Thereafter she worked for several years as a cold case investigation specialist at LGC Forensics. She is a member of the Inside Justice Advisory Panel.
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The Human Factor



Phenomenal response by prisoners nominating staff for Butler Trust Awards by John Pollock These people need recognition because of the work they do.



She’s been there for me every single time I’ve needed her and I’d just like her to get an award to show that the lads do care and that she makes a big change in people’s lives. So thank you very much.



No one can do his job better. He just tries so hard. He’s such a credit to this jail and he’s helped me so much since I’ve been here.



He’s a very fair and down to earth, lovely guy.



He’s been on night watch for the past 10 days. He’s been excellent and I’d like to recommend him again and again and again.



She’s easy to speak to and she does her job correctly, she doesn’t take sides, and when you’re in need she’s there and I respect her very much for that. She’s a great officer really.



fisher meredith



A



s you may know, The Butler Trust is an independent charity promoting excellence in UK prisons, probation and youth justice. The Trust’s Patron, HRH The Princess Royal, has long taken a keen interest in Her Majesty’s prisons, and undertakes regular visits to them in support for our work.We make a number of annual Butler Trust Awards, which are widely regarded as the most prestigious in the field.



The verbatim transcripts of the nomination calls are, by turns, earthy, touching, and heartfelt. Whether Shakespeare was a gangster or not, we’re pretty sure he’d have found them as interesting as we do.



And this year we were overwhelmed by the enthusiastic response from a somewhat unexpected quarter: you. With the help of a documentary made by Radio Wanno at HMP Wandsworth (who won a Butler Trust Award in 2012-13), and a series of ads run on National Prison Radio, over 200 prisoners rang in to thank and nominate staff. As one prisoner who rang up pointed out, all too often we’re quick to complain but rather slower to praise. So, with a record number of nominations this year - boosted by over 120 made by prisoners - we’re completing the circle: kudos to you for making the effort to recognise the good, and thanks for all the nominations. Some prisoners even made a point of ringing back to add details to their nomination. Others made the effort to nominate several people. As one caller pointed out: “After 20 years in prison, I wouldn’t normally pick up the phone and nominate a member of staff, it’s just unheard of in the criminal fraternity.” People argue about the best prison policies, processes, procedures and so on - but surely this is unarguable: it’s people who make the most difference in our lives. Whether it’s other prisoners or staff, the human factor counts.



Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



• • • •



Inquest Judicial review Human rights Compassionate release



Contact solicitor Andrew Arthur Fisher Meredith LLP, Blue Sky House, 405 Kennington Road, London SE11 4PT Telephone: 020 7091 2700 Fax: 020 7091 2800 O r v i s i t o u r w e b s i t e w w w. f i s h e r m e r e d i t h . c o . u k



He’s a real good ’un and I think this would be a perfect way to say thank you because I think all too often people are too fast to complain and not fast enough to compliment. So big thanks for all the help he’s given me.



It’s my first time, never been in jail before and he’s put a lot of effort in to make sure everything goes good for me.. He listens very well, he does everything you ask there and then, he doesn’t take the mick. Everything he does is good.



A brilliant fella, he deserves an award.



© prisonimage.org



As the Radio Wanno ad put it, “The Butler Trust Awards recognise unsung heroes.”



She’s done a lot, she’s helped me through a lot of times. I lost my mum and she’s a real role model to me and I’d just like to say thank you.



And the responses are so good, we think they speak for themselves... In fact, we’re so taken with these inspirational nominations that we’re Tweeting most of them on the @ButlerTrust Twitter feed. Now our Sifting Panel spends the summer going through them and preparing a shortlist. This is reviewed by our final Judging Panel before being published in September. Award Winners and Commendees will be announced just before Christmas.



For her dedication, going above and beyond. Her extra time and support. She’s helped take hopeless people to a place where they can start to grow. She’s guided and inspired, and for her unfailing belief in prisoners to achieve what they think is unachievable.



Until then, thank you once again for adding something special to this year’s Awards process.



ABUSE CLAIMS



Award winning firm offering specialist advice on prisoners’ rights • Lifer panels • Adjudications • Parole review and early release



William Shakespeare got this: he was no slouch on humanity (and, according to some historians, was probably lucky not to end up doing time inside himself). He captures the power of going ‘above and beyond’ in his play, The Merchant of Venice: “How far that little candle throws his beams! So shines a good deed in a weary world.”



• Medomsley Detention Centre, County Durham • St Williams Care Home, East Yorkshire



Cornerstone Chambers ABUSE CLAIM



Championing the Cause of Justice! Vindicating the Voiceless! • Leeds Care Homes Defending and Upholding Truth! • Norththe East Care Homes Exonerating the Innocent! • Manchester Care Home Protecting your Interests!



• Wales Care Homes



Neil Jordan House, Wellington Road, Dewsbury WF13 1HL



Specialists in: If you have suffered abuse in Criminal Trials, Bail Applications, Plea systems we may be&able to Case Management Hearings, Sentences, Contact Christine Confiscation Proceedings & Appeals and the team Cornerstone Chambers 15 Old BaileyNeil Jordan House, Wellington Dewsbury WF13 1HL London EC4M 7EF



[email protected]



020 3008 8392 [email protected]



If you have suffered abuse in these systems we may be able to help. Contact Christine Sands and the team



0 1 9 2 4 8 6 8 9 11



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



0 1 9 2 4 8 6 8 9 11



Direct Dial 020 3151 7076



www.cornerstonechambers.com
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Focus and Feel Better



Warrior 1 5 breaths each side



Triangle 5 breaths each side



The Prison Phoenix Trust



We all know the feeling of having a lot to do or think about. It can make you feel scattered and tense, which in turn makes you less able to deal with all the things that are going on! Yoga is fantastic for helping you feel physically and mentally ready to deal with whatever’s happening in your life. This routine will stretch and release tension from your whole body. The most important thing is to focus on your breathing, taking slow, deep breaths and concentrating on the way the air feels as it flows in and out of you. This focus on the breath will quiet your mind. The calm and strength you need is always here inside you. You only need to connect with your breath.



Sunburst 1 Breathe in



Eagle 5 breaths each side



Hold each posture for 5 slow breaths. If you want to, work up to holding them for 10 breaths. Move from one posture to the next with awareness, keeping attention on the breathing.



Warrior 2 5 breaths each side



Forward Bend



Extended Side Angle 5 breaths each side Sunburst 2 Breathe out



Cow Face 5 breaths each side



Down Dog



Flow with the breath for 10 rounds. If you want a free book and CD to help you set up a regular yoga and meditation practice write to The Prison Phoenix Trust, PO Box 328, Oxford OX2 7HF. The Prison Phoenix Trust supports prisoners and prison officers in their spiritual lives through meditation and yoga, working with silence and the breath. The Trust supports people of any religion or none. We also run weekly yoga classes for inmates and prison staff.



THE PRISON PHOENIX PHOENIX TRUST THE PRISON TRUST Head doing you in? / Stressed out? / Can’t sleep? Head doing you in? Simple yoga and meditation practice, working with Stressed silence and the breath, might out? just transform your life in more ways than you think ... Interested? Can’t sleep? Write to The Prison Phoenix Trust P.O. Box 328, Oxford, OX2 7HF.



Simple yoga and meditation We’d love to hearworking from you anytime and have several free books, practice, with silence which could help you build and maintain a daily practice. and the breath, might just transform your life in more ways



Tree 5 breaths each side
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Wide Leg Forward Bend



Thought for the day
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From over the wall Terry Waite writes his monthly column for Inside Time



Terry Waite CBE



S



ince last writing I have been in Wales for a week. Each year an International Music Festival is held in the small town of Llangollen and ten years ago I was asked to be the President of the event. When I said that I was not Welsh they replied that this was an International Festival and they wanted a President with international experience. So, I got the job! It’s unpaid of course, but then most of the organisers of the festival freely give their time to it. One of the reasons I like to attend is that it brings young people from all over the world to compete, and to share together, around the language of music. One of the most interesting moments last week was to see youngsters from Ukraine and Russia performing together and making



The Llangollen International Eisteddfod annual parade took place with huge crowds attending on a glorious sunny afternoon. Choirs and dance groups from around the globe joined in with the fun.



friendships. They will return home to warfare, but in Llangollen they were given good memories which will last across a lifetime. The Festival was started in 1947, just after The Second World War, and one of the first groups to attend came from Germany. As you will guess, the whole week is dedicated to promoting world peace and there is no doubt that in the past sixty years many friendships have been formed and political boundaries crossed because of Llangollen.



Terry Waite taking a ride on a horse and cart at the Llangollen festival



FMW Law Solicitors and Advocates



During the week my mind was often with all those who have recently been imprisoned in Egypt, where over 180 men were sentenced to death at one go. Caught up in this tragedy were a group of journalists from Al Jazeera



who were jailed for three years simply for doing their job - reporting the news. The appeals I and many others made on their behalf fell on deaf ears and after they were sentenced I was making plans to visit them to provide some moral support. Alas, those plans were scuppered when we were told that once the journalists were sentenced there could be no visits for thirty days. So, everything is on hold at the moment. As readers of this column will know too well, once an individual falls into the Criminal Justice System, it’s the devils own job to get free of it. I guess many readers will have mixed views about journalists. In the past I have had them camping on my doorstep or attempting to put a ladder up against my bedroom window. I



AB MACKENZIE Formerly Farrell Matthews & Weir



Make the right choice MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE Choose FMW Law and you are choosing effective and quality representation for your Criminal / Prison Law matters before:



Choose FMW Law and you are choosing effective and quality representation for your For a prompt response, contact: Neville Gray, Peter McGovern or Patrick Hassan-Morlai Criminal / Prison Law matters before: FMW Law Solicitors & Advocates, 020 3012 1482 150 King Street, Hammersmith l all criminal courts in England & Wales for all criminal matters l the Independent Adjudicator or Governor for all adjudication (nicking) matters l the Parole Board for all recall and parole review matters l the prison authority to challange a Sentence Calculation review decision.



London W6 0QU



• all criminal courts in England & Wales for all criminal matters • the Independent Adjudicator or Governor for all adjudication



SOLICITORS



We specialize in



• Representations to Home Office Prior to Deportation Decisions • Appeals Against Deportation • Bail Applications • Representation at Police stations, Magistrates and Crown Courts Please contact Hakeem, Billa or Raphael



AB Mackenzie Solicitors



Unit 3, 99-103 Lomond Grove Camberwell London SE5 7HN



020 77011900



Emergencies 07442 505012 [email protected]



can laugh now, but at the time when I read inaccurate stories about myself, it hurt. Given all that, I still support a free press, for without it we would all be the poorer. In Egypt it was certainly in the public interest to have an accurate account of the troubles there. If there were not journalists willing to risk their lives and liberty, then you can be sure there would be even more cover-ups than there are now. What I truly dislike is the prurient intrusion into people’s lives, and also the making of certain individuals into icons of evil. In this context I remember Myra Hindley. There is no doubt at all that as a young women she was complicit to a series of the most terrible murders. I met her many times and I believe she was truly repentant, as did many others who knew her. However, there was no chance of her being released as she was made a symbol of depravity by the media. Remember that photograph? There were others who had committed equally terrible crimes who were largely unknown and who eventually were released on licence. Myra Hindley did not stand a chance and had she been released, her life would have been in real danger. She died while still a prisoner in the segregation unit at Highpoint. As I write, the children who came to Wales from Russia and Ukraine are on their way home. I wonder what they will find. Children in Palestine, Syria and countless other parts of the world are now experiencing terror. Much of it unreported. We need a free and responsible press to inform us of these situations, but that is not enough. We all need to play our part in making this world safe and peaceful. Peace begins in the hearts of each and every individual on this planet. In reporting the news, the journalists were doing their best to bring the situation as it was to world attention. As for the young people at the music festival. Well, we can only hope that when in the future they take their place as responsible adult members of society, they will remember Llangollen and remember that their political opponent is a human being, just as they are.



Terry Waite was a successful hostage negotiator before he himself was held captive in Beirut between 1987 and 1991 (more than 20 years ago). He was held captive for 1763 days; the first four years of which were spent in solitary confinement.



PURCELL PARKER Solicitors



BIRMINGHAM’S TOP PRISON LAWYERS Licence Recalls Prisoner Adjudications IPP & Lifer Parole HDC Sentence Calculations Re - Categorisation



Call now to speak with:



Tiernan Davis, Sadie Daniels or Anthony Cartin



Purcell Parker Solicitors



204 - 206 Corporation Street Birmingham B4 6QB



0121 236 9781
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Prisoners Families Voices prisonersfamiliesvoices.blogspot.com Have children of prisoners been forgotten about? By Anonymous © depositphotos.com



Technology in prisons: helping to keep families in touch John Roberts



A



s big supporters of EMail A Prisoner (EMAP) since its beginning we were invited to take a close look at the latest developments at Prison Technology Services (PTS), the new name for EMAP and all its related services. The original inbound E Mail Service is of course in almost every prison, detention centres and some special hospitals now. It helps families stay in touch with their loved ones at a fraction of the cost of conventional postal service. As well as the money saving aspect it is significantly faster and far more convenient. People can send messages at any time of the day or night without having to be concerned about collection times. Solicitors and other organisations are able to send a quick acknowledgement to confirm receipt of items putting anxious minds at rest or rearrange meetings to avoid disappointments. All at no cost to the establishments saving thousands of man hours with simpler censoring and no need to check for illegal substances in envelopes. Successful trials with two way email services has resulted in many forward thinking Governors/ Directors namely at HMPs Altcourse, Birmingham, Grampian, Kilmarnock, Norwich, Oakwood and Parc having the service fully operational. We understand they are all delighted with the way it is working. The two service system is very simple. When sending a message from outside the option to add a blank sheet for a written response is given. When the message arrives the recipient can handwrite their reply on to the blank sheet provided, which is scanned and sent back to the original sender via the censors. The cost is just 20p per response and no stamp, paper or



envelope is required. Let’s hope that it won’t be long before this service is available in every HMP establishment and quickly rolled out into secure units and detention centres where the need is just as great. Secure Payment Service is another fantastic service from PTS allowing families to send in funds simply, safely and economically. No more costly postal orders or cheques that take ages to clear and no need to risk sending cash. To buy and send a £25 postal order, including stamp and envelope would cost around £29 compared with £26.65 using Secure Payment Services and a £50 postal order costing around £57 to send would cost only £52.53 to send. Savings all round, no delays, and all very simple and secure. To date the Secure Payment Service is operational in HMPs Addiewell, Altcourse, Ashfield, Birmingham, Bronzefield, Doncaster, Dovegate, Forest Bank, Kilmarnock, Lowdham Grange, Oakwood, Parc, Peterborough, Thameside. All of PTS’s services are currently being rolled out in prisons throughout the Netherlands and Australia looks to be next to take it on board. This story has so many positive aspects to it being that the service was originally conceived by former prisoner Derek Jones when in his cell and he remains the CEO. Having supported the service from the beginning to its present position they now help Inside Time support other up and coming initiatives from former prisoners that help prisoners, patients, detainees and their respective families. The icing on the cake is that PTS are a UK based company paying taxes. It is refreshing to see that HMPS, SPS and the NHS (who have suffered drastic budget cuts) have recognised the sense in supporting a UK tax paying company to provide these services. Email A Prisoner Email A Detainee Patient Mail Secure Payment Services



My husband has been in prison now for 5 years. He is doing a long sentence. When he was arrested, my son was 6 at the time. He is now 11 and still has nightmares about the Police kicking down my door shouting and ranting. It was the most frightening thing ever. In those 5 years I have had support in the form of speaking to others about our experience but I have never had support directly for my son because I cannot seem to get any. The social services don’t want to know because my son is cared for superbly by me and my family. But what about his mental health state? How can my son stop the nightmares? I think it is absolutely disgusting that no one wants to know the children of prisoners. When was the last time we heard about this topic in the media? Have children of prisoners been forgotten about or something?



Probation?



By Ex Offender D I got out of prison this year and was released on licence. I go to probation because I have to, but within the last three months I have seen probation officers who haven’t got a clue who I am or what I am all about. When I say they don’t know what I am all about, I mean that from the age of 9 I was in a care home and in that care home nice things didn’t happen and I will stop at that. I ended up committing crime because I was with a group of people that did it and I didn’t know any different at that age. Anyway I go to probation to be asked the same old crap every time I go which is - “are you OK.” and the odd question which is “how is the job hunting going on?” The answer is, no I am not OK and as for the job hunting? I wouldn’t even know how to get through an interview or explain the many many gaps in my CV. There is nothing I can write on my CV that would even make it worth it reading! I have ambled my way through the system since I was 9 years of age and it is all I know. I don’t know anything else. I live at home with my Sister who is great and she has been helping me to search the internet and how to use a computer but in my head I belong in prison. The outside is not what I am used to and it is a daunting place to be in. I’m not a horrid person by far, I do have a heart and I have never in all my criminal years physically hurt a human being. I have sat down and thought about not going to probation just so they can breach my licence and I can go home back to the institution I belong in. Take it from me, there is absolutely no such thing as rehabilitation for someone who considers institutions as their home. Yes I know some ex cons have done very well and I



am pleased for them, but no one person is the same. I also know it is down to me to rehabilitate myself but if my head if messed up, which it is, how do I do that? My long standing probation officer was great I must say but has been moved on. He at least listened to me whereas now all I get is some young student-like probation officer who has never experienced life herself! No disrespect to her but how can she understand the word ‘abuse’ or ‘kids home’ if she has never even been there herself? I just think I am better off inside. Sorry for the moan but I thought I’d write in because there must be others in my situation, in fact I know there are because the same faces are there when I have ended up back in jail. Even if my story helps one person who can turn around and say ‘yes that is how I feel’ and manages to find help and support from somewhere then it’s all good.



No, prisons cannot cope with the elderly By Diana



My Dad is in prison and he is a pensioner. He is also a dementia patient and the prison staff haven’t got the foggiest idea how to cope with his illness. He gets his words mixed up, he forgets to comply with certain rules and he can at times be aggressive, but that is his illness. His behaviour is challenging sometimes and to be quite frank, the prison officers haven’t got a clue but then that isn’t their fault because training should be on hand concerning such health issues. Come on, if I can notice his challenging behaviour during prison visits, then how is this challenging behaviour controlled within the prison vicinity?



Dementia prison buddies By Helen



According to an article online it was said that 10 prisons had piloted dementia buddies by training younger prisoners to understand dementia and support those in prison with it. That’s great, but how well trained are the buddies and prison staff when later stage dementia sets in, because believe you me, I would like to be around to see it. I would also like to ask someone what happens to a dementia patient/prisoner when sun-downing occurs whilst they are locked in their cells? Do late-stage dementia patients/prisoners go on to a secure wing or health care ward because again I would like to know who deals with incontinence issues and inhabited behaviour? A lot of people believe that dementia is an illness where people ‘forget’ things. Whilst that maybe true, trust me, the illness goes above and beyond that stage. I am glad you have featured this on your blog because it certainly is an interesting and important topic.



News from the House
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Parliamentary Questions Highlights from the House of Commons Prison Places



months across all indictable offences, which is the highest in more than a decade.



Gareth Johnson: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what steps he is taking to ensure that there are sufficient prison places to accommodate people who receive custodial sentences.



The average length of sentence for (a) the total prison population and (b) foreign national prisoners, by type of offence, in 2012 is shown in the table.



Jeremy Wright: We are building new accommodation at four existing prisons, changing the role of prisons we do not need for their original purpose, and bringing back into use capacity we did not need in the past. As a result, 2,000 additional prison places will have been opened by April next year, and there will be more adult male prison places at the end of this Parliament than this Government inherited. A new 2,000 place prison in Wrexham will also be opened in 2017.



Offence group Foreign All nationals prisoners (months) (months) Violence against the person 66.3 52.3 Sexual offences 88.4 86.5 Burglary 27.1 37.5 Robbery 58.8 61.5 Fraud and forgery 28.2 37.9 Theft and handling 15.5 20.2 Motoring 10.2 16.1 Drug offences 73.1 66.9 Other offences 38.6 36.4 Offence not recorded 48.9 51.5 All offences 56.3 53.2



Prison Sentences



Philip Davies: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what the average length of sentence was for (a) the total prison population and (b) foreign national prisoners, by type of offence, in 2012. Jeremy Wright: Sentencing in individual cases is entirely a matter for our independent courts, taking account of all the circumstances of each case. The sentencing legislation and sentencing guidelines apply equally to all offenders. Crime continues to fall, but since 2010 those who commit a serious offence are more likely to go to prison and for longer. In 2013, the average custodial sentence length was 15.5



Prisoners: Per Capita Costs



Image courtesy, The Week



See no evil. Hear no evil. Speak no evil.



There are now allegations that a paedophile ring once operated at the heart of Westminster and was covered up by a number of ‘Establishment’ figures. The Home Secretary, Theresa May, has announced a formal Inquiry into allegations of historic child sex abuse after 114 files were found to be missing from the Home Office, including an ‘explosive’ dossier.



Philip Davies: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice (1) what the average cost per (a) prison place and (b) prisoner in each category of prison was in the latest period for which figures are available; (2) what the average cost was of each (a) prison place and (b) prisoner in the case of (i) male and (ii) female prisoners in the latest period for which figures are available; (3) what the average cost was of each (a) prison place and (b) prisoner in each prison



Thomas Horton LLP



Painting by Dean Stalham of the Koestler Trust.



SOLICITORS



Second Chance! 1 in 5 people are routinely refused insurance



AWARD WINNING COVER FOR MOTOR – HOME - PUBLIC LIABILITY Existing policies may be invalid!



Prisoners, former prisoners, and their families at home should always seek specialist advice.



Contact a member of our friendly team



SIS Insurance



NorthendenRoad Road Sale M33M33 2DH 7AD 15-1713Washway Sale Cheshire Cheshire



0161 969 6040



[email protected] www.saleinsurance.co.uk



SIS is authorised and regulated by the FSA
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Why not let your loved one know how much you care and appreciate them? Select from our catalogue one of the many tasteful gifts available to be sent directly to them.



To place an order ask your wing officer or librarian for a the new ‘thinking of u’ catalogue and complete an order form.



USP



GROUP MEMBER



To obtain your own personal catalogue please send your details, together with two 1st class stamps to: now r ‘Thinkin of U’, Suite 236, Kemp House, And n orde ca rom 152 - 160 City Road, London EC1V 2NX u o y ds f car s! u Greetings cards for any occasion now available!



State the type of card you require, send your details & £1 cheque (payable to ‘Thinkin of U’) and we will send you a tasteful blank card for to you to write out and post on to your loved one.



CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS FOR THE MIDLANDS AND WORCESTERSHIRE AREA We represent prisoners in all aspects of prison law including:



4 Recall Hearings 4 Challenging Recall Proceedings 4 Parole & Licence Reviews 4 IPP Hearings 4 Adjudications & MDTs 4 Recategorisation 4 Transfers 4 HDC and ROTL 4 Proceeds of Crime Act Proceedings Thomas Horton LLP is a recognised firm of leading criminal defence solicitors, committed to quality with a friendly, personalised service and high standard of client care. For immediate assistance please contact:



Kate Oliver or Sharon Simkiss



Thomas Horton LLP 14 Sansome Walk, Worcester, Worcestershire, WR1 1LP



01905 330066
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Insidetime August 2014 www.insidetime.org in England and Wales in the latest period for which figures are available. Jeremy Wright: The most recently published figures are for financial year 2012-13 which give an average annual Overall cost per place of £36,808 and average annual Overall cost per prisoner of £34,766. An average annual cost per male prisoner of £34,306 and £44,746 per female prisoner, based on Overall resource costs, is also published. Continuing to reduce prison unit costs is one of the key targets for the Department. Between 2009-10 and 2012-13 prison unit costs (based on Overall prison costs) have reduced in real terms by 16% per place and 13% per prisoner.



Homicide: Sentencing



Craig Whittaker: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what steps he is taking to review sentences given for (a) murder and (b) manslaughter where the offence was a one-punch killing. Jeremy Wright: A life sentence is mandatory for murder and there is statutory guidance to the courts in determining the appropriate minimum term when sentencing. Manslaughter has a maximum penalty of life imprisonment and, within that maximum penalty, it is necessary that judges are able to sentence according to all the factors in each case. There is no sentencing guideline on unlawful act manslaughter but there is case law to assist the courts. Following the comments of the Attorney-General and the Court of Appeal in the case of Lewis Gill, the Government considers that clarification of sentencing in manslaughter cases would assist the courts in these difficult cases and be helpful to the public. The Secretary of State for Justice therefore wrote to Lord Justice Treacy, the Chair of the Sentencing Council, on 8 May 2014 to make a formal request that the Council gives consideration to producing guidance on the sentencing of these cases.



Work and Training: Prisoners



Mr Stewart Jackson: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what steps he is taking to encourage prisons in the (a) public and (b) private estate to enable offenders to take part in meaningful paid work and training. Jeremy Wright: We want to see more prisoners engaged in meaningful work and training and, since this Government came to power, the number of hours worked in public sector prisons workshops has risen from 10.6 million to 13.1 million, with a further 1.5 million hours delivered in private prisons. We are committed to delivering still more, including through commercial contracts, and we expect prisoners to engage in purposeful activity if they want to earn their privileges.



Prisons: Buildings



Sadiq Khan: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what the status is of each prison building and site for prisons closed since May 2010. Jeremy Wright: We are determined to drive down the cost of running our prisons. That is why we are replacing older accommodation that is expensive to run with newer, cheaper and more efficient accommodation that will provide better value for money for taxpayers



by reducing prison costs significantly.



a women’s prison in each of the last 10 years.



Where surplus prison sites have been identified, we will look to dispose of them expeditiously.



Simon Hughes: It is not possible to report on the number of prisoners with Gender Recognition Certificates or on the number who were born male but now live as female. Section 22 of the Gender Recognition Act 2004 prohibits disclosure of the fact that someone has applied for a Gender Recognition Certificate or disclosure of someone’s gender prior to the acquisition of the Gender Recognition Certificate.



Status of each prison building and site closed since May 2010 Ashwell Sold on 14 Dec 2012 Lancaster Castle Lancaster Castle was leased from the Duchy of Lancaster. The lease was surrendered to the Duchy Latchmere Sold on 29 April 2013 Canterbury Sold on 1 April 2014 Brockhill On the market Wellingborough Decommissioned Bullwood Hall Under offer Gloucester On the market Kingston On the market Shepton Mallet On the market Shrewsbury On the market Dorchester On the market Camp Hill Preparing for disposal Blundeston Preparing for disposal Northallerton Preparing for disposal Reading Preparing for disposal



Prison Accommodation



Sadiq Khan: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many extra places will be created in public sector prisons; from what date; and for how long. Mr Vara: Prison numbers fluctuate throughout the year and we have sufficient accommodation for the current and expected population. Sensible measures have been taken to ensure that we will have sufficient capacity to deal with the projected level of the population. These measures include identifying additional places in prisons that can provide safe and decent conditions, if required. This is a proportionate measure to ensure that we are able to hold all of those committed to custody by the courts.



Prisoners: Gender Recognition



Nick de Bois: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice (1) how many prisoners have self-certified gender recognition certificates; and how many such prisoners were born (a) male and (b) female; (2) how many prisoners who were born as female but now live as men, have been moved to men’s prisons; and how many such prisoners have self-certified gender recognition certificates; (3) how many prisoners who were born as men have been issued self-certificated gender recognition certificates; and how many such prisoners have been transferred to women’s prisons; (4) how many prisoners who were born male but now live as a women have been moved to



Individuals with a gender recognition certificate are recorded on administrative systems as their legal gender, and are not identifiable as having changed gender. To use any other source of information to identify such individuals would not be appropriate. In accordance of the Equality Act 2010 and the Gender Equality Duty, NOMS is committed to paying due regard to the need to address and eliminate the unlawful discrimination and harassment of transgender individuals.



Open Prisons



Philip Davies: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many prisoners in open prisons were returned to closed prisons in each of the last three years by (a) reason for their return and (b) type of offence originally committed. Jeremy Wright: We do not centrally hold data on the individual reasons for determinate sentence prisoner transfers, including transfers following re-categorisation and when prisoners have been returned to closed conditions from open prisons. Where this is available, the information could be obtained only at disproportionate cost as it would involve a manual trawl through the records of every prisoner to identify if they have ever been held in open conditions and subsequently returned to closed conditions. However, the information, in part, is centrally available in respect of indeterminate sentence prisoners. Table 1 provides the number of indeterminate sentence prisoners who have been returned from open conditions to closed conditions and where the transfer occurred between 1 April 2011 and 31 March 2014, grouped by year and by reason for transfer.



Reason for return 2011-12 to closed prison Abscond 117 Antisocial Behaviour 48 3 July 2014 : Column 746W Breach of Licence Conditions 30 Drink/Drugs 139 FNP - Healthcare issues - New charges/offences - Non compliance - Other 135 Prisoner request - Psychology concerns/issues - Serious breach of prison rules - Grand total 469 



Decisions on the number of such spaces required and their duration of use will depend on the current and projected prison population, including an assessment of the necessary margin to manage population fluctuations. We will end this Parliament with more adult male prison places than we inherited, more hours of work in prisons than we inherited, more education for young detainees than we inherited and a more modern, cost-effective prison estate than we inherited.
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2012-13 



2013-14 



Grand total



161 96 



170 74 



448 218



33 171 - - - 1 235 - - 1 698 



56 256 3 5 2 28 298 2 6 21 921 



120 568 3 5 2 29 668 2 6 22 2,087
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Expert advice is only a phone call away…



THE Experts in Prison and Detention Law perfectly based in the Midlands with a 24/7 Nationwide Service • Adjudication hearings / appeals • Parole hearings – paper / oral • Licence conditions / recall • Re-categorisation / transfers • IPP Sentence issues / accessing courses • HDC / ROTL / MDT • Foreign National Prisoners • Lifer panels / reviews • Terrorism / SIAC representation • All Judicial Review work ALSO • Criminal Defence - Magistrates, Crown, SIAC & Appeals • Immigration - Tribunals, Asylum, Deportation prevention, Human Rights - “WE get Bail” • Family and Child Care - Child contact/custody, Social Services care, divorce, separation, ancillary relief - “Know your rights” * Legal Aid unavailable? Free initial assessment offered



Contact: Shiva Misra LLB (Hons) Crown Solicitors, 36 Church Street, Bilston, Wolverhampton, WV14 0AH 01902 353 300 (24hr) [email protected] Legal Aid work undertaken. Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers
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Sexual Offences Prevention Orders sary problems.



Jan Muller Senior Solicitor at Wells Burcombe specialising in crime and criminal appeals



H



ave you had a Sexual Offences Prevention Order (SOPO) imposed on you? Are you aware of the potential consequences for breaching this order, even by accident? Do you really understand the terms of your order, how long it lasts for the effect of a breach of any of your conditions? Not many people really do understand such orders or indeed the consequences for breach. Many don’t even fully understand or appreciate the conditions imposed. The Sexual Offences Act 2003 introduced the SOPO to help prevent convicted sex offenders from committing further similar offences after release. When they were first introduced the wording of the conditions in a SOPO could be difficult to understand. This resulted in people being breached in situations where they had not intended to do so and who were not aware that their actions would amount to a breach. An accidental breach is still a breach and will leave you at risk of returning to prison. A breach of your SOPO amounts to a separate criminal offence and carries a maximum of 5 years imprisonment. This can be imposed consecutively to any other sentence that the court passes. The conditions that can be placed in a SOPO have been reviewed by the Court of Appeal and guidance has been given on the type of conditions that can be imposed and, more importantly, the conditions that cannot be imposed. The court is trying very hard to try and prevent accidental breaches due to a condition being too widely written or written in a way that it is difficult to understand. The court must make sure that the person receiving the SOPO fully understands the terms of the order and is able to comply with them over a long period of time. Often, people only realise that they cannot comply with the conditions, or believe that the conditions themselves are unreasonable, vague or unenforceable some time after the order is imposed. SOPO conditions which are not clear and which are ambiguous just cause unneces-



V ells Burcombe LLP Solicitors



Prison Law



The guidelines stress that conditions of a SOPO need to be: l Simple and easy to understand l Able to be complied with without unreasonable difficulty l Unlikely to be breached accidently l The requirements must be necessary and justified As a result, any SOPO condition must be specific and clear and not be any wider than necessary to achieve its purpose. A blanket condition, such as not to possess a computer or access the internet, is not likely to be considered to be appropriate, save for exceptional circumstances. Unfortunately, many of the Judges who impose such orders appear out of touch with the realities of everyday life. Every individual condition must be necessary, proportionate and not oppressive. Each case is different. Sometimes, a SOPO which is imposed is not in fact necessary at all. Anyone with an IPP should receive a SOPO in addition to the IPP sentence unless there is an unusual feature that means a SOPO is essential. These cases will be rare. Any SOPO imposed prior to the guidelines laid down in case of R v Smith could well contain conditions that are too wide or too difficult to understand. Even some new orders fit in to this category. So, If you have a SOPO and you are concerned about the conditions that it contains, you may benefit from a review of the conditions and, if necessary, you may be able apply to the Court to vary the conditions. These applications are made directly to the Crown Court that imposed the order in the first place. Anyone who has a SOPO that was imposed upon them over 6 months ago should give careful thought to whether the conditions are simple and necessary. If you are in any doubt about it at all, you should obtain legal advice. It is in your best interests to have your conditions reviewed before you are released. This will reduce the prospects of any sort of breach which might see your immediate return to custody.



01727 840900 24 hr Emergency Number - 07592 034170



Specialists in Appeals against Conviction & Sentence, CCRC, IPP Appeals and Parole, Prison Adjudications & Discipline, Criminal Investigations, Confiscation & POCA proceedings. For advice and assistance anywhere in England & Wales, either in person or via video link, please call us or write to us at our head office:



5 Holywell Hill, St Albans, Hertfordshire, AL1 1EU
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Prison Law is Dead David Liu Solicitor, Simon Bethel Solicitors



A



s from 2nd December 2013 Prison Law is a dead man walking. For Legal Aid Practitioners, the term ‘Legal Aid Cuts’ is a routine comedian punch line in the office which only expels grumbling and the standard “I know... moan… moan… moan from the mouth of the recipient. As we all know, a Legal Aid client only generates a fraction of income to the service provider in comparison with a private client. Additionally, in Prison Law advice and assistance in each case is generally a fixed fee of a sneeringly low level. Small wonder then when the cuts were announced last year, an army of disgruntled barristers were lured into a cold windy Westminster to protest on the change. A feat that has not been seen before, with their horse hair wigs and black gown, a passing tourist will be left in no doubt that adults in the UK actively participate in Halloween even though the season has passed. One can only imagine how long the barristers will spend on their computer if the time they spent on the protest is billable.



majority of cases where funding was available are able to be dealt with administratively through the internal procedure, and that prisoners should take more interest in their personal affairs. Even appeals to be released on Home Detention Curfew are barred from publicly funded legal representation since the matter is dealt with locally within the prison establishment. This is considered to be an administrative issue. Even matters falling outside the control of the prison authority; where the Parole Board is determining whether the prisoner should be transferred to open condition falls outside the realm of Legal Aid since release is uninvolved. Conversely, having publicly funded legal representations looking after the prisoner’s every aspect of his sentence does not promote the image that punishment is the objective of the penal system. With the cuts, prisoners are forced to be pro-active in taking a personal interest in their prison matter instead of being spoon fed and babysat. Arguably, this will be an effective approach to rehabilitation and re-integration into the community, since pro-activeness will assist repeat offenders shift from being a burden to society to a contributor.



Prison Law is a specialised area, meaning that not all those who are eligible, i.e. holders of a Criminal Law Legal Aid franchise, wish to tread in. Not that it is complex and requires a legally minded genius to untangle the technical complexity, but the majority of the cases is a fixed fee with a measly yield. It may require hours of travelling with just one hour in conference with the client to take instructions. A whole day may be spent travelling and waiting, even though reimbursed by Legal Aid, that holders of a franchise may simply say “It is not worth it”, when so much income may be achieved in the office.



Perhaps the cuts in Legal Aid is an inevitable rolling storm of the UK government’s policy of ‘fair is fair’, like the Benefit Cap, where receivers should not receive more public funds than what the workforce earns, eventually arriving at Prison Law.



Cuts to Legal Aid do not entail less money for providing the same assistance but in fact, it is a cut to the amount of areas that a practitioner may provide assistance in. Prior to the cuts, practitioners are funded in assistance relating to matters to a client’s sentence and not treatment cases. Accordingly, The Criminal Legal Aid (General) (Amendment) Regulations 2013 narrowed the funding to only cases involving release and adjudication when the ‘Tarrant Criteria’ applies, due to the nature of the case or the circumstance.



Licence & Parole Hearings HDC & Recalls Adjudications Re-categorisation & Transfers Appeals & CCRC Referrals plus all Family Law and Immigration Matters Please contact Dapo, David or Kay



The logic behind the changes is that the



simon bethel solicitors Criminal Defence & Prison Law Specialists



Simon Bethel Solicitors 58/60 Lewisham High Street London SE13 5JH



0208 297 7933 [email protected]
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Drugs testing in Jurby prison David Reynolds highlights unlawful drug testing at the Isle of Man prison



T



he hard stance taken at the Isle of Man with preventing prisoners smoking tobacco within its walls and grounds is well known.



So the Act was passed and everything was resolved, but what about the people still in custody who had been drug tested and punished unlawfully?



What has not been so widely reported is that drug testing within Jurby prison was more than likely unlawful up until late October 2013, resulting in a Bill quickly being rushed through Tynwald parliament by the Minister for Home Affairs.



The prison informed the inmates that they could contact Home Affairs and ask that adjudications be removed from their file after the new legislation was passed. I was contacted sometime later by an inmate in June 2014 who wanted assistance with his parole (as inmates serving four years and above in the Isle of Man still go through the parole process at the half way stage of their sentence, whereas in England and Wales automatic release has been in place for many years for fixed term prisoners). We decided that his positive drug tests at the start of his sentence would be better removed from his file when the Parole Committee considered his case in October 2014, therefore we made an application to the Data Protection Officer at the Department of Home Affairs for their removal.



It was determined and confirmed by legal advice in late June 2013 that there was a question over whether the Department of Home Affairs had the power to test drugs using urine samples, because they are in fact defined as intimate samples. Upon receiving this advice, the Prison ceased conducting tests for controlled drugs using urine samples to ensure there was no question as to whether it was acting within the law. The Custody (Amendment) Act 2013 was passed very quickly to deal with this.



You can imagine that we were more than a little



surprised when we received a reply from a Deputy Governor (not the Data Protection Supervisor we had written to at the Department of Home Affairs) at the prison informing us that under the Data Protection Act 2002 (the Manx Act) did not allow them to remove the adjudications but they would rectify this by attaching a letter next to the entries in his record stating that the adjudications had been taken unlawfully. So hang on ... the adjudications had been taken unlawfully but you’re not going to remove them and will just attach a letter saying in effect that the inmate was tested positive for drugs, but it had been unlawful, then saying you could not remove the entry because of the Data Protection Act 2002. Can this really be true? As it certainly does not make sense. The First Data Protection Principle states that ‘Personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully’. The information retained by the prison certainly was not fair or lawful towards my client. The Second Data Protection Principle states that ‘Personal data shall be obtained only for one or more specified and lawful purposes and shall not be further processed in any manner incompatible with that purpose or those purposes’. Again this does not apply so how has the Deputy Governor and the Data Protection Supervisor who was copied into my letter come to this conclusion, was I missing something? Section 8 of the 2002 Act prevents processing likely to ‘cause damage or distress’. Well my client would be damaged if the Parole Committee could see his unlawful



Sometimes you just need an expert........



Michael Purdon Solicitor Advising prisoners nationwide since 1994



National Firm Strengthens Links with Barristers Chambers National firm strengthens links with Barristers Chambers...



Our excellent former Tooks Chambers barristers continue to maintain a close relationship with Michael Purdon of Solicitor, supplementing Tooks,working the London based barristers chambers Michael Mansfield a wealth of experience our specialist teams across all criminalwith and and Patrick Roche has in developed a close working relationship prison law areas. We also work closely with Central Chambers, a Michael Purdon Solicitor, supplementing the wealth of experience in Manchester chambers. bring together our ‘in house’based specialist teams These acrossrelationships all criminal and prison law highly lawyers with a passion for human rights. regarded areas.



Criminial Appeals, CCRC, SOPO Judicial Review Challenges This relationship brings together two & highly regarded organisations with a passion for human rights. the imposition of IPP sentences, led We have successfully challenged the way in the review of mandatory tariffs as well as being central to



Criminal Appeals, CCRCchallengers and Judicial Review challenges... the development of prisoner to delays in progression and



the timing of parole reviews. We have an arsenal of experienced counsel who have worked with us for a number of years in High Court and Court of Appeal cases. Supreme Court To we have successfully the imposition of IPPCourt Wedate presently have permissionchallenged for challenges in the Supreme sentences, led hearings the way inforthe review of mandatory as awell as relating to oral Cat A reviews and also tariffs seeking being centraloftothe therestrictive development of prisoner challenges to delays reappraisal aspects of the case of ‘James’ relatingin progression and the timing ofcourses parole reviews. to whether failure to provide gives rise to compensation.
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adjudications and this would obviously have a potential to cause damage and distress. I must be missing something as this is completely contrary to what I am being told by both the Deputy Governor of the prison and the Data Protection Supervisor from Home Affairs. As per the Act I sent a request for the details to be removed or an application would be made to the High Court for their removal. A few weeks later I received a response (just a few lines) saying the adjudications would be removed before the parole review without any explanation. The present failure to have supporting legislation in place resulting in drug tests being taken unlawfully could result in compensation claims for loss of earnings, which in the grand scheme of things may not be a significant amount, but what about the prisoners who have been unable to associate with others due to unlawful punishment for a number of weeks? Could drug tests taken unlawfully amount to an assault? If somebody was refused parole because of a drug test having been taken unlawfully, will there be false imprisonment claims? The prison and Home Affairs had no option other than to accept that the legislation was not fit for purpose, but will the resistance shown cost them more in the long run?



David Reynolds is a Solicitor-Advocate at Kelly Luft Stanley & Ashton, Isle of Man



Ward’s Building 31-39, High Bridge Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 1EW 0191 2321006



Parole Representation for all Lifer, Recall and IPP Clients Parole Representation for all Lifer, Recall and IPP clients... Obtain specialist advocacy at your parole hearing from our in house advocacy team backed up by barristers. We Obtain specialist advocacy at handpicked your parole prison hearinglaw from our in house provide a national service. advocacy team backed up by handpicked prison law barristers to enable us to provide a nationwide service. New Crown Court and Cold Case Reviews



We haveand a particular interest in clients facing further allegations where Crime Cold Case Reviews... new evidence has come to light due to forensic science advances as charges relating violence, sexual offences well as new We have a particular interestto in serious clients facing allegations relating and to fraud. Our expert knowledge of both crime andnew prison law puts us in a old unsolved offences especially those where evidence has strong position to protect clients interests both at court and at the come to light due to forensic science advances. Parole Board. We have represented clients in criminal Crown Court matters as far afield as Chester, Liverpool, Preston, Chelmsford, Founding members, serving for first 3 years Birmingham, Guildford, Basildon, Cambridge and Ipswich.



as Chair and Deputy Chair of The Association of Prison Lawyers Nationwide Service - Video Link also available



We look forward to hearing from you.



Founding members, serving for first 3 years as Nationwide Service Chair and Deputy Chair of The Association Prison Lawyers Video Link alsoofavailable Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers
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So you think it is all over... Emma Davies, Head of the Prison Law department at Hine Solicitors, together with Melanie Plant of the department look at the recall process following release on licence and what to do if you find yourself subject to it



R



elease is the first step of many hurdles for those being released on licence supervision into the community. Whilst many people complete their period of supervision on licence in the community without issue, some are not so fortunate and may find that their licence is revoked and they are arrested and recalled back to prison.



that they can find out both the reasons for their recall and whether they have been recalled subject to a standard or fixed term recall. Thought should be given about contacting a prison law specialist as soon as possible so that they can ensure that they are advised as to the recall process and be assisted in the preparation of any written representations deemed necessary.



THE RECALL PROCESS; WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENS?



FIXED OR STANDARD RECALL?



The initial decision to recall an offender will be made by the Offender Manager at the Probation Service. They will prepare a report for recall setting out the details and reasons for an offenders recall to custody. This report is submitted to Public Protection Casework Section (PPCS) at the Ministry of Justice. Once the PPCS have made the decision to recall, an offender will be arrested by the police and taken to the local police station. They will then usually be taken straight to their local remand prison. It is important that an inmate makes sure that they request sight of their recall paperwork as soon as they have been returned to custody so



When someone is initially recalled to custody, their Offender Manager will have completed a risk assessment to assess whether or not they are suitable for a Fixed Term Recall or a Standard Recall. The relevant test is that: ‘The person is suitable for automatic release only if the Secretary of State is satisfied that he will not present an identifiable risk of serious harm to members of the public if he is released at the end of the 28 day period beginning with the date on which he is returned to custody.’ Those offenders who are considered automatically ineligible for an FTR are now limited to those serving an indeterminate sentence, extended sentence or extended determinate



Talking sense www.hinesolicitors.com



Specialising in Criminal Defence and all Prison Law - Nationwide Service Licence Recall Adjudications Parole Hearings IPP Queries Judicial Review Sentence Planning Issues Applications for Early Release Lifer Issues Applications under the Guittard Criteria For immediate help and assistance contact our large team of specialists led by Emma Davies on 01242 256686



Or write to: FREEPOST RSTC-URCY-XYZA, 149-151 Fairview Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL52 2EX Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



sentence. This is less strict than the last test for FTRs and allows for the possibility of receiving a second FTR on the same sentence. I AM SUBJECT TO A FIXED TERM RECALL (FTR) WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? The consequences for those receiving an FTR are that they will be automatically released 28 days after their recall to custody. If you feel that the decision to recall you was at all unfair, you still have the opportunity to do something about it and can submit representations to the Parole Board to request that you are released before the end of the 28 day period. If you submit representations against your recall before the end of the 28 day period, your matter must be referred to the Parole Board immediately to consider your immediate re-release on licence. This will particularly be the case if new evidence comes to light that calls into question the decision to recall you. It is therefore advisable to contact a solicitor as soon as you have been recalled to custody. It is possible to do this when you are at the police station following your arrest and prior to your return to prison but you must ensure that the firm you contact has knowledge and expertise in prison law matters. The sooner you get the ball rolling the quicker representations can be submitted and the quicker your case for re-release can be reviewed. I AM NOT SUBJECT TO FIXED TERM RECALL BUT A STANDARD RECALL; WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? If you are not deemed suitable for an FTR then you will be subject to a Standard Recall. ‘Offenders who are given a standard recall are liable to remain in custody until the end of their licence. They may be re-released earlier if the Secretary of State or the Parole Board is satisfied that the risks presented by the offender can be safely managed within the community’. This means that your release will always have to be directed by the Parole Board and that the test that will be applied when considering whether to direct your re-release will be whether your risk is such that it can now be safely managed in the community. You are able to submit written representations to the Parole Board about the circumstances of your recall, your progress since recall and any other relevant information in order to assist the Parole Board regarding your manageability on licence in the community. I AM AN IPP/LIFE SENTENCE PRISONER. WILL MY RECALL BE ANY DIFFERENT? For Indeterminate Sentenced prisoners, your suitability for re-release will always be assessed by way of an oral hearing in front of the Parole Board. Your matter will be listed for an oral hearing as soon as possible after your recall and, should you not be successful at that time, the timetable for review will be set by the Secretary of State for all future reviews. Your



review timetable will be set with reference to the particular circumstances of your case but must be within two years of your last review. As with determinate sentence recalls you are able to submit written representations to the Parole Board in the same way. I HAVE SUBMITTED REPRESENTATIONS WHAT WILL HAPPEN NOW? For determinate sentence prisoners the Parole Board initially considers the case on the papers but only has the power to do two things:1. Direct release; or 2. Make no recommendation for release. If the Board decides to refuse release the decision as to when the case will next be considered rests with the Secretary of State, who must refer the inmate’s case back to the Parole Board no later than 12 months after the initial decision not to re-release. WILL MY CASE GO TO AN ORAL HEARING? If a decision is made by the Parole Board not to re-release a determinate sentence inmate from reading the papers then they will be provided with an opportunity to request that their matter proceed to an oral hearing before the Parole Board. The inmate only has 28 days following the initial decision not to re-release, to make such a request and certain criteria must be met in order for such a case to proceed to a hearing. Oral hearings are not an automatic right. Oral hearings are however automatically given for those inmates who are indeterminate sentence prisoners subject to a life or IPP licence and therefore their re-release will only be considered before a panel of the Parole Board. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? For determinate sentence recalls it is important to remember that the Secretary of State now retains a power to re-release an inmate at any time. Therefore if there is new information that has come to light or a significant event that has taken place that could be used to either persuade the PPCS to refer a case to the Secretary of State to consider re-release prior to the annual 12 month review, then this should be done. If the PPCS do not feel that the case should be referred to the Secretary of State for an immediate decision on the papers, then they may re-refer the case to the Parole Board for an earlier review based upon this new information. When indeterminate sentence prisoners are not re-released at the initial recall review, the PPCS will set the timetable for the next review. This cannot be more than two years from the initial decision. It is important to note indeterminate sentence prisoners, although subject to an automatic hearing, will only be entitled to ask the Parole Board to direct their re-release on licence. The initial recall review will therefore not make any recommendation about an inmate’s suitability for open conditions, unless a recall referral specifically requests advice on this issue. Be proactive, it is not all over just because you have been recalled. It is important to know that you do not have to face the recall process alone. Whatever the stage your recall is at, it is always best to gain legal advice and Legal Aid, subject to your means, is available for this.
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Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 Challenging surveillance evidence Aziz Rahman, Solicitor and Jonathan Lennon, Barrister



T



here was a period of time after the Human Rights Act 1998 (“HRA”) came into force when there was a rash of challenges to the admissibility of covertly obtained evidence. More recently, there has been more of a settled period as the law has bedded in. We however believe there is still plenty of room for pro-active defenders to challenge covert surveillance material in appropriate cases. As surveillance gradually becomes an almost everyday reality for us, so we needed to be ever more vigilant and demand that the Courts protect us from mis-use of these powers. Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 Since the HRA came into force each one of us has certain rights guaranteed, for example the right to a fair trial - this is guaranteed under Article 6 of the European Convention. But you also have a right to privacy, this is guaranteed under Article 8. The State can only infringe this guaranteed right - e.g. by listening to your conversations, following you etc, if it is for a reason proscribed in Article 8(2), e.g. “for the prevention of disorder or crime” and then only if the interference is ‘proportionate’ and “in accordance with the law”. This last part (lawfulness) has landed the UK in trouble in Strasbourg especially in the 1980s and 1990s. The UK Government was forced to introduce legislation in an attempt to comply with the Convention which the UK had signed up to and is now enshrined in our law by the Human Rights Act. The Government knew it had to introduce legislation in order to make surveillance ‘in accordance with the law’ before the Human Rights Act came into effect in October 2000. The result was the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA). Under RIPA the different types of surveillance are labelled as either ‘directed’, ‘intrusive’ or ‘covert human intelligence source (CHIS)’. For each type of surveillance it must be shown to be ‘necessary’ and that the invasion of privacy necessary will be the minimum possible - i.e. ‘proportionate’. If properly authorised the fruits of this type of surveillance may become admissible in a criminal trial, except telephone intercept material which generally cannot be used in evidence - the material is used for intelligence purposes only, as under s17 of RIPA there is a prohibition on even asking questions at trial about the use of telephone intercepts. The Home Office has produced a Covert Surveillance Code of Practice which sets out the detailed procedural rules that must be followed to have each type of surveillance properly authorised. The Code of Practice is to be replaced - a new draft version was produced in July 2014. Types of Surveillance Authorities Directed Surveillance: this is covert but not intrusive. It is likely to reveal private information about a person. This is the most basic type of surveillance under the Act, in reality it is ‘tailing’ someone, following them, photographing and videoing them. It requires only internal authorisation by a designated person who believes that it is proportionate to the aim sought to be achieved. Thus if it is a police force that is the authorising agency then a Superintendent will authorise in most cases; per RIPA (Directed Surveillance and CHIS) Order 2010/521, Schd 1. Intrusive Surveillance: this is defined as covert surveillance carried out in relation to anything taking place on residential premises or in any private vehicle. Such surveillance must be authorised by an Officer of at least Superintendent rank. However, according to the



Code of Practice, para 5.19, a police authorisation will not take effect until it has been approved by a Surveillance Commissioner (except in urgent cases). Surveillance Commissioners are independent overseers of the operation of the Act there to attempt to protect our society becoming a nation of suspects rather than citizens. The grounds required for the authorisation of intrusive surveillance are narrower than for directed surveillance. Covert Human Intelligence Source: this is defined as a person who establishes or maintains a personal relationship with a person for the covert purpose of using the relationship with a person or covertly disclosing information obtained by the use of such a relationship or as a consequence of such a relationship. This clearly includes under-cover officers. The authorisations may be made by a limited list of senior persons and the grounds are identical to those for directed surveillance. There has been a recent change in the law of authorising a CHIS; RIPA (CHIS: Relevant Sources) Order 2013 (came into force 1/1/14). A ‘relevant source’ is a police officer and these new rules deal with long-term deployment of sources. Some undercover officers have to be in place for very protracted period of time - e.g. for ‘legend building’. These rules impose a tighter review process. It is these long term undercover officers that have caused so much embarrassment for the police in recent times given the callous behaviour of some of the officers concerned towards their ‘targets’ and the complete lack of respect for individuals and their privacy; see e.g. the 29 convictions quashed in environmental protesters Drax coal case. Intercepts: Intercept warrants are now authorised under s1 of RIPA. Under the Code of Practice only a very small number of very senior officials are authorised to make applications. The warrants must be personally authorised by the Home Secretary. The level of intrusion is regarded as very high and so only the most serious cases attract this type of authorised intrusion. However, the material cannot be used in evidence. Challenging Admissibility What clients want to know from us is can ‘can covertly obtained material be excluded’? The answer, in principle, is ‘yes’. Of course it all depends on the circumstances of the case and proper challenges are more and more difficult to raise now that the authorities are completely used to RIPA and how it works. What should first of all be considered is the reason for the application for covert surveillance in the first place, and then consider whether there is any force in an argument that the material should be excluded. This will inevitably involve human rights arguments and, very likely, Public Interest Immunity applications too. Article 8: As mentioned above it is important for the police to ensure that the intrusion is properly authorised and the proper procedures in the Codes of Practice have been adhered to. If not then it is arguable that the surveillance is not “in accordance with law” as required under Article 8(2) of the European Convention. If not properly authorised the intrusion will have been a breach to the right of privacy and thereby unlawful. This opens up the case for arguing that evidence should be excluded or even, if there is bad faith on the part of the officers, for the prosecution to be stopped as an abuse of process, see R v Grant [2005] EWCA Crim 1089. It used to be a fairly straightforward task of asking the prosecution for copies of the written RIPA applications and authorisations which would then be sent to the defence team with the highly sensitive information blacked out - then at least the defence could start to consider whether the operation was ‘proportionate’ or not and prepare for a possible exclusion argument. However, following the cases of R v G.S. and Ors [2005] EWCA 887, unrep. 22/4/05, it will now be more difficult for the defence to demand the applications and authorisation forms. The Court of Appeal has made it clear that the Act provides all the relevant law-



fulness safeguards and if there is a challenge all the Crown have to do is produce the relevant authorisations to the Judge only for his inspection. In any event the case-law and modern police practice is helping to ensure that those lawfulness challenges will only be successful in a very limited number of cases, see e.g.; R v Button [2005] EWCA Crim 516, 4/3/05. Even if a certain police operation was found to be unlawful and violated the suspect’s Article 8 rights, the next question is; ‘so what?’ What must be remembered is that a breach of Article 8 does not mean that the material must be excluded as a fair trial could take place under Article 6. It all depends on the circumstances but the case law tends to be leaning towards a requirement of bad faith before an Article 8 violation will have an impact on a criminal trial. Where, for example, police officers have deliberately placed someone in a police cell in order to record the comments made by the cell-mate then that may lead to a violation that is sufficient for the Court to intervene; see R v Allan [2005] Crim LR 716 or if communications between a lawyer and a prison are monitored, per R v Grant [2005] 2 Cr. App. R 28, CA. But, in R v Plunkett [2013] 1 WLR 3121 the police bugged a police van transporting two suspects to the police station for interviews. Each gave no comment interviews at the police station on legal advice. But incriminating remarks were made in private discussions between the suspects in the police van. The Court of Appeal held that this was not a violation of the Code of Practice and the evidence was therefore admissible. This was based at least partly on the fact that the surveillance was not in the prison cell - i.e. a place where suspects slept - which could be regarded as ‘residential’ and therefore ‘intrusive surveillance’ requiring a higher grade of authorisation. The police van did not fall into that category. The Grant case was expressly disapproved by the Privy Council in Curtis Warren v Att. General for Jersey [2011] 2 ALL ER 513, PC. In that case the police had placed an audio probe in the defendants hire car which would be driven through a number of overseas
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European countries. The police knew that permission from those countries had been refused for the use of such devices but went ahead anyway. The consequent abuse of process application failed, a decision upheld on appeal. However, that case was an abuse of process case, rather than an exclusion of evidence case. There is still scope to argue for exclusion of unlawfully obtained evidence because the right to a fair trial under Article 6 imports a certain standard on the behaviour of the State including police, prosecutors and Courts. RIPA has been with us for some time now. There are some 43 categories of public authority able to watch over us in some way or other under RIPA. Unarguably the Courts have given the police and the prosecution much leeway in the authorisation process but still we can rely on the authorities to go to excess from time to time and breach the rules in such a fundamental way that people can literally get off a murder charge; see R v Sutherland &Ors (2002) Jan 29, Nottingham Crown Court - when the police recorded conversations between suspects and their legal advisors. Edward Snowden, the ex US National Security Agency analyst, currently in Russia, revealed mass electronic surveillance on a staggering scale in programmes called PRISM and TEMPORA. Liberty is currently challenging the Government about the legality of these programmes. The point is that State surveillance of individuals is on the rise and pro-active defenders should be doing all they can to probe and test the lawfulness of surveillance evidence in covert surveillance cases. Jonathan Lennon is a Barrister specialising in serious and complex criminal defence cases based at 33 Chancery Lane Chambers, London. He has extensive experience in all aspects of financial and serious crime and the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. He is ranked by both Legal 500 Chambers & Ptnrs & is recognised in C&P’s specialist POCA section. Aziz Rahman is a Solicitor- Advocate and Partner at the leading Criminal Defence firm Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, specialising in Human Rights, Financial Crime and Large Scale Conspiracies/Serious crime. Rahman Ravelli are members of the Specialist Fraud Panel and have been ranked by Legal 500 as an ‘excellent’ firm with Aziz Rahman being described as ‘first class and very experienced’. The firm is also ranked in Chambers & Partners.



SOLICITORS



Specialists in Defending Serious Crime Rahman Ravelli has built an enviable reputation as a leading criminal defence firm. Our Practice is nationwide and we have developed an expertise in handling substantial and complex cases particularly those involving difficult legal challenges, especially in the Human Rights area. We continue to successfully protect the rights of the individual in all areas of criminal law. We recognise that criminal cases today are not merely decided on eye witness testimony, but on other issues such as whether evidence can be successfully argued to be inadmissible or the prosecution made to disclose evidence helpful to the defence case. Our dedicated team of criminal lawyers are always up to date with the latest developments in the law to ensure that no stone is left unturned. The lawyers have wide ranging experience of defending cases of significant complexity and seriousness. Our reputation means that we are able to instruct the most able counsel to conduct trials. We appoint Counsel, Queen’s Counsel and Experts who have passed our vigorous vetting procedures. High Profile Cases Rahman Ravelli routinely deals with large, high profile cases and is experienced in dealing with criminal matters all the way to the House of Lords. RIPA Our speciality is defending cases involving large scale police operations where authorities have been granted under the Regulations of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA); i.e. The use of Informants / Covert Surveillance (including Covert Listening devices) / Undercover Offices; and Material which demands an expertise in disclosure & PII concerns
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Legal Q&A



If you have a question you would like answered please send to: ‘Legal’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. (including your name, number and prison)



MB - HMP Wymott



Q



I’m serving an IPP sentence and suffer from Asperger’s Syndrome and feel at a disadvantage when I need to communicate with psychologists and probation as it’s possible to say the ‘wrong thing’ in a social setting which leads to more work being identified. Is it legal and am I protected by the Disability Discrimination Act?



A



Inside Time Legal Forum Answers to readers’ legal queries are given on a strictly without liability basis. If you propose acting upon any of the opinions that appear, you must first take legal advice. Carringtons Solicitors, Cartwright King Solicitors, Henry Hyams Solicitors, Hine Solicitors, Olliers Solicitors, Rhodes Law (Scotland), Rodman Pearce, Thomas Horton LLP Solicitors, Wells Burcombe Solicitors Send your Legal Queries (concise and clearly marked ‘legal’) to: Lorna Elliott, Solicitor c/o Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. For a prompt response, readers are asked to send their queries on white paper using black ink or typed if possible.



J Benson Solicitors Ltd Your local London Based Solicitors



JB



We will go the extra mile for you!



Prison Law



Services Offered Under Legal Aid



Your disability should be well documented within prison and probation records, however it may be helpful for you to provide those you work with information on Asperger’s Syndrome or ask them to research the traits associated with the condition. Asperger’s Syndrome is a form of autism which is a special kind of disability that affects the way a person communicates and relates to people around them. It is a very difficult disability to understand so the more information that is provided the better. You are disabled under the Equality Act 2010 if you have a physical or mental impairment that has a ‘substantial’ and ‘long-term’ negative effect on your ability to do normal daily activities. Forms of autism are covered under the Act however it should not be assumed that just because further risk reduction work may be identified it is as a result of the correspondent’s disability. As an IPP prisoner it may be advisable to obtain an independent psychological report assessing risk at the time of your tariff expiry. You should instruct an experienced prison law solicitor nearer the time. Response supplied by Lisa Gianquitto, Carrington Solicitors



HG - HMP Stafford



Q



I was sentenced to 5 years custody plus 4 years extended license in January 2011. My sentence was correctly calculated showing my CRD at 2 and a half years, half way through the custodial period. The SED



• Oral Hearings • IPP & Lifer Post Tariff Reviews • Independent Adjudications • Recalls • Sentence Calculation
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• Re-cat Reviews • Pre Tariff Lifer & IPP Reviews • Sentence Plan issues • HDC & Appeals • ROTL • Access to Offending Behavioural Work • Licence Conditions
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• Crown Court • Magistrates Court • Appeals • CCRC Applications



plus, all Family Law & Immigration Matters



Just a phone call away when you need us .....



and a high success rate to be proud of! Contact Juliet or David



at: J Benson Solicitors 270 Kilburn High Road, London NW6 2BY



0207 625 4300 24hour Emergency 0 7 9 0 3 7 6 6 6 4 5



and LED were the same date at the end of the 9 year total. In August 2011, I received a 6 month sentence in a separate court for an unrelated offence. This was added to my time in custody; however both my LED and SED were extended by 6 months. It is my understanding that for offences committed on or after 4th April 2005 where the sentence is 12 months or less then the offender will be released unconditionally until the SED, in this case for 3 months. Should then my LED be 3 months before my SED to allow for this and if not why?



A



This doesn’t sound correct in my opinion. Taking into consideration the principles of totality, I find it very hard to believe that the 6 month period would be served consecutive to the extended licence period. It is more likely that it would be added to the 5 year custodial period although I would expect it to run concurrently in relation to the 5 year period. In the circumstances, therefore, you should make an application to the Sentence Calculation Department at your current establishment to make enquiries about the actual conditional release date and your sentence and licence expiry dates. I believe that you have been misinformed and it would be very strange for a 6 month period of imprisonment to be added consecutively to the end of an extended licence period. Response supplied by Jeremy Pinson, Olliers Solicitors



IM - HMP Swaleside



Q



Last year I had a Parole Board hearing and the facts written in their report were lies and misinterpretations from the judge’s sentencing remarks. I feel if I had CCTV evidence of the Parole Board hearing I’d have no problem to prove the Parole Board were unfair and perverted my case. My solicitor said we have no chance to appeal. I’ve changed solicitor and he says he cannot



A



Firstly, I note that you appear to have issues with the Judge’s sentencing comments. You should be able to obtain the calendar number from your previous solicitors who will be in a position to obtain a transcript of actual sentence if it is available (this may incur further cost) this could then be forwarded on to the Parole Board for future hearings. At a tribunal such as a Parole Board the matter is private and therefore it is not permissible for you to have closed circuit television at the hearing itself. I note you have indicated that your solicitor on receipt of the decision indicated that there was no chance to appeal the decision of the Parole Board. The Parole Board always have the power and the discretion to reconsider a decision and therefore a request could have been made through correspondence. Alternatively, Judicial Review still remains as an avenue available to challenge Parole Board decisions under the changes of scope implemented in December 2013. It is, however, worth bearing in mind it is now very difficult to obtain funding for Judicial Review through the Legal Aid Agency. It is also not permissible to have any recording equipment or spy equipment at the hearing itself. The Parole Board pride themselves on being independent and will attempt to deal with the hearing on the basis of the evidence that is presented, this includes both the reports prepared by both the Offender Supervisor and the Offender Manager and evidence taken from yourself in verbal cross examination. Response supplied by Jeremy Pinson, Olliers Solicitors
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Do you think we could get permission from the Supreme Court to give the solicitor permission to secretly record so we can prove the Parole Board have been unfair?
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obtain the hearing DVD or use spy equipment to record the hearing.
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Inside Time is proud to publish the 2014/15 EDITION of the most comprehensive guide to prisons and prison related services.



£35 from all good bookshops or Online at www.insidetime.org for £25 +£7.50p&p To order your copy contact: Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ.
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If you have a question you would like answered please send to: ‘Robert Banks’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. (including your name, number and prison) sentence will be increased. Is that right?



Banks on Sentence



A



Robert Banks, a barrister, writes Banks on Sentence. It is the second largest selling criminal practitioner’s text book and is used by judges for sentencing more than any other. The book is classified by the Ministry of Justice as a core judicial text book. The current edition has recently been published. The book will be available for tablets and computers shortly. The print copy costs £102 on the web and there are regular updates on www.banksr.com If you have access to a computer, you can follow Robert on: @BanksonSentence and you can receive our weekly sentencing Alerter.



Q



I have pleaded to a fraud and want the judge to see I am respectable so want a really good suit brought in. I went to a private school. The prison have been difficult in the past and I want to know my rights before I make demands. So what are my rights?



A



Before I answer that perhaps you won’t mind if I make some observations. The law does not divide defendants into two categories, ‘respectable’ and ‘others’. As you are on remand it can be assumed you committed a large and serious fraud. You will be treated the same as all defendants except for one group. The court usually give reduced sentences for those first-time defendants who, through problems in their upbringing or low IQ, have difficulty living in society. You may not like this but you will be treated the same as a burglar. The court should treat you respectfully but by your plea you are accepting your involvement in a serious offence and you will be treated just like the rest of those being sentenced. A prisoner who repeatedly asserts his rights will never achieve as much as a prisoner who uses quiet persuasion. You may have already found out that prisoners who think they are a cut above the rest are soon put in their place by the staff and other prisoners. The next matter is, as Mrs Thatcher, the former prime minister, learnt, the way you dress sends a message. Her style was called power dressing. Her clothes presented the message of power and confidence. It was very effective. Your clothes would also present a message but it may not be the one you want. If on the day of sentence you arrive in a very expensive suit, it will convey the message that you are rich and that you received a lot of money from the fraud. I anticipate there will be a confiscation application. Your suit may be in the judge’s mind



www.banksr.com when he or she determines the amount you should pay. My advice would be to dress down. Something clean and simple which the man next door might wear when he goes to the doctor’s. So what are your rights? Remand prisoners are entitled to access their own clothes, Prison Rules 1999 Rule 23. They are entitled to have their own clothing supplied from outside prison, but such a request can be refused if it means some of the clothes they already have need to be placed in storage, PSI 12/2011 para 2.6. However you have pleaded guilty so are no longer a remand prisoner. For those convicted at trial or recalled to custody post 1 November 2013, they will be graded ‘Entry Level’ under IEP (Incentives and Earned Privileges) scheme. Among the consequences of this is that they will be expected to wear prison issue clothing, PSI 30/2013, para 1.9. Jason and I’s experience is that prison authorities prefer prisoners to wear their own clothing and prisoners invariably do. If a prisoner attends court for a trial, prison clothing can cause difficulties. There is a danger that the clothing will inform a juror that the defendant is being held in prison which may be prejudicial. Problems often arise with suits being brought to court by relatives. Dock and security contractors invariably refuse to allow any clothing to be handed in at court. One can see why. Checking clothing for drugs, SIM cards and messages is not a task custody staff want to perform when they are running a busy custody area.



Q



I pleaded not guilty to common assault and was convicted because of my record. I was sentenced for that and for breach of a suspended sentence. I got 16 weeks for common assault and 8 weeks for the breach. My solicitor told me that I can appeal but that I will be found guilty and my



Have your lawyers let you down?



Contact: ‘Robert Banks’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Q



I keep being brought before the court and then sent to prison. I think it is because I keep turning up before the same biased magistrate. He sits alone and recognises me. Then, whatever my brief says, he sends me to prison. The offences are not serious. They are to pay for my drug habit. Is



A



It is possible to ask a judge or magistrate not to sit, or to ask a judge that a juror should not sit on your case because of bias. It is a very difficult application to make. Even when there is some good evidence, the applications invariably fail. The only reason you say the magistrate is biased is because he keeps sending you to prison. It is possible to argue that where prison is repeatedly tried and has repeatedly failed to stop the offending then the court should consider a community order or suspended sentence which addresses the causes of the offending. I haven’t seen any of your pre-sentence reports so I don’t know how viable this proposal is. However, the fact the magistrate keeps sending you to prison can be explained by your no doubt unfortunate record. The magistrate may feel if you are on the streets you will need to feed your habit and no community order is going to stop your offending. Consequently he keeps sending you to prison. On the facts you give you don’t have a choice of who hears your case. It is not like choosing which pub to go to.



Asking Robert and Jason questions:



Please make sure your question concerns sentence and not conviction and send the letter to Inside Time, marked for Robert Banks or Jason Elliott. Unless you say you don’t want your question and answer published, it will be assumed you have no objection to publication. It is usually not possible to determine whether a particular defendant has grounds of appeal without seeing all the paperwork. Analysing all the paperwork is not possible. The column is designed for simple questions and answers. No-one will have their identity revealed. Letters which a) are without an address, b) cannot be read, or c) are sent direct, cannot be answered. Letters sent by readers to Inside Time are sent on to a solicitor, who forwards them to Robert and Jason. If your solicitor wants to see previous questions and answers, they are at www.banksr.com.
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there any way I can ask someone else to deal with my case? My solicitor says there isn’t.



Divorce Care Proceedings Contact with Children Custody Ancillary Relief



FIRSTIMMIGRATION



Do you want Robert Banks or Jason Elliott to represent you? Robert is a specialist in obtaining reduced sentences for large-scale drug importers and suppliers. Jason is a specialist in challenging unlawful actions by HM Prison Service, the Parole Board and the police.



You do not say which court sentenced you. It is likely to have been the Magistrates’ Court. If this is the case then, if you appeal, the court will usually find you guilty again and then they do have the ability to increase your sentence. The case is not heard by a jury but by a judge and no less than two magistrates. Your sentences were comparatively short and I would be most surprised if the court was remotely interested in your appeal. I dealt with the position about increasing sentences at the Court of Appeal last month. That Court cannot alter the sentence so the defendant is treated more severely than he or she was at the Crown Court. They can, however, order that a number of days awaiting an appeal do not count as time served.
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Reading
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Get Into Reading



Reading group round-up



Susan, Laura, Kirsty, Bev, Leah and Ruth (Case Manager) at Aspull Women’s Project Probation Relax and Read group, funded by Achieve North West, read with Claire Yates.



Image courtesy of Matthew Meadows



The report this month comes from Full Sutton where demand for reading groups is so high there are now two thriving groups and a list of people waiting to join. This month’s book is The Gospel According to Cane by Courttia Newland, generously supplied, as ever, by Roehampton University. We are also very grateful to the fantastic organisation, English PEN, who funded a visit by the author to join this month’s discussion. To extend Courttia’s visit to as many as possible, we amalgamated our two reading groups for the afternoon as well as inviting along all those on the waiting list and a few more fans of Courttia who made themselves known. There were about 25 of us altogether including Joy Matthews, librarian, and Gerry Ryan, Writer in Residence, who both run the reading groups at Full Sutton. The group became interested in Courttia Newland’s work a couple of years ago when we read ‘Re-Entry’, a short story in his collection: A Book of Blues (Flambard Press, 2011). The story centres upon a successful young man returning to the borough where he grew up to see an old friend. Courttia evokes the feeling of separateness that has grown between them so powerfully that the first question everyone wanted to ask was how autobiographical it was. This led to a most interesting discussion about Courttia becoming a writer from working class roots and a background in music and how the story was written from his wondering how it would be if he went back, only to walk away without guilt. Guilt is a theme that runs through The Gospel According to Cane with its female protagonist, Beverley Cottrell, a middle class African Caribbean woman, who dreams of her ancestors in Barbados colluding with slavery by selling shackles and whips. Following the kidnapping of her baby boy Malakay twenty years ago, Beverley has become fixated with the sense of pain she is left with and how this relates to her feelings of guilt. Courttia peppers the epistolary novel, written as if Beverley’s journal, with quotes about pain and we were all fascinated by this device and its connection to the symbol of guilt in the story and the reference to cane - sugar cane - in the title of the novel. But more fascinating than this was the discovery we made that this had not actually been Courttia’s original title for the novel. The original title was The After-School Club and this revelation shone a whole new angle on the novel for us. In the novel, Beverley is a volunteer, teaching creative writing to an after-school club comprising such characters as



‘The Grime Reaper’, Hayley and Sam who become fiercely protective of Beverley when someone claiming to be her lost son, Malakay, comes back into her life, now aged twenty. Someone who Beverley believes to be her son although she does not feel she recognises him or knows him as she thought she might. The after-school club, their detachment from society and their perceived delinquency stand for the whole of the novel which examines the perception of a divide between one generation and the next: the disconnection, alienation and feeling of estrangement. The final burning question we had was the relevance of all those quotes from the song, How Much is that Doggie in the Window? Well, when Courttia told us it was obvious. We all highly recommend the book - read it for yourselves and see if you can work out the answer. Thank you to Courttia for a truly inspiring afternoon and thank you to Roehampton University and English PEN for their great and ongoing support. The Full Sutton group is part of the Prison Reading Groups project (PRG), sponsored by the University of Roehampton and generously supported by Give a Book www. giveabook.org.uk, Random House Group and Profile Books. If your prison doesn’t have a reading group, encourage your librarian to have a look at the PRG website www.roehampton.ac.uk/ prison-reading-groups. PRG has also worked with National Prison Radio to start a radio book club. If you have access to NPR, listen out for details and ways to take part.



Love Is Not All Love is not all: it is not meat nor drink Nor slumber nor a roof against the rain; Nor yet a floating spar to men that sink And rise and sink and rise and sink again; Love can not fill the thickened lung with breath, Nor clean the blood, nor set the fractured bone; Yet many a man is making friends with death Even as I speak, for lack of love alone. It well may be that in a difficult hour, Pinned down by pain and moaning for release, Or nagged by want past resolution’s power, I might be driven to sell your love for peace, Or trade the memory of this night for food. It well may be. I do not think I would. Edna St. Vincent Millay Reprinted courtesy of Holly Peppe, Literary Executor, The Millay Society.



Susan: Quite complicated this, isn’t it? Is it somebody who’s ill? It’s a bit… I can’t get this. Everyone laughs in agreement. Claire: Yes, there’s quite a lot going on in this poem. Bev: Is it someone who’s being dragged down by somebody else? Laura: That’s what I thought. Ruth: Love is not everything, it’s not your food and drink, and you need this to live. Claire: It’s a long list of things that love isn’t, isn’t it? Sink and rise and sink again - that’s interesting… Bev: It’s ups and downs, like a boat. Claire: Mm - and what about these images of blood and bone? Pretty graphic, isn’t it! Ruth: Could it be war? Susan: I thought that too. Claire: Yet many a man is making friends with death … for lack of love alone That’s a really sad line. Love is powerful enough to make people want to die if they don’t possess it. Is that true or…? Susan: Some people feel they are unloved, don’t they? I think it describes a lot of people.



ShannonTrust



Do you, or anyone you know, struggle with reading? The Shannon Trust Reading Plan (Toe by Toe) is a simple & efficient way of helping people to learn to read. Prisoners who can read teach prisoners who can’t. If you would like more information on how to become involved, as either a Mentor or a Learner , contact the Reading Plan Lead in your prison (ask a Shannon Trust Mentor who this is) or write to: Shannon Trust, Freepost RSXC - RUBB-JGRG, 2nd Floor, 89 Embankment, Vauxhall, London SE1 7TP.



between men and women on that score? Laura: I don’t think men declare it as much as women. Ruth: I don’t think men do it as much as women - women tend to be a bit more loving with their friends than men do. Susan: My husband’s really affectionate with the kids, but he can get embarrassed. Laura: They don’t like showing it as much, like when somebody dies. Bev: If someone’s broke their heart, they don’t show it as much as women do. They just carry on. Claire: So, like the poem, a man may end up doing something drastic because of that lack of love? Bev: I’ve known a few like that. Tragic. Susan: This poem’s depressing considering it’s supposed to be about love! Claire: But is love all nicey nicey? Susan: No - you might love someone, but there are days when you find them annoyingit’s a love/ hate thing, a fine line. As a mum you might love your kids, but not like them. Claire: Are you saying love changes? “Yes, all the time,” agree the group. Claire: What about the last part of the poem? Ruth: Sounds like a time of upheaval or war, a lack of food but, even so, they wouldn’t give up their love. Claire: We don’t immediately associate pain and moaning with love, do we? But maybe you would go through these for love…? Susan: You don’t want someone you love in pain - you want to take it away from them, but you can’t. Everyone nods. “It’s hard.” Claire: So, going back to the title, do you think the poet believes that Love is Not All? Bev: She’s comparing it to all of life’s strifes. Ruth: I don’t think so - I think she does believe love is all. She wouldn’t give it up for anything. The group nods in agreement.



The group concurs. Claire: Is it difficult to tell people that you love them? Susan: I tell people, friends, family - I tell everybody. Because you never know, do you? I find it strange when people don’t do that. My husband says his parents loved their kids, but never showed their feelings. They are very private. Old fashioned. ‘‘Some people find it hard,” someone says. Claire: Do you think there’s a difference



The Reader Organisation is an award-winning charitable social enterprise working to connect people through great literature. In weekly sessions, a chapter from a novel or a short story and a poem are read aloud with pauses for discussion. Anyone in the group may choose to read too. Connections are made with thoughts and feelings; some people reflect on these privately, others are more vocal. Either is fine. The emphasis is on enjoying the literature.



Reading
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The old creepy house HB - HMYOI Warren Hill / PEN Short Story Flash Fiction Winner see little. Then they could make out that they were stepping on an animal skin rug. They looked up to see the head of a tiger with big scary teeth and eyes on fire. One of them started to shout but the other boy covered his mouth to silence him. Now they could see animals all around the room: black fur, glowing eyes, horns, teeth, giant ears. Suddenly they heard the tapping noise behind them. They looked back and saw the old man with his walking stick looking straight at them. ‘What are you doing here?’ he asked calmly. One of them acted as a lookout while the other two approached the old creepy house. Dirty smoke rose from its chimney like an omen. When they heard the cough they rushed to hide. The glass in the window was broken and they could smell something rotten coming from the inside. They heard the cough again and a strange tapping sound. They crept around the back of the house and found the door open. One of them pushed the other inside and said, ‘Go on! I’ll follow you!’ It was dark and smelly at first and they could



The kids screamed and ran out as fast as possible. One of them dropped his mobile. The next day they came back to the house and knocked on the door. The old man stood there, coughing. He smiled and said, ‘Did you forget something? Come in, come in’. He talked to them about the animals he had collected from all over the world. He showed them creatures they had never imagined existed. A few weeks later there was an ambulance outside the house. They never saw the old man again. New people moved in. The window was fixed. The smell was gone.



Have you ever served in the Armed Forces? Do you or your partner need help? If the answer is yes, you may be eligible for advice and support from The Royal British Legion and SSAFA - two charities assisting the Service and ex-Service community, working together to reach all those eligible for assistance.



Whether you are still serving your sentence or are due for release, we may be able to provide support to you and your family. Regretfully we cannot make cash grants. Nor can we offer legal or appeals advice.



If you would like further information, or a visit from one of our caseworkers to talk about the support that is available please write to: TRBL / SSAFA (Ref Inside Time) Freepost SW1345, 199 Borough High Street London SE1 1AA



Or tell your partner to telephone The Royal British Legion Contact Centre on 0808 802 8080 (Mon - Sun 8am - 8 pm) or SSAFA on 0207 403 8783 or they can log on to



w w w. b r i t i s h l e g i o n . o r g . u k o r w w w. s s a f a . o r g . u k



20 terrifying two sentence horror stories 1



I woke up to hear knocking on glass. At first, I thought it was the window until I heard it come from the mirror again.



12



2



13



3



14



4



15



5



16



The last thing I saw was my alarm clock flashing 12:07 before she pushed her long rotting nails through my chest, her other hand muffling my screams. I sat bolt upright, relieved it was only a dream, but as I saw my alarm clock read 12:06, I heard my closet door creak open. Growing up with cats and dogs, I got used to the sounds of scratching at my door while I slept. Now that I live alone, it is much more unsettling. In all the time that I’ve lived alone in this house. I swear to God I’ve closed more doors than I’ve opened.



A girl heard her mom yell her name from downstairs, so she got up and started to head down. As she got to the stairs, her mom pulled her into her room and said “I heard that, too.”



6 7



She asked why I was breathing so heavily. I wasn’t.



My wife woke me up last night to tell me there was an intruder in our house. She was murdered by an intruder 2 years ago.



8



I awoke to the sound of the baby monitor crackling with a voice comforting my firstborn child. As I adjusted to a new position, my arm brushed against my wife, sleeping next to me.



9



I always thought my cat had a staring problem - she always seemed fixated on my face. Until one day, when I realized that she was always looking just behind me.



10 11



There’s nothing like the laughter of a baby. Unless it’s 1am and you’re home alone.



I was having a pleasant dream when what sounded like hammering woke me. After that, I could barely hear the muffled sound of dirt covering the coffin over my own screams.



“I can’t sleep,” she whispered, crawling into bed with me. I woke up cold, clutching the dress she was buried in. I begin tucking him into bed and he tells me, “Daddy, check for monsters under my bed.” I look underneath for his amusement and see him, another him, under the bed, staring back at me quivering and whispering, “Daddy, there’s somebody on my bed.” You get home, tired after a long day’s work and ready for a relaxing night alone. You reach for the light switch, but another hand is already there. I can’t move, breathe, speak or hear and it’s so dark all the time. If I knew it would be this lonely, I would have been cremated instead. She went upstairs to check on her sleeping toddler. The window was open and the bed was empty.



17



Don’t be scared of the monsters, just look for them. Look to your left, to your right, under your bed, behind your dresser, in your closet but never look up, she hates being seen.



18



My daughter won’t stop crying and screaming in the middle of the night. I visit her grave and ask her to stop, but it doesn’t help.



19



After working a hard day, I came home to see my girlfriend cradling our child. I didn’t know which was more frightening, seeing my dead girlfriend and stillborn child, or knowing that someone broke into my apartment to place them there.



20



There was a picture in my phone of me sleeping. I live alone.



If the stories above have inspired or intrigued you then why not have a go yourself? Inside Time will publish the best of your two-sentence short stories (any subject) in a future issue. So get writing and send your entries in!
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Crossword



TWENTY QUESTIONS TO TEST YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 1. Which British playwright wrote Chicken Soup with Barley and Chips with Everything? 2. Which musical term, of Italian origin, is used to describe separate, short detached notes?



10. In the 1922 film Nosferatu, a Symphony of Horrors, what type of horror creature was Nosferatu? 11. In the USA, in which decade was MTV launched? 12. Which cigar-smoking US comic was the husband and partner of the comedienne Gracie Allen? 13. What name is given to the process in which water vapour becomes liquid water? 14. The stage musical Gypsy depicts the real life rise to fame of which Burlesque star?



3. The dessert bread Panettone comes from which European country? 4. Which English playwright of the 1940s had West End hits with The Winslow Boy and The Browning Version? 5. In the children’s TV show Balamory, what is the name of the nursery schoolteacher? 6. According to legend, which character ‘peeped’ out of his window at Lady Godiva while she rode naked through Coventry? 7. Which Belgian cyclist won the Tour de France five times between 1969 and 1974?



Across



Down



1. A ball of tufted wool or silk as decoration (6) 5. Able to read and write (8) 9. Part of a US prison for those awaiting capital punishment (5,3) 10. A blue-violet colour (6) 11. Brazil’s second-largest city (3,2,7) 13. Irish New Age singer whose albums include “Watermark” and “A Day Without Rain” (4) 14. A television or radio programme in which celebrities are interviewed informally (4,4) 17. Tallulah —, American actress noted for her beauty and sophistication (8) 18. In Greek mythology, a queen of Sparta raped by Zeus in the form of a swan (4) 20. The administrative centre of an organisation (12) 23. A list of things to be done or discussed (6) 24. One appointed by a testator to carry out the wishes expressed in his or her will (8) 25. Advocating or characterised by total abstinence from alcoholic drink (8) Ian Beckwith A3728AQ HMP Chelmsford 26. Author of “The Joy Luck Club”(3,3)



Inside Poetry T H E T E N M I N U T E D E L A Y Y H K



H E L P O I U T A R A P E R P N H E A Y



E M Y P R E P A R A T I O N G T S U I A



B F R E E F I T H E V I S I T U D E M H



O H T A B T S U K M E R U C O N E V E U



An Image so Faint Counting the Days



X T U C O U T H E F U L L M O O N O R A



I E M Q A B A S D F P E R T D O T L A A



INSIDE POETRY N G R I N G O S F R E E C A H I H O I N S W D E R T Y U S E U I K J K D S Y V S U B Y I N M Y C E T L H F U H H G A N R H E L B N W I N G G O O R A N T B Q I M A G I N F T D F G H B N U U I G I E O T H E V I Z P I T H T I V Y T X C V B N I S G L I T A D N I L X H U N I M A G E S



F T I O H W L J I H G E N V Z I M A R O



2. A tournament in which both professionals and amateurs may play (4) 3. American actor best known for his starring role in the TV series “Columbo” (5,4) 4. A member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (6) 5. Author of “The Alexandria Quartet” (8,7) 6. Type of boat with two hulls flanking the main hull (8) 7. “Barnaby —”, a novel by Charles Dickens (5) 8. American golfer who, at the age of 21, became the youngest player to win the Masters Championship (5,5) 12. British actress made a Dame in 1969 (4,6) 15. Former name of Harare in Zimbabwe (9) 16. Peevish (8) 19. Swiss city designated in 1947 as the European centre for the United Nations (6) 21. Robert —, actor who starred in the 1939 film version of “Goodbye Mr Chips”(5) 22. In music, the concluding passage of a piece or movement (4)



L D D P H A L L D J R F M A X V H K A F



I F E P G H M C E D O N F E C E Y I G A



F L O V E O R L I F E A D L V H T R E I



E J U B S E M O C R E M M U S T E M G N



U J T C O U N T I N G T H E D A Y S K T



ACTS so MATTHEW No Cure An Image COLOSSIANS NAHUM Faint N-Wing CORINTHIANS PETER Counting the DEUTERONOMY PHILIPPIANS Poor Ant Days EPHESIANS PROVERBS Summer Comes PSALM EXODUS Free-Cat GALATIANS TheREVELATION Boxing Ring Help HEBREWS ROMANS SAMUEL of Life ISAIAH I stay in My Cell THESSALONIANS The Full JAMES TIMOTHY Moon TITUS Imagine JEREMIAH The Ten Minute JOB Out Inside Delay JOHN Institutionalised The Visit JOSHUA LUKE Love or Life The Viz MALACHI Mouse MARK



My Preparation



Check forward, backward and diagonally, they are all there! Thanks to Ian Beckwith - HMP Chelmsford for compiling this wordsearch. If you fancy compiling one for us please just send it in max 20 x 20 grid & complete with answers shown on a grid. If we use it we will send you £5 as a thank you!



8. Beginning in 1983, which TV comedy drama starred Timothy Spall, Jimmy Nail and Kevin Whately as British workmen abroad? 9. The city of Salzburg is in which country?



15. In the 2006 film Hollowoodland, which award-winning US actor starred as the actor George Reeves? 16. The three brothers Barry, Robin and Maurice Gibb formed which pop group in the 1960s? 17. In South America, Caracas is the capital city of which country? 18. Since 1957, which acronym has been given to the series of machines used to pick the numbers for the Premium Bond draw? 19. Kirkwall is the largest town in which group of Scottish Islands? 20. In 2005, Private Johnson Beharry became the first living soldier since 1969 to be awarded which decoration for valour?



CG LAW SOLICITORS



61 Birkenhead Street, London WC1H 8BB 020 7843 4344



[email protected] www.cg-law.co.uk



CG Law Solicitors is a London based firm of criminal defence lawyers and can assist in all defence cases regardless of where the court may be. We specialise in the following types of offences:



• Murder • Serious Drug Cases • Cannabis Cultivation • Fraud Charges • Money Laundering • Confiscation Matters Clients can be represented at the Magistrates or the Crown Courts and a team of lawyers are available to undertake representation on all types of criminal cases. They can also advise on matters of :



Appeals against a Conviction and/or Sentence When representing you, you can be assured of the very best attention at all times and committment to achieve the desired outcome. Only the best barristers are employed to assist and represent you.



We will not turn our back on you, you will not be alone. Please write to us at the above address.



Kendi dilinizde davanizin hazirlanmasini istiyoursaniz bizi arayin veya bize mektup gonderin gelip sizi gorelim, sizi dinleyelim, size yardim edelim cunku bizimle yalniz oldugunuzu unutacaksiniz. Turk vatandaslari cezanizi Turkiyede tamamlamak istiyorsaniz bizi arayin size yardimci olalim. Nese ju duhet ndihma yne ne gjuhen tuaj na kontaktoni.
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“QUOTES”



Pathfinder



That makes me want to vomit in my mouth. That’s like saying I’m having sex with my sister. Are you crazy? I wouldn’t even ménage with her!



Charlotte Church, was reported to be worth £25m when she was just 17. Last year she was reported to have just £8m left.



Cameron Diaz has shot down rumours that she had a fling with Drew Barrrymore



Every time I did drugs, I would come close to death. I’m very lucky to be alive and realise that. Nearly all the friends I used to get f***ed with are now dead. I am living on borrowed time



I’ve had Botox, everyone knows that, but I’m natural. I’ve never been one to wear make-up. You don’t need surgery to make yourself look younger, just change your hair colour Katie Price claimed that she is a fan of the natural look



I will have to work for the rest of my life. Not because I want to but because I have to.



4



Ozzy Osbourne



2 9



8 5 7 2 6



• • • • • • •



3 2 7 1 9 8 4 5 6



5 8 6 4 2 3 9 7 1



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2014. All rights reserved.



Daily Sudoku: Tue 15-Jul-2014



2 9 8 6 4 7 1 6 1 7 3 5 9 4 3 5 4 2 8 1 9 8 3 2 5 9 6 7 4 6 1 8 7 3 5 9 7 5 1 2 4 6 5 2 6 7 1 8 3 1 4 3 9 6 2 8 Indeterminate / Life Sentence issues 7 & IIP 8 Panels 9 4 3 5 2 Lifer, ESP



Coleen Rooney



RecallsDaily & Oral Hearings Sudoku: Tue 15-Jul-2014 medium Adjudications (North West region) Parole Representations Extensive Judicial Review experience Appeals / Criminal Cases Review Commission http://www.dailysudoku.com/



Accreditations include: • Members of Criminal Appeal Lawers Association • Association of Prison Lawyers • Manchester Prison Law Practitioner Group
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Aston Martin Audi Austin BMW Bugatti Caterham Chrysler Cortina Crossfire Discovery Ferrari Ford Consul Freelander Jaguar Lambourgini Lancia Lexus



Neil Speed is a former prisoner who came up with the concept of GEF BAD CHI whilst in prison. Inside Time features a GEF BAD CHI puzzle on this page. GEF BAD CHI by Neil Speed is published Maserati by Xlibris. RRP: £12.35 Using the letters G,E,F,B,A,D,C,H & I fill McLaren in the blank squares. Each letter A-I must appear only once in Metro each line column and 3x3 grid. Mini



32



Double



7



×6



/



10



+2



/



P lease send in your P athfinder and w e w ill pay you £5 if it is published.



Half



÷2



Miscarriages of Justice Appeals/CCRC Parole Independent Adjudications Other Prison Law work undertaken on a fixed fee basis.



contact the specialists



ASHLEY SMITH & CO



For a prompt response, wherever you are, call



Ashley Smith or Stuart Young



0208 463 0099 (24 HOUR)



Our team are experienced, professional, dedicated & approachable Ashley Smith & Co Criminal Defence Specialists 4-6 Lee High Road LONDON SE13 5LQ ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



Aston Martin Audi Austin BMW Bugatti Caterham Chrysler Cortina Crossfire Discovery Ferrari Ford Consul Freelander Jaguar Lambourgini Lancia Lexus Maserati McLaren Metro Mini Mondeo Morgan Peugeot Porche Range Rover Renault Seat Vauxhall Wolseley Zephyr Zodiac



Mondeo Morgan Submitted by Javed Robinson HMP Moorland . Start on the left with the first number and work Peugeot your way across following thePorche instructions in each cell. See how quickly you can do each puzzle Range Rover and how your times improve month by month! Answers on page below. If you would like to submit Renault similar puzzles we will pay £5Seat for any that are chosen for print. Please send in a minimum of three puzzles together with the answer! Vauxhall Wolseley Zephyr it / Square Root ×4 / Half it / ÷4 = ? Zodiac /



MIND GYM
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9 6 7 8 3 5 1 2 8 9 4



Coleen Rooney has shared her anger on Twitter



Charlotte Church



Katie Price



9 8 6 1 7 3 2



Feel sick..... just received my 4 cases 2 days late from BA Heathrow to Las Vegas. Opened them all and they have been completely ransacked... They have even took my toothbrush!! Why?



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2014. All rights reserved.



SUDOKU & GEFBADCHI



Cameron Diaz



Ozzy Osbourne
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CAPTION COMPETITION



Read all about it!



Mark Ellson HMP Woodhill



£25



Fonesavvy providers of ‘landline type numbers’ for mobile phones.



1. What date in July was Prince George’s first birthday?



prize is in the post



LAST MONTH’S WINNER



We will be making no statement - a full comment has been left on my voicemail for you all to report



Proud sponsors of Inside Time’s new PRIZE quiz ‘Read all about it!’



2. Which aircraft carrier was launched in July? 3. Which aircraft carrier completed its final tour at the end of July?



If you don’t want callers to be disadvantaged or put off by the high cost of calling your mobile - just get a landline number for it.



4. Which ‘Strictly’ star won a medal at the Commonwealth Games?



Calls to mobiles don’t have to be expensive!



5. Which pier was badly damaged by fire during the last week of July? 6. After his World Cup managerial duties, who came back to manage a Premier Team? 7. Sierra Leone has closed its borders because of which disease? 8. What is rumoured to have caused mystery illness of housemates in latest Big Brother? 9. Who lost his job in education at the latest cabinet re-shuffle? 10. What was the number of Malaysian plane shot down in the Ukraine?



Full details are available on our main advert in Inside Time and at



Sponsors of Jailbreak Sean Ellis - HMP Stafford (£25) S Farr - HMP Stafford (£5) Robert Pellham HMP Peterborough (£5)



>> To enter The winner will receive £25 and the two runner ups £5. See black box to the right for details of how to enter.



Answers to last months News quiz: 1. Wonga, 2. Ford, 3. 50, 4. 56p, 5. Rebekah Brookes, 6. Andy Coulson, 7. Chris Hoy, 8. Two, 9. Eastenders, 10. Collabro



insideknowledge The prize quiz where we give you the Questions and the Answers!



All the answers are within this issue of Inside Time - all you have to do is find them!!



Rebekah Brooks, with husband Charlie, has spoken for the first time after she was cleared of hacking charges at the Old Bailey.



Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt speaking with Prince Harry at the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow.



www.fonesavvy.co.uk



LAST MONTH’S WINNERS



Another £25 prize is on offer for the best caption to this month’s picture. What do you think is being thought or said here?



?



The first three names to be drawn with all-correct answers (or nearest) will receive a £25 cash prize. There will also be two £5 consolation prizes. The winners’ names will appear in next month’s issue. 1. Which Festival was started in 1947? 2. Who was pleased and surprised to meet this month’s star poet? 3. Whose protest kiss would have risked a death sentence in Uganda? 4. Who described Chris Grayling’s thinking as a ‘Neanderthal, philistine philosophy’? 5. Whose gloating face does Paul Rhodes not want to see? 6. Which book was written by flickering one eyelid to a translator? 7. Who saved Jonny’s life?



Please do not cut out any of these panels. Just send your entry to one or all of these competitions on a separate sheet of paper. Make sure your name, number and prison is on all sheets. Post your entry to:



Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. You can use one envelope to enter more than one competition just mark it ‘jailbreak’. A 1st or 2nd class stamp is required on your envelope. CLOSING DATE FOR ALL IS 26/08/14



8. Who wrote the novel ‘The London Eye Mystery’? 9. Which prison has been labelled ‘an unsafe prison’? 10. Whose Australian ambitions have been put on the shelf? 11. How many countries are already living beyond their ecological means? 12. How many over-60s were convicted in England and Wales last year? 13. Which ‘act’ can no religion or culture justify? 14. Who is in Cambs and not Marbs? 15. Who has forgotten what they look like?



Answers to Last Month’s Inside Knowledge Prize Quiz 1. HMP Gartree, 2. Hamlet, 3. Mr Briscoe, 4. P Stewart, 5. John McLaughlin, 6. Dr Bob Johnson, 7. Scrap Metal Insurance & Waste Carrier’s License, 8. British Airways, 9. 4, 595, 10. 5, 11. 200, 000, 12. 11th August, 13. Nathan Whitfield, 14. Shannon Trust, 15. Bad Boys’ Bakery (HMP Brixton)



Our three £25 Prize winners are: Sandra Fraser HMP Foston Hall, Andrew Craigie HMP Frankland, David McElligott HMP Thorn Cross Plus our £5 Consolation prizes go to: Michael Smith HMP Elmley, Ian Hodkinson HMP Altcourse



PROBLEM? WE CAN HANDLE IT!



CLARKE KIERNAN



We guarantee a prompt response, friendly advice and thoroughly reliable representation from an experienced team.



FIGHTING FOR THE RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS IN THE SOUTH EAST



Parole Hearings, Judicial Reviews, Recalls, Adjudications, & Categorisation Reviews We are Criminal and Prison Law Specialists The latest video link interview facilities are available to speed up the processes and avoid delay in having your concerns addressed. Write to Mark Bailey Bailey Nicholson Grayson Solicitors 15 Bourne Court Southend Road For a prompt service throughout the midlands and the south of England Ilford Essex IG8 8HD



0208 418 2909



SOLICITORS



WE ARE A RESPECTED ‘LEGAL 500’ FIRM FRANCHISED BY THE LEGAL SERVICES COMMISSION AND OUR DEDICATED AND EXPERIENCED TEAM IS AVAILABLE TO HELP YOU IN ANY AREA OF LITIGATION



PRISON LAW DEPARTMENT Catherine McCarthy All aspects of criminal law, including Appeals/CCRC/Confiscation Orders.



All aspects of prison law, including adjudications, parole, DLP, categorisation, Judicial Review



CIVIL DEPARTMENT Tafadzwa Chigudu



Legal aid available for Housing problems, due to your remand or looking forwards towards release. Including threat of possession of your home and advice on eligibility for local authority housing following release.



FAMILY DEPARTMENT Jennifer Mundy



All aspects of matrimonial and children disputes, including proceedings involving the Local authority. Divorce, domestic violence, cohabitation and Civil partnerships. All aspects of financial disputes.



2-4 Bradford Street Tonbridge Kent TN9 1DU Tel: 01732 360999
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ROCK & POP QUIZ 1. Whose 1966 album Wildest Organ in Town was re-released in 2004, two years before his death? 2. What does the ‘WA’ stand for in the band name NWA?



Worst exam howlers of all time Every year university lecturers submit a series of silly answer papers to the Times Higher Education magazine’s exam howlers competition. This year’s crop - including describing Hitler’s role in World War Two as “overlooked” and saying the hole in the ozone layer is caused by ‘arseholes’ - have had teachers up and down the country in stitches. Here are the worst howlers of all time: 15. What do we call the science of classifying living things? Racism



4. Which record label has used a portrait of a dog named Nipper on its albums, etc, for more than one hundred years?



6. One Day it Will Please Us To Remember Even This is the long title of which long-running American band’s 2006 album? 7. Which British girl band had a big hit with Venus in 1986? 8. Which American psychedelic rock band’s lengthy name is sometimes reduced to BJM? 9. From which country does the girl band the 5.6.7.8’s originate?



1. The first cells were probably…? Lonely. 2. Suggest one reason why it is a good idea to collect data by asking the public to observe when conkers open: So the government doesn’t have to do it.



16. A star in the sky suddenly brightens to many times its original brightness and then fades gradually over the next several years. Hypothesise what happened in terms of a star’s life cycle: It just had a hot flash and is probably going through menopause 17. What is sexual bullying? Punching someone in the vagina



3. When should a motorist use his or her bright beams? When he wants to be an asshole 4. Why are there rings on Saturn? Because God liked it, so he put a ring on it 5. Give a brief explanation of the meaning of the term ‘hard water’: Ice 6. What is the process for separating a mixture of chalk and sand? A process called flirtation



18. Write two hundred thousand in figures: Two hundred thousand in figures 19. What is the main reason for Divorce? Marriage 20. If you threw a red stone into a Blue Sea, what will it become? Simply, a wet stone 21. Brian has 50 slices of cake. He eats 48. What has he now? Diabetes



10. Which female rock artist was the leader of the band The Pretenders?



22. Explain why phosphorus trichloride is polar: God made it that way



the immigration specialists Asylum Deportation and Immigration Bail issues Legal Aid has changed and from 01/04/2013 it may not be available to you. However, we offer very competitive rates and can travel throughout the country to meet your needs.



If you need advice contact Traci or Kay @



Dicksons Solicitors



32 – 36 Cheapside, Hanley, Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire ST1 1HQ



01782 262424



specialists in staffordshire



ANNIVERSARIES



As this year’s top exam howlers are revealed, we round up the funniest bloopers from students’ end-of-year tests



3. Whose Jagged Little Pill album has sold over fourteen million units in the USA alone?



5. Whose album The Rise And Fall Of Ziggy Stardust And the Spiders From Mars made the American charts in 1972?
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23. A 1km sized asteroid is discovered… Send Bruce Willis 7. What is methane? Methane is a smelly greenhouse gas which is produced when trees and/or cows are burned 8. What is the meaning of the term ‘activation energy’? It’s what is needed to get me up in the morning



24. How is the brain like a cantaloupe? It is delicious 25. What happens to your body as you age? When you get old, so do your bowels and you get intercontinental



9. The Bible is full of interesting caricatures. Explain: In the first book of the Bible, Guinessis, Adam and Eve were created from an apple tree. One of their children, Cain, asked, ‘Am I my brother’s son?’ 10. Where was the American Declaration of Independence signed? At the bottom 11. To change centimetres to metres, you…? Take out centi 12. What is a vibration? There are good vibrations and bad vibrations. Good vibrations were discovered in the 1960s



26. Name a major disease associated with cigarettes: A premature death 27. How can you delay milk turning sour? Keep it in the cow 28. What is a fibula? A small lie



13. Name one of the early Romans’ greatest achievements: Learning to speak Latin



29. Give the meaning of the term ‘Caesarean section’: The caesarean section is a district in Rome



14. What is meant by the term ‘hermaphrodite’? Lady GaGa



30. What is a turbine? Something an Arab or a Shriek wears on his head



August 1914 // 100th Anniversary Following the outbreak of WWI on 28th July the following events occurred: 1st Germany declared war on the Soviet Union 1st Italy declared itself neutral 2nd Germany occupied Luxembourg 3rd Germany declared war on France 4th Britain declared war on Germany 4th Germany invaded Belgium 6th Austria-Hungary declared war on Russia 6th Serbia declared war on Germany 7th Germany invaded France 10th France declared war on Austria-Hungary 10th Austria-Hungary invaded Russia 12th Britain (followed by the other countries in the British Empire) declared war on Austria-Hungary 18th The USA declared itself neutral 20th Germany captured the Belgian capital, Brussels 23rd Japan declared war on Germany 3 August 1934 // 80th Anniversary German Chancellor Adolf Hitler became absolute dictator of Germany, combining the roles of Chancellor and President into one: ‘Führer’. 2 August 1939 // 75th Anniversary Albert Einstein wrote a letter to U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt urging the creation of an atomic weapons research programme. 27 August 1939 // 75th Anniversary The world’s first turbojet-powered aircraft, Germany’s Heinkel He 178, made its first flight.



31 August 1939 // 75th Anniversary



Adolf Hitler, leader of Nazi Germany, signed an order to attack Poland. German troops began massing on the Polish border. (The invasion of Poland began the next day, starting WWII).



1 August 1944 // 70th Anniversary Anne Frank recorded the final entry in her diary while hiding from the Nazis in Amsterdam in the Netherlands. On 4th Aug her hiding place was raided by Nazi police following a tip-off. She and her family were taken to Auschwitz concentration camp. 24 August 1949 // 65th Anniversary The North Atlantic Treaty came into effect, establishing NATO.



29 August 1949 // 65th Anniversary



The Soviet Union successfully exploded its first atomic bomb (known as ‘First Lightning’ or ‘Joe 1’) at a remote test site in Kazakhstan.
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Day



Mon



Tue



07:00



Porridge



Insidetime August 2014 www.insidetime.org



August 2014



National Prison Radio is currently available in over 100 prisons across England and Wales.



What’s on National Prison Radio?



We broadcast 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, into your cell. If your prison has National Prison Radio, you can listen through your TV by using the tuning buttons on your remote control.



Wed



Thur



Fri



The first national breakfast show made by and for prisoners - big tracks, news, sport, and the information you need to start your day Listen out for... Friday – the famous Porridge Music Special



08:00



(or local shows made in your prison)



09:00



Monday Special See the red box below for more details on the shows



HYPE From HMYOI Hindley



Drum n Space The Best in DnB



NPR Urban Hip-hop, RnB and dancehall



Hot 20 The UK top 20 chart



All Music Daytime



Igloo House Show The best in house



The Rock Show The best in loud guitar music



Music and information designed to help you make the most of your time inside



10:00



Radio?



11:00



Tue



Wed



Thur



Fri



hind Bars 12:00



Spotlight OpportunitiesSatinsideSun



Prime Time



Back to the Future



NPR helps you make the most of your time inside



13:00



Request Show



14:00



requests in to: l Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF



ge



All Request Saturday The week’s Request Shows back to back through the day. Write to us at: National Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF



Bob and Beyond A solid hour of reggae classics



17:00



Spotlight Shining a light on opportunities inside



The Gospel Show An hour of classic gospel



18:00



The Request Show



Spotlight Opportunities inside Prime Time Repeat from Tuesday Prime Time Repeat from Wednesday



Back to the Future



Requests and shout-outs from prisons across England and Wales Want to hear The Brixton Hour your favourite song on National Prison Radio? For information, see edition at 07:00 To hear your song, message or poem on the radio, write to us at National 19:05 19:05Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF



The A List



Running through the latest music to hit the National Prison Radio offices



Oldies Sounds from the 60s, 70s & 80s



Gospel Hour Uplifting gospel music



20:05



20:05



This American The Brit 40 Life Stories from the US A repeat of Selector Friday’s show 21:05 The State Two We’re Inhours of new music



All Music Daytime



Hot 20 The UK top 20 chart



Music and information designed to help you make the most of your time inside



s of classic love songs, the perfect soundtrack for writing those letters home



Monday Special National Prison Radio Book Club Omnibus



Bull Music Academy Radio have radio production courses or workshops which produce local shows. prisons Some dings, interviews, mixes and documentary features, exclusive to NPR.



at 08:00, 12:00 and 22:30 instead of the programmes listed above. These are broadcast The Brixton Hour For information, see edition at 07:00 National and international news: every hour, on the hour from Sky News top Music and Information Prison news: Weekdays at 10:00, 14:00, 16:00, 19:00 and in Porridge TV Guide: 09:00, 11:00, 15:00, 17:00 and 20:00 rison Radio: News and information from your prison: 8:00, 13:00, 18:00, 21:00 and through the night ational news from the studios of Sky News, every hour, on the hour



Request Show



rom 18:00



Tue



Wed



Thur



Prime Time



Entertainment and support, helping you make the most of your time inside. Tuesdays’ and Wednesdays’ shows come from HMPs Brixton and Coldingley and Thursdays’ come from HMP Styal



Fri



Sat



Sun



Brixton Calling A weekly snapshot of life in HMP Brixton



HYPE From HMYOI Hindley, for and by young people



Information Centre All the facts you need if you’re new to prison



BPM Bouncing beats and bass



Hot 20 The UK top 20 chart



To hear your song, message or poem on the radio, write to us at National Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF



19:00



The Request Show



w us xes



16:00



Mon



Another chance to hear this morning’s show



of this morning’s show



ove Songs Hour



Eve



Prime Time Repeat from Thursday



r



15:00



Sun



Porridge



Bars is your award-winning daily feature show focusing on a different side of prison evening. We bring you the best chat, music and information to keep you informed son life and give a voice to your thoughts about life behind bars s Induction Show - all the basics about how prison works s Women Inside - focusing on life for female prisoners days Your Life - looking at how to keep your body and mind healthy ys The Inside Story - your in-depth guide to staying out of jail The Album Show - we play an entire album in full from start to finish ys The Love Bug - helping you keep in touch with family and friends on the outside s The Magazine - featuring the best bits of National Prison Radio



(or local shows)



Sat



Wednesday – The Soundclash - two prisons go head to head Thursday – Family and Friends Requests, presented by the women at HMP Styal with shout-outs and dedications from your lovedones. Tell them to visit www.nationalprisonradio.com to join in Friday – NRG: The Friday Request Show



20:00



Monday Special See the red box below for more details on the shows



Back to the Future Hits from the 80s and 90s



HYPE From HMYOI Hindley, for and by young people



NPR Urban Hip-hop, RnB and dancehall



21:00



Connoisseurs’ Corner Classic soul



Drum n Space The best in DnB



BPM Beats and bass



Igloo House Show The best in house



22:00



National Prison Radio Book Club Tune into this month’s book reading



22:30



The Selector The best in UK new music, plus interviews and mixes



(or local shows)



00:00 01:00 07:00



Ministry of Sound Keeping you in touch with the dancefloors on the outside



Igloo House Show The best in house The Rock Show The very best in loud guitar music



Brixton Calling A weekly snapshot of life in HMP Brixton Bob and Beyond A solid hour of reggae classics



Red Bull Music Academy Radio Live recordings, interviews, mixes and documentary features



NPR Urban Hip-hop and RnB



Connoisseurs’ Corner Classic soul



Late Night Love Bug Love songs, the soundtrack to write letters home to



BPM



The Gospel Show



Dream Time Dreamy chill-out tunes and information on how to stay safe while you’re inside



Monday Special Music and talk from across England and Wales. 4 August - Outside In: former prisoners look at how you can prepare for life on the out. 11 August - Open Road: essential listening for the Gypsy, Traveller and Romany communities. 25 August - YO Takeover: direct from the lads at HMYOI Isis.



prisons across the country at 10:00, 12:00, 16:00, 18:00 and 22:00



t 9:00, 11:00, 15:00, 17:00 and 20:00



Inside Time are proud to sponsor the NPR schedule along with the following advertisers.



a Prisoner



1st class post n a 2nd class stamp



r 100 UK prisons now get e mails y, friends and legal representatives ils call 0844 873 3111



GENERAL KNOWLEDGE



Gema Records - Supplier of the UK’s Largest Back Catalogue of Music plus DVD’s, PS2 Bundles and pre owned



PATHFINDER



> LOOKING AHEAD



MIND GYM



2



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2014. All rights reserved.



9 6 7 3



www.fonesavvy.co.uk for more info.....



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2014. All rights reserved.



Upon his release, what started as a business plan created in a prison cell became a reality - the only service of its kind. Now Fonesavvy customers throughout the UK receive calls from people in prisons, hospitals and many other situations where keeping the callers’ call charge to a minimum is vital. Perfect for self employed people who are out and about all day



Week commencing 1st September 2014



8



Please note restrictions may apply in some geographical areas.



Fonesavvy - the brainchild of a former prisoner.



> NEXT ISSUE



4



Simple solutions tailored to the individual requirements of our customers.



SUDOKU



9



***Try trialmembership membershipfor forjust just£1 £1--no noobligation! obligation! **Try aatrial Enter the the code code ‘itlovefonesavvy’ ‘itlovefonesavvy’when when you you sign sign up up Enter



8



• No minimum term or hidden charges! • No mystifying bundles! • No catches or gimmicks!



5 1 2



All packages are Pay-As-You-Go.



8 5 7 2 6



Contact a member of our friendly team



9 4



13 Northenden Road Sale Cheshire M33 2DH



1.4, 2.10,



MOTOR, HOME & PUBLIC LIABILITY



Daily Sudoku: Tue 15-Jul-2014



AWARD WINNING INSURANCE PRODUCTS DESIGNED FOR FORMER PRISONERS AND THEIR FAMILIES



2 9 8 6 4 7



A perfect solution for mobile phone SIS Insurance users wishing to reduce costs for those 0161who 969 6040call them.



6 1 7 3 5 9 3 5 4 2 8 1



games and new Xbox 360 consoles. For a personal catalogue send a £2.00 postal order to: Gema Records PO Box 54 Reading RG1 3SD



ROCK & POP QUIZ



CROSSWORD



8 3 2 5 9 6 4 6 1 8 7 3 9 7 5 1 2 4



of our friendly team



> ANSWERS



Metro Mini BMW Discovery Morgan Caterham Peugeot Renault Vauxhall Crossfire Bugatti Lexus Seat



69 6040



Prisoners in over 100 UK prisons now get e mails from their family, friends and legal representatives For full details call 0844 873 3111



5 2 6 7 1 8 1 4 3 9 6 2 7 8 9 4 3 5



Sale Cheshire M33 2DH



• Faster than 1st class post • Cheaper than a 2nd class stamp



Daily Sudoku: Tue 15-Jul-2014



PUBLIC LIABILITY



Email a Prisoner



Maserati 3.6 Mondeo Lambourgini 1 3 5 Range 4 2 8 Rover 9 7 6 Freelander 7 1 4 Ferrari 5 9 2 Audi 6 8 3 McLaren 3 4 9 Austin 8 5 7 Wolseley 2 6 1 medium Ford Consul Jaguar Porche http://www.dailysudoku.com/ Aston Martin Cortina Chrysler Lancia Zephyr Zodiac



surance



NSURANCE PRODUCTS SONERS AND THEIR FAMILIES



See advert page 3



Down: 2 Open 3 Peter Falk 4 Mormon 5 Lawrence Durrell 6 Trimaran 7 Rudge 8 Tiger Woods 12 Anna Neagle 15 Salisbury 16 Petulant 19 Geneva 21 Donat 22 Coda



ue send a £2.00 postal order to: PO Box 54 Reading RG1 3SD



• Faster than 1st class post • Cheaper than a 2nd class stamp



Across: 1 Pompom 5 Literate 9 Death Row 10 Indigo 11 Rio de Janeiro 13 Enya, 14 Chat show 17 Bankhead 18 Leda 20 Headquarters 23 Agenda 24 Executor 25 Teetotal 26 Amy Tan



S2 Bundles and pre owned ew Xbox 360 consoles. For a



SIS INSURANCE Second chance! 1 in 5 people are routinely refused insurance (See full advert page 42)



1. Billy Preston 1. Arnold Wesker 2. Staccato 2. With Attitude 3. Italy 3. Alanis Morrrissette 4. HMV, though both RCA 4. Terence Rattigan 5. Miss Hoolie and Victor have used 6. Peeping Tom the ‘trademark dog’ for 7. Eddie Merckx a time. 8. Auf Wiedersehen, Pet 5. David Bowie 9. Austria 6. New York Dolls 10. Vampire 7. Bananarama 11. 1980s 12. George Burns 8. The Brian Jonestown 13. Condensation Massacre 14. Gypsy Rose Lee 9. Japan 15. Ben Affleck 10. Chrissie Hynde 16. Bee Gees 17. Venezuela 18. ERNIE 19. Orkney Islands 20. Victoria Cross



rds - Supplier of the UK’s ck Catalogue of Music



GEMA RECORDS Supplier of music, dvds and games (See full advert page 17)



• September Inside Education • October Inside Art • November Scottish Focus
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